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tText ] ANNOTATION

This book will acquaint the reader with the special features of
nature in the Subarctic , a huge region occupying 20 percent of
the S ovi•t Union’s territory, where nature is extremely vulner-
able and easily destroyed. Normal temperature variations in
the Subarctic that would be almost unnoticeable in southern
zones and areas lead to changes in relief and intensify ground
creep on slopes. This book contains a large amount of factual
material -_ the result of more than 20 years of research in the
Far North on the part of the author
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INTRODUCT ION

At the present time intensive development work is being done in
the Far North -- primarily tne Subarctic -- in connection with
the large reserves of useful minerals (such as cupronickel
ores, apatites, coal, tin, and so on) that are found there.
The Far North’s biological resources are also considerable: it
yields about ~5—5O percent of this country’s furs and 30 per-
cent of its fish (in inland, fresh—water bodies); it has about
2,5 million households and more than 600,000 wild deer, boars
and waterfowl, berries and mushrooms. Nevertheless, the natur-
al conditions of the continental Subarctic have been studied
less than the natural conditions of marine water areas and the
more southerly natural zones • We cannot even talk about the
lag in the rates of development for regions in the Far North.
There is an intolerable gap between the development rate and
scientific research, which is the basis for substantiating any
industrial and economic projects for exploiting resources and
for predicting the consequences .of development.

It is a well known fact that every period of interaction be-
tween society and the environment requires appropriate informa-
tion about the latter. Right now we are feeling the inadequacy
of our knowledge about nature in the Far North and the process-
es taking place in this region.

In recent years, during the industrial development of the Sub-
arctic we have collided with the facts of the extraordinary
vulnerability and instability of its natural territorial com-
plexes. At the present time it has become known that in the
track of a cross—country vehicle that has destroysd the vege-
tative cover, there can appear a thermokarst-erosion gully that
then enlarges intensively not only dur ing periods of rain, but
also in dry, warm weather as the result of the thawing of sub-
surface ice.

At one time there were suggestions that at industrial points in
the Far North (Monchegorsk, ~irovsk, Vorkuta, Noril’sk), some
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cooling occurs in connection with the unavoidable pollution of
the atmosphere with dust. The actual picture proved to be
somewhat more complicated. It was not possible to avoid pollu-
tion of the atmosphere, soil, and snow, However, the pollution
caused not only a slight reduction in solar radiation (that
insignificant because of the constant winds that cause renewal
of the air masses), but also a change in the underlying sur-
face’s albedo, which in the final account resulted in warming
of the Industrial centers and a slight increase in the length
of the snowfree period and growing seasons in comparison with
the natural, unchanged territorial complexes -- the ecosystems.
In contrast to the more southerly zones, in the Subarctic we do
not have centuries of experience in industrial development, and
this also makes the exploitation of the Far North’s natural re-
sources more complicated.

During the development process the most severe changes are
undergone by the soil mantle and vegetative cover, with partic-
ular emphasis on arboreal vegetation, which affects the condi-
tion and dynamics of the northern boundary of the forests --
one of the main natural borders on our planet • The northern
forest boundary, which is a derivative of many natural (includ-
ing anthropogenous) factors, is itself a large border that more
or less retracts the component parts of nature (winds, snow re-
distribution, soil freezing , fauna, and so on), which in turn
influences the economic activities of man.

The reasons for the lack of forests in the tundra zone and the
dynamics of the northern forest boundary have only recently be-
gun to interest a small number of specialists in the fields of
botany and geography, and have not been taken into cons Idera-
tion in practice. Right now our knowledge of these questions
is exerting an ever increas ing Influence on the economic acti-
vities of man. h ere are just a few examples. Is the northern
forest boundary advancing or retreating and, in connection with
this, Is the forest-covered area In the Far North expanding or
contracting? Statements in the press on, this problem are con-
tradictory. Is it possible to plant varieties of trees and
shrubs at populated points in the tundra zone? The role of
such plantings in improving the microclimate, removing dust
from the atmosphere, reducing noise , and so forth is commonly
known.

Is it possible to create forest belts along roads in the tundra
zone? On railways In the Vorkuta area forest belts are more
effective than wooden screens in protecting the tracks from
snow drifts. In the final account, forest belts are more eco-
nomically profitable than wooden screens. The answers to these
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questions also depend on the level of our knowledge about the
lack of forestation in the tundra zone and the processes taking
place in It. Considering the increasing Intensity of develop-
ment of the Subarctic, Including the tundra and forest—tundra
zones , as well as the extraordinary vulnerability and Instabi-
lity of this region’s ecosystems , with the passage of time it
will be more and more difficult to analyze the problem of the
tundra zone’s lack of forestation. For example, because of the
plowing up of the steppes and forest—steppes , the reasons for
the lack of forestation of the steppes and the interrelation-
ships of forest and steppe vegetation are not clear and, appar-
ently, never will be.

Substantial contributions to the study of the North were made
by such Russian scientists as N.Ya. Ozeretskovskly and V.F. Zu-
yev, who visited the northern part of our country in the second
halt of the 18th Century; A , Shrenk, who traveled in 1837
through the northeastern part of European Russia; A .F. Minden-
ford, who explored northern and eastern Siberia In l8’+2—l8~+5;G,I, Tanitl ’yev, who studied a large area from Mezenskaya Bay
to the lower reaches of the Pechora River in 1892. Many other
investigators also occupied themselves with the study of the
North. Although these were but brief visits , frequently made
without adequate supplies, they yielded new material about the
mysterious North and half-lifted the veil of secrecy. One pio-
neer in the mastery of the North was A ,V. Zhuravskiy, who
raised the question of settling the North and creating seeded
meadows and forest plantations In the tundra even before the
Great October Socialist Revolution.

Academician A.A , Grlgor ’yev (1883—1968) made a great contribu-
tion to the study of nature in the Subarctic. His book “The
Subarctic” appeared in 1~#6, was reissued in 1956 , and in 1970
was published in “Collected Theoretical Works.” This work cor-
relates not only the original research of A .A. Grigor’yev, but
also the large amount of materials accumulated up until that
time. Grigor ’yev pointed out the basic regularities of the
Subarctic on the example of the Eastern European Subarctic,
which he regarded as typical for the Subarctic of all Eurasia.

B.N, Gorodkov (1890-1953) devoted his entire life to investi-
gating the Far North. He formulated the beginning of the frac-
tional division of the talga on a zonal basis that is now gen-
erally accepted. Gorodkov was very concerned with questions of
the dynamics of the Far North ‘s vegetation. He introduced the
concept “polar desert” as a vegetation type.

In 1927, M.I. Sungin (1873—19~+2) —- one of the founders of geo-
cryology -- published the first complete report on “Perpetually
Frozen Ground in the USSR.”

If
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Most Soviet scientists who are engaged in studying the Subarc-
tic were pupils of these great investigators and are continuing
their work.

At the present time , we are obtaining ever more evidence of the
instability and extraordinary vulnerability of nature in the
Subarctic. This applies to both its separate components (per-
manently frozen ground, soils, vegetation, fauna) and It natural
complexes as a whole (that is , the ecosystems).

In 1970, USSR Academy of Sciences ’ Corresponding Member P.F.
Shvetsov wrote: “On the tundra there is nothing that resembles
the preconceived notion that In the Far North everything is
covered with permanent frost from the time of the Ice Age,
while the topography is fixed and changes only over the course
of geological periods. As a matter of fact, in the industrial—
ly developed regions of the Subarctic man changed nature not in
millennia , but In 30 years. In order to convince oneself of
this, it Is sufficient to compare the contemporary relief, the
depth of occurrence and brokenness of the permafrost layer, and
the vegetative cover in the vicinities Qf Vorkuta and Noril’sk
with those that were recorded In 1937.”

In the Subarctic, small temperature deviations result In con-
siderably more serious consequences than In any other part of
the globe. The Subarctic has a specIal rhythm and regime of
natural processes distinct from those seen under the conditions
In the middle latitudes, This special character means that
nature in the Subarctic is highly vulnerable and unstable, re-
sponsive and delicate. In telling about these special features
of the Subarctic the author remembered that one picture Is
worth a thousand word, so In this book the text is accompanied
by many photographs and figures.

1$hvetsov, P.F,, “Toward a Plan of Research in the Subarctic
for the Development of Scientific Principles for Transforming
It and Predicting Changes In Its Nature,” IZV. V&O [Bulletin of
the All—Union Geographic Society), No 5, 1970, If19.
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WHAT IS THE SUBARCTIC?

Special Features of Light Conditions and Climate

Because of its high—latitude location, the Far North inherently
has different lengths of night and day at dIfferent times of
the year (Figure 1); this means that insolation’ Is not uniform
in this area. The amplitude of the annual pattern of this in-
equality increases, as Is well known, as the geographical lati-
tude does. In one band, there is a continuous day lasting for
half a year, from the spring to the fall equinoxes. The night
lasts for approximately the same amount of time. The number of
days when the atm does not set during the summer decreases to-
ward the south and at the latitude of the Arctic Circle there
is theoretically only one day (the day of the summer solstice)
when the sun does not go below the horIzon.

Because of the lengthening of the day, the total possible radi-
ation in high latitudes during the summer period exceeds the
total radiation in low latitudes. However, because of the high
reflective capacity of the ice cover ’s surface and great cloud-
iness, the amount of absorbed radiation turns out to be compar-
atively small.

The absorbed radiation is considerably less than the total pos-
sible radiation that could be absorbed under a cloudless sky.
The amount of it depends on the albedo (the reflecting capacity
of the underlying surface), as a result of which it changes
during the year and from place to place, depending on the state
of the surface. For Instance, on Dikson Island the absorbed
radiation is 33.~+ kcal/cm2 per year, while in Salekhard It Is
If 5.6 kcal/cm2 per year. There is snow on the ground in the Far
North from October to June ; that is , the underlying surface

1lnsolation is the influx of solar radiation onto the surface
in the form of direct, reflected, and scattered rays
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Figure 1. Periods of solar illumination
In the Far North (59_7Ø0 N. Lat.).
Key:
1. Months 7. Summer solstice
2. Polar nIght 8. TwilIght and
3. Winter solstice white nights
LI .  Dark nights 9. SunrIses and sun-
5. Spring equinox sets
6. Polar day 10. Fall equinox

has the same properties for the greater part of the year. Dur-
ing this time, less than 25—30 percent of the total incoming
radiation is absorbed. The dIsappearance of the snow lowers
the albedo. The next significant variable is the radiation
balance, the calculation of which takes into consideration not
only the losses of reflected short—wave radiation, but also the
output of radiated heat as the result of effective radiation,
which depends on the temperature, absolute humidIty of the air,
and carbon dioxide content. Cold air masses contain less water
vapor, which increases effective radiation. The reduced carbon
dioxide content in Arctic air masses during the summer months1
also contributes to an Increase in effective radiation. In the
Arctic and SubarctIc, the annual effective radiation totals are
26-IfO kca1/cm~.

The radiation balance expresses those reserves of solar energy
that are expended on evaporation and heating the Earth’s sur-
face and the air. The more ’heat consumed for evaporation, the
less there remains to heat the ground and air. In the A~’cticand Subarctic, heat expended on evaporation is the main item of
consumption, and exceeds the magnitude of the heat exchange be-
tween ground and air. In June in the Far North, the magnitude

lThe reduced CO2 content is explained by the fact that in Arc-
tic waters during the summer, with 2If-hour Illumination, phyto-
plankton that assimilate carbon dioxIde grow rapidly and abund-
antly. Therefore, air masses arriving from the Arctic In the
summer conta in about 0.016 percent CO2 instead of the usual
0.03 percent [5).
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of the radiation balance is twice what It Is in August, al-
though in all regions of the area August is warmer than June.
This Is explained by the great amounts of heat consumed in June
to heat the excessively wet soil and for evaporation. In Aug-
ust the heat losses for evaporation are smaller , which results
In a higher air temperature .

Much heat Is expended on melting snow and heating the soil and
the cold air masses coming in from the north . AccordIng to
calculations made by AcademicIan A .A . Grigor ’yev , the following
amount of heat Is expended for melt ing snow. When the snow Is
70 cm thick and its density is 0.35 per 1 cm 2 of surface 2If .5
g of water Is generated ; when It Is 60 and IfO cm thick, and
iIf g, respectively are produced. In the first case , 1,960 cal
are required to melt the snow , in the second -- 1,680 , and in
the third -- 1,120; that Is , the melting of the snow cover ,
which takes place primarily in May , requires more than half of
this month ’s radiation energy base (the radiation balance for
May is 1.0-3.5 kcal/cm2). Therefore, the average monthly tem-
peratures for May are negative , even In the southern regions of
the Subarctic. In June, July, and August much heat is expended
for the thawing arid heating of the soil. Grigor ’yev ’s calcula-
tIons (1970) show that If the moisture (ice) content In the
soil is 0.3 g per 1 cm3 of soil (that is , 30 g for a 1—meter
column of soil with a cross-section of 1 cm3 ) and the latent
heat of fusion of 1 g of Ice Is 80 cal , then the thawing of
soil to depths of 0.5, 1.0 , and 1.5 m requires 1,200 , 2 ,If0O ,
and 3,600 cal , respectively. According to the calculations
presented by M.I. Budyko in [I f ] ,  )+ •5 kcal/cin2 are consumed for
thawing and heating soil in the Subarctic, while 9 keal are ex-
pended on evaporation.

It Is for just this reason that summer temperatures in the
North are quite low: even In the southern regions of the Sub-
arctic, the average temperature in July Is 11.5—12.0° at Maga-
dan and 12~130 at Salekhard. The negative or low winter radia-
tion balance values cause the low negative temperatures In the
Arctic and Subarctic .

A small amount of precipitation -- from 200 to 500 mm -- falls
In the Far North ; In the Kola sector of the Subarctic the fig-
ure Is a little higher. Winter evaporation is very low -— much
less than the amount of precip itation. During the period of
positive temperatures , again more precipitation falls than
evaporates , except for a number of regions in the Eastern Si-
beria sector. In the Western European part of the North, the
excess of atmospheric precipitation over evaporation Is, ac-
cording to Grigor ’yev ’s data, approximately equal to a 70—mm
layer of water in the southern Subarctic and up to a 120-mm8



layer near Its northern boundaries. Fr ozen soils act as a
water-resistant horizon tnat does not .i~ansmIt moisture and in-creases bog formation. Frozen soils usually contain ice. When
soils thaw to a depth of 1 m and when they contain moisture In
the form of ice that totals 0.3 g/ cm3 . 30 c m 3  of liquid moist-
ure form s per square centimeter of thawed soil; that Is, almost
twice as much as the amount of atmos pheric precipitation that
falls during the wa rm period. Thus, waterlogging and swampi-
ness of the ground In connection with a short and cold summer
during which little moisture evaporates is a resultant special
feature of the Subarctic .

The heavy excess of precipitation over evaporation in the Sub-
arctic causes not only abundant swampiness, but also a great
number of likes and hig~-i summer water levels in the rivers .
The area occupied by lakes in the Subarctic zones -- tundra ,
forest tundra , northern talga -- is the highest when compared
to other zone s . The total annual runoff of the Subarctic ’s
rivers is also the highest:  iIfo—Ifoo mm , which even reaches 600
main in the Kola sector , In the southern part of the talga , the
runoff totals 100-200 mm.

The low temperatures In the Subarctic cause there to be little
moisture in the atmospnere -- 1-3 gum3 , on the average . Water
vapor , as is the case with any gas , possesses elastic ity (pres-
sure ) , which can be expressed in millimeters of mercury or
milllbars . The abs olute winter air humidity In the Subarctic
Is 0.7-1.5 mb , while in the summe r (July and August) It is 8—13
mb. The relative air hum5dlty expresses the ratio of the act-
ual water vapor pressure In the atmosphere to the saturated
water vapor pressure at the same temperature , and is given as a
percentage . As a result o~’ the low temperatures , it is high ——
65-95 percent —- in the Subarctic at all tImes of the year.

The Arctic Ocean ’s “breathing,” especially during the summer
when winds blow fr om the cold expanses of the Arctic onto the
heated and moistur ized continent , ca ises moisture condensation
and the formation of fogs and freezing raIns. This happens
frequently , so that freezing rains and fog are common in the
Subarctic summer. However , torrential rains and thunderstorms
rarely occur in the Subarctic.

The Subarctic is a regicn with the greatest daily and annual
temperature ranges (daily -— up to 15_200 , annual -- up to
~0_7O0 ) and the most abrupt wea ther changes. When there Is a
north wind from the Arctic Ocean , a clear sunny day with a
temperature of le_200 can change In an hour to rainy and windy
weather with a temperature close to zero .

9



Now , a few words about climatic fluctuations. It is a well
known fact that there exist climatic fluctuations with periodi—
cities of 2—5, 11, 22, 80-90, 180, 600, 1,800 years and so on.
In the opinion of climatologists Ye.S. Rubinshteyn and L .G . Po-
lozova 111+), the 2—year cycle of fluctuations in various meteo-
rological Indicators Is explained by self-oscillations of the
atmosphere; that Is, Its intrinsic fluctuations caused by the
varying thermal regime of the oceans and continents, the change
of seasons , and other geophysical causes. The 11— , 22-, and
and 80—90—year climatic fluctuations are caused by respective
cyclic fluctuations in solar activity. Many climatologists
think this to be the case. It is also known that the range of
climatic fluctuations is much greater in the high latitudes
than In the lower ones. For example , the warming observed from
the beginning of this century (and particularly from 1920) to
the end of the l9If0 ’s was at its highest in the high latitudes .
The overall planetary warming equaled several parts of a de-
gree. In the high latitudes it exceeded 2—3° . This was writ-
ten about by V .Yu. Vize in 19If 0, Rubinshteyn and Polozova in
1966 [])+J , and S.P. Khromov in :968. it was again confirmed at
the Conference on Problems of Climatic Change that was held at
the Main Geophysical Observatory (Leningrad) on 27—29 February
1968 and the Sympos ium on the Cenozoic History of the Polar
Ocean ( 1—6 April 1968 , Leningrad) .

Apparently, the initial warming was al~o insignificant in the
Far North. However, it extended the duration of the open-water
period somewhat, and this in turn led to a lowering of the al-
bedo , an increase in the radiation balance, and even greater
warming ; tha t Is , the shrinkage of sea ice and the retreat of
inland ice , an Increase in the sea water ’s temperature, the ap-
pearance of herring in the Kara Sea, some increase in the
growth of plants~ and the penetration into the North of in-sects. Actually, warming by only 10 in the high latitudes
means a northward advance of the thermal boundaries for plants
and animals of more than 100 km. The animals reacted more
quickly to the warming: small Invertebrates inhabiting the up-
per psrt of individual plants, the soil surface, grasses and
undergrowth, lakes, streams. This could not help but be re-
flected in the larger animals ; In particular , the birds , since
they feed on the invertebrates. Plant growth increased , which
affected the herbivorous animals and, consequently, the beasts
of prey.

This warming had a very substantial effect  on the thawing of
perpetually frozen soils (permafrost) and thermokarst process-
es.
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Similar phenomen& have als o occurred in the distant past , dur-
ing the so called Middle liolocene’ thermal opt imum ; that is , a
period of warming that took place approximately between 6,000
and 5,000 years ago. It was greatest within the limits of 50—
700 N . Lat. The warming had considerably less effect in the
southern latitudes. This was again confirmed at the Conference
on Thermal Reclamation of the Northern Latitudes, particularly
In the materials of V.P. Grichuk’.

The Subarctic reacts to cooling with the same sensitivity and
dynamicity as to warming as the result of those same features
we mentioned above. It has now been established that an ini-
tial reduction of temperature in the subpolar latitudes of only
0.3° was able to (which means that it can happen again) bring
the Ice cap to life. Here Is how Academician K.K. Markov des-
cribes this process: “Assume that a small degree of cooling
allowed an insignificant Ice cap to be born. This cap Itself
cools the atmosphere , contributing to its own further growth.
The ice caps ’ self-expansion f inally created such scales of
climatic cooling that they exceeded the initial cooling of the
atmosphere many times. . .The ice cap, by gradually expanding,
was finally able to reduce the temperature of the air above and
around it by 25°C~”3
This feature of the Far North must always be taken Into consid-
eration when developing any projects that can affect the ther-
mal regime in the high latitudes.
Tnis property of the high-latitude (Arctic and Subarctic) nat-
ural territorial complexes, of reacting quite sensitively to
small climatic deviations and then ca~ising large physico-geographical changes, explains the fact that the continental
glaciations that have taken place in the history of the Earth
occurred In the high latitudes, while in the low latitudes the
temperature was always close to what it Is today.

LThe }iolocene is the modern, post-Ice-Age geological epoch;
that Is, the most recent and not yet finished segment of the
~uaternary Period of the Earth’s geological history. The be-ginning of the Holocene Is considered to be the end of the last
continental glaciation in northern Europe, which occurred about
~0,0O0 years ago.
~See TEPLINAYA 1~~LI0RATSIYA SEVERNYKI-1 SHIROT [Thermal Reclama-
tion of the Northern Latitudes, Collection of Works], Moscow,
Izd-vo Nauka, 1973.
3Markov, X.L, PALFOGFOGRAFIYA [Paleogeography], Moscow, Izd-vo
MGU IMoscov State UnIversity) , 1960 , 16~+.
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It is a known fact that the Earth ’s separate modes of motion
and Its orbital parameters are periodic and not constant, which
Is one of the causes of climatic fluctuations.

The Yugoslav geophysicist M. Milankovich calculated that a re-
duction In the angle of Inclination of the Earth ’s axis of only
1° would reduce the annual amount of Incoming radiation at the
equator by 0.35 percent , while at latitude )+50 it would In-
crease by 0.03 percent. As one moves to the north, the amount
of incoming radiation increases sharply, particularly during
the summer. For instance, at latitude 70° the summer Increase
would be 3.18 percent, while the total annual increase here
would be 2~ +9 percent. A further decrease in the Earth’s ax-
is’s angle of incllnatj.on would cause even greater changes In
the subpolar latitudesi. The actual changes in the axis’s
angle of inclination will be no greater than 30 in the next
~i0,O00 years.

An increase In temperature in the high latitudes usually leads
to a decrease in zonal contrasts on Earth and a substantial
change in overall atmospheric circulation: It is weakened In
the northern hemisphere, the subtropical anticyclones are dis-
placed northward, and aridity increases in the middle lati-
tudes -- the grain-growing regions of the Volga basin, the
Ukra ine, and so forth, which was observed as recently as the
warming period from the 1920’s to the 19~+O ’ s.

The character of changes In nature Is directly proportional not
only to the amplitude of the temperature deviation, but also to
its duration. For example, the warming in the first half of
the 20th Century , which lasted only a few decades, did not re-
sult in such substantial changes as took place during the cli-
matic Midd].e-Holocene optimum, which lasted at least about
2 ,000 years (and , apparently, even longer). The temperature
change in the Middle Holocene was the same as in this century :
2—3~ in high latitudes , significantly less (but of much longer
duration) in low latitudes. During the recent warming period ,

1fl~ the Earth ’s axis were perpendicular to the plant of its or-
bit , then on Earth there would be no seasons and there would
exist zones with constant , unchanging climatic conditions :
subpolar zones of eternal cold and ice, a burning equatorial
zone , and zones of gradual transitions between them. A reduc-
tion in the angle of inclInation of the Earth ’s axis to Its or-
bital plane would lead to a decrease In the annual radiation
total In the equatorial zones and an Increase in it in the pol-
ar zones; that is, It would smooth our the difference between
the equator and the poles.

12



therefore , only the most mobile components of na ture underwent
a slight change: air masse !, ice, and animals to some extent,
while plant growth Increased. However, there was no reorgani-
zation of plant conunwilties ~pkiytocenoses), for example, be-cause the period was too short , while during the Middle Mob-
cene thermal optimum there was subs tant ial reorganization of
the phytocenoses , although -- once again -- only in the high
latitudes. Forest-tundra phytocenoses formed where today there
is only tundra, and in the area of the pres ent forest tundra
there were taiga phytocenoses.

Thus, the dynamicity of nature in the Subarctic, Its sensitivi-
ty to even small deviations, and its instability —- all ofthe~e are caused, in the final account, by its climatic pecu-liarities, which in turn depend on the Subarctic ’s high-
latitude location and the proximity of many components of nat-
ure (including ecosystems) to critical parameters.

Perpetually Frozen Soils (Permafrost)

An €xcess of winter freezing of the ground over summer thawing
leads to the formation of permanently frozen soils. The pro-
tracted winter with low temperatures that occurs in a great
part of the Subarctic contributes to this regime: the frozen
layer is always thicker than the seasonal summer thawing layer.
The existence of such a regime for thousands of years causes
the formation of permanently frozen strata to depths of several
dozen and even hundreds of m eters . The freezing of the ground
in the Subarctic , with its excessive moisture , has finally re-
sulted in the formation of subsurface ice that is enclosed in
the frozen soil. The subsurface Ice content is especially high
in areas where tectonic subsidence of the relief has occurred.
In a number of region.~ in Western Siberia and the Yano-Indigirskaya and Kolyniskaya depressions and other areas, sub-
surface ice constitutes 50—70 percent of the soil volume in the
top 50—100 in layer (FIgure 2). According to calculations made
by USSR Academy of Sciences ’ Corresponding Member P.F. Shvetsov
[26), the melting of this ice would lead to settling of the
surface to below sea level. In some places, such melting goes
on before our very eyes. For example, in 1936 In the Laptev
Sea , Vasil ’yevskiy Island -- which was 7 km long in 1823 —-
melted. This island consisted of loamy mineral soils and ice.
Where it once was, there is now a submerged shoal. Semenovskiy
Island melted in 19% . It is also possible that the mysterious
Sannjkov Land suffered the same fate. The Lyakhovskiy and Med-
vezh’i Islands and Ayon Island appare itly separated from the
continent quite recently 53 the result of melting. An inter-
esting picture of the sea’s advance into northern lowlands with
high subsurface ice contents was recorded by the well known
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Figure 2. Ice vein exposed as the result
of soil caving-in during undermining of
river bank. The ice extends into the
earth at least 7-9 in.

Arctic investigator N.N. Zubov. Here is what he wrote in his
book “In the Center of the Arctic” : “In l~ i-6, while flying
over Laptev Strait, I asked the pilot to hold a course parallel
to the island ’s coast. • .Cont inuous cave-ins extended along
the entire coast. • •The fresh landslides were characterized by
the snowy white color of fossil Ice. Without a doubt , what
happened to Vasil ’yevskiy Island will happen to Bol ’shoy Lya-
khovskly Is land.”1

The area occupied by permafrost constitutes up to 25 percent
of the Earth ‘s land surface and about ~+0-~47 percent of theUSSR’s area. In contrast to land glaciation (Antarctica ,
Greenland, Franz Josef Land, and so on), territories with per-
manentl.y frozen soils containing ice (independently of the
abundance of the Ice ) are assigned by geocryobogists to the
category of subsurface glaciation. In the Subarctic the quan-
tity of subsurface Ice is the greatest In comparison with the
other zones and according to B.I. Vtyurin ’s calculations,
reaches 2-10 million m3/km2 In the upper levels (5-30 in) . The
great iciness of the Subarctic ’s soils causes thermokarst ;
that Is , melting of the Ice and surface settling or even cav-
ing, depending on the abundance of Ice and the nature of it~

1Zubov, N.N., V TSENTRE ARKTII~ [In the Center of the Arctic),
Moscow-Leningrad , Izd-vo Glavsevmorput l, l~ i8.
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FIgure 3. Thermokarst sink formed at lo-
cation of melted ice vein.
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Figure i . Melting and formation of thermo-
karst subsidences filled with water abvoe
Ice veins. (Photograph by Yu.T. Uvarkin.)

melting (Figures 3~5). Thermokarst usually appears where thedepth of the seasonal summer melting exceeds that previously
established and reaches the subsurface ice or severely Icy
rock. In connection with this It is of interest to discuss
the regularity established by I.F. Shvetsov 127). He proved
that during warming, the temperature increase in the soil and,
consequently, the density of the heat flow in the soil’s upper
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FIgure 5. Polygonal-block relief in the
tundra zone, in the formation of which
thermokarst and erosion processes parti-
cipated.

layer grow larger during the same periods of time from south to
north; that is, for an identical increase in air and ground
surface temperature, the increase in the thickness of the sea-
sonally thawed layer will be great in the north than in the
south. Let us designate the average depth of summer thawing In
the more northerly regions with shallow seasonal thawing as H1,
while the average thawing depth in those areas with deeper
thawing will be H2. We will assume that the increase in the
average summer air temperature during the summer months (June-
August) is the same for the entire physicogeographical province
(the Eastern or Western Siberian Subarctic , and so forth) dur-
ing the warming periods , and designate it by At0. For H2> H1we have ~~~‘ ~to

from which 
~g.

X 
~~~~~~ 

>.lq, K

where Aq = heat flow increment, K = the rock ’s coefficient of
internal thermal conductivity.

Since the depth of thawing Is a function of the downward heat
flow q, then the increase in thawing depth caused by the in-
crease in the ground surface ’s temperature will be identical in
both cases; namely, AI11>i~H2 (for the same time period).

Thus, the main condition f or intensive development of thermo-
karat —- great iciness —- exists. The main cause of this pro-
cess -- the increase in seasonal thawing depth that encompasses
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Icy rock or ice —- I.; alz~ present: normal temperature fluctu-
ations (2—3 , 11-year, and so on). On the basis of the indicat-
ed regularity, the increase In summer thawing during warming
periods will always be greater In the tundra and forest tundra
than in the taiga. This means that the thermokarst processes
and solifluction current of the soils in the tundra and forest
tundra will always be more intense than in more southerly
zones.

The mos t common thermokarst forms are : ~hermokarst lakes,
sinks (swampy and dry), and baydzharakhI~. If teclinogenetic
(that Is , caused by man ) factors are added to these natural
processes , In the Subarct ic this frequent ly has catastrophic
consequences: caving and destruction of roads and buildings,
the formation of thermokarst lakes and the sinking into these
lakes of buildings, roads , bridges, telegraph posts, and so on.
All of these is indicative of the extraordinary lack of equi-
librium of the soil and ground complex —- a phenomenon that is
unique to the Subarctic.

Let us examine some causes of thermokarst that are related to
the productive and domestic—economic activities of people .
~‘hIs primarily means contamination of the ground sur face with
d ust , which lowers its albedo and thereby leads to a change in
the conditions of heat exchange between the ground and the at-
mos phere . Dust-covered ground heats more intensively and the
seasonally thawed layer increases , reaching the subsurface ice .
It melts , which leads to surface settling and formation of a
pond , which warms up even more strongly than the ground sin’—
face; that is, self-intensification of the process is seen.

Destruction of the plant cover as the result of economic deve-
lopment of the territory causes an even more intense manIfesta-
tion of thermokarst in the Subarctic . Many conf irmations of
this can be seen along the so called “dead” railway in the
northern part of Western Siberia that runs from Salekhard to
the east along the Pravaya Kheta River (Figure s 6 , 7) . It was
built from 191+9 to 1953, accordIng to light—duty specifica-
tions. It has been in a preserved state, without repair, for
more than 20 years.

Along the entire railway, In a belt several hundred meters
wide the vegetative cover was disturbed or completely destroyed ,
which resulted in an abrupt change in the conditions for heat

1Baydzharakhi are round hummocks 0.5—10 in high that form during
the melting of subsurface ice. They are usually found on the
shores of thermokarst lakes and sinks .
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Figure 6. Section of the “dead” railway
to the east of Salekhard. In this spot a
thermokarst lake formed where the vege-
tative cover was destroyed. Rails, struc-
tures, and telegraph posts sank into it.
(Photograph by N.I. Mukkiln.)

exchange between the soil and ground complexes and the atmos-
phere In this band. The creation of structures and embankments
or ditches caused a redistribution of the snow cover, which al-
so contributed to the change in the freezing and thawing pro-
cesses. At certain locations there was severe heating of the
ground as the result of blackening of the surface with lubri-
cating materials and , In particular , the lighting of wood
fires. In those places were embankments were raised , the upper
limit of the permafrost was elevated. For an embankment 2.0-
2.5 in high , the frozen ground level under it was raised 0.3—0.5
in. In a number of places this complicated the water runoff
process and resulted In the formation of a chain of dam—type
(not thez’mokarst) lakes 1-3 in in depth , under which small tal-
iks have begun to form. All of this taken together caused the
appearance of swellings, subsidences, and thermokarst lakes and
the expansion of the dam—type lakes, as a result of which the
roadbed became unusable and in many places even sank beneath
the surface of the thermokarst lakes or was covered with sand.
Several buildings even sank into the water. The thermokarst
processes and the expansion of the lakes continues. The poured
roadbed Is spreading and more or less settling, although in
some places it is heaving upward .

Taliks exist in a number of forested places where there is a
thick snow cover (in the vicinity of Salekhard, for example).

18
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Figure 7. Section of unused railway east
of Salekhard. The disturbance of heat ex-
change in the permafrost led to melting of
the subsurface ice under the roadbed and
its settling. (Photograph by A .I. Demen—
t’ yev.)

After the forests were cut down on these taliks the snow began
to blow away when the roadbed was being laid. ~hIs always re-suits in deeper winter freezing, and In similar situations has
led to the appearance of permafrost in the location of the tel—
iks.

At the present time several scientists are proposing the con-
struction of suspend ed monorails as the main means of transport
in the North. They are much cheaper than railways and several
times cheaper than highways, while their trains are considera-
bly faster than those on regular railroads, especially under
the conditions encountered in the North. To this we should add
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that the construction of a monorail suspended on supports will
cause substantially less damage to nature. When the proper
precautions are taken , the vegetation and soil a1mo~t do notsuffer during the erection of the line. Such a transportation
system will not become drifted with snow , either .

Ignorance of and failure to allow for the specif ic nature of
permafrost (cryogenic ) phenomena are also frequently displayed
in other situations. It Is a well known fact that in conne c-
tion with the erection of high—voltage power transmission lines
and the building of roads , a right of way Is cut . In forests
where there Is no permafrost, this strip Is usually overgrown
by a thick birch or aspen grove, and the measures for its main-
tenance include, In particular, the systematic cutting of this
regrowth. It is another matter altogether when permafrost Is
present. Destruction of the vegetation along a road causes In-
tensified thawing, especially In Icy soils, and the appearance
of thermokarst sinks; that is , It results in an abrupt change
in the natural complex. Even a cross-country vehicle that has
traveled only a few times over the same place destroys the tun-
dra ’s grassy-mossy cover , as a result of which the mineral soil
is laid bare and a thermokarst-eroslon gully forms (Figure 8).
Plants In turf constitute a good heat Insulator. For example ,
on the tundra in Yakutiya on a sunny July day with an air temp-
erature of 15—20°, the soil temperature at a depth of 10 cm is
2-3°, and at a depth of ~#5—55 cm the permafrost layer begins.When the grassy-mossy cover Is disturbed, heat exchange in the
soil changes sharply , the ground begins to thaw to a greater
depth , and ice veins are transformed into slump holes and
trenches . In a place where there was previous ly a temporary
dirt road , a thermokarst erosion strip forms , the width of
which can eventually reach several dozen meters. The growth of
such a thermokarat—erosion gully continues all sumner , In any
weather -- during rain and during dry , warm weather, when Ice
melts Intensively, as a result of which there Is an Increase In
the flow of the mud mass. Dur ing the winter, such gullies must
evidently be filled in with construction debris , slag, and soil.

Under the conditions prevalent In the Subarctic, with Its per-
manently frozen ground, tracked vehicles do a great dee: of
harm to northern ecosystems. During geological, geophysical,
and other prospecting work It Is necessary to use machines that
are suited to the conditions In the North, but they should be
equipped with large, pillow-shaped tires that exert little
pressure on the ground and do not destroy the vegetative soil
cover.

Complexes of antierosion agrotec~inical measures have been deve-loped for the forest steppe, steppe, and . other zones: sowing
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Figure 8. Tkie rinokarst—eroslon gully tha t
formed In the pa th of a tracked cross-
country vehicle . The vegetative cover
was destroyed and the mineral soil laid
bare. Subsurface ice Is visible in the
outcrop on the left.

fields to grass, afforestatIon~ outlinIng with series of em-bankinents, and so forth. For bubarctlc regions, where the
clay, loam , and sandy-loam soils are in a frozen state and per-
meated with ice , these measures do not suffice. In such re-
gions there can be no more or less permanent dirt roads. After
several passages over the same point , a road must be abandoned
and shifted to one side. For a number of populated points the
problem of access roads has now become extremely serious. The
development of such regions mus t first  of all be accompanied by
the construction of permanent causeways made of gravel and rock
waste , under which the permafrost would be preserved. Other-
wise, a populated point will eventually be deprived of access
roads , and their construction on land deformed by thermokarst-
erosion processes will be extraordinarily complicated, and If
such a state of affairs occurs the populated point itself will
usually be in miserable shape. Even more unfortunate situa-
tions have occurred, where surveyors and builders did not take
into consideration the direct and straightforward relationship
between the network of polygons on the land surface and the
presence of ice veins in the underlying ground. The result of
this was that , because of melting of the ice, the section on
which a settlement was built turned Into a swamp , with slump
holes and deep channels.

Research done In the 1950’s showed that only 70—80 percent of
the buildings In Vorkuta were In a stable state , while the rest
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Figure 9. BuIlding be ing destroyed as the
result of nonobservance of the principle
of preserving the permafrost during con-
struction.

damaged to one extent or another. Almost all of the deforma-
tions were caused by uneven settling during the ground thawing
period (Figure 9) , which Is expla ined -- In the opinion of P.F.Shvetsev -- by the coincidence of intensive construction in the19~+O ’ s and 1950 ’s (increased coal mining, more furnaces, rock
dumps, contamination of the surface with dust, redistribution
of the snow, and so on) , which caused a change in ground—
atmosphere heat exchange , with several brief (2-3 years ) natur-
al Increases in the temperature of the ground surface. The
superimposing of these two processes led to thawing of the per-
mafrost and uneven settling, with deformation of the structures
located In the given sections.
Cases of restoration of the frozen rock strata (under V orkut a,
for example) have been noted, in addition to the cases of de-
gradation. As is known, Vorkuta Is located in the subzone of
underbrush tundras. The permafrost in its vicinity has a tempt
erature close to zero; that is, it Is unstable. Here the sea-
sonally thawed layer is 1—2 in thick, sometimes more; taliks aru
present. The underbrush (yerniki [trans lation unknown), or
thickets of ‘.iwarf birch, and willow groves), which retains the
snow, plays ~ large role in maintaining the temperature closeto zero, since the snow prevents severe freezing of the ground.
However , the underbrush was removed during development and the
plowed field remains bare during the winter ; that Is , there is
almost no snow on it.
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Figure 10. Swelling hummock with ice nuc-
leus on swampy plain composed of perma-
frost. Its height is about 10 in.

Under these conditions the temperature of the frozen rock stra-
tum begins to drop and the thickness of the seasonally thawed
layer decreases, which has a negative effect on agriculture.
In those places where taliks are present, there are permafrost
layers that do not thaw during the summer. Plants that could
previously be cultivated here no longer grow on these sections.

We have discussed only a few of the features of permafrost --its instability and lack of equilibrium, which lead to deforma-
tion of the surface and a rapid change In the entire natural
complex. At the same tIme, it is known that permafrost, by se-
verely cooling the soil, retards biochemical processes as well
as the growth and development of plants. It is water—resistant
and, simultaneously with a decrease in evaporation, contr ibutes
to universal swamp formation in cold soils. All of these fea-
tures are exhibited to the greatest degree In the tundra, for-
est tundra, and northern taiga; that is, in the SubarctIc zones.

The Subarctic has unique zonal relief forms (Figure 10).

Zonal Microrelief Forms

Polygonal-mottled microrelief forms (mottled tundras, medallion
tundras, small-hummock tundras with patches, muddy circles,
polygonal tundras, polygonal soils, nongraded circles, rock
circles, polygons, structural soils, and so forth) have long
been indisputably ranked among the zonal microrelief forms of
the Arctic and Subarctic.

D.A. Dranitsyn wrote on this subject In 19])+, A A . Grigor ’yev
in 1925 and B.N. Gorodkov M.I. Sumgin, S.P. Kachurin, and
others in the 1920’s and l~3O’s. The formation of
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polygonal-mottled forms is a very complicated phenomenon . This
is why there Is still no unified point of view among scientists
about the reasons for their formation. At the present time
there are about 30 hypotheses explaining the polygonal and mot-
tled nature of the microrelief In the high latitudes. The num-
ber of articles, chapters In books, and collections of works on
this subject Is more than ~~~
The greater part of the hypotheses are based on the fact that
soil volume changes during freezing and thawing because of so
called fros t sorting, which is pos sible when the soil is suf f i-
ciently moist. As a result, the stones in the ground are
pushed upward and to the sides , forming rock polygons , circles ,
and (on slopes) stone tracts. When the seasonally thawed layer
of ground freezes, Its volume Increases. Objects located in
the ground -- stones, building foundations, poles -- are also
lifted upward unless they are sunk several meters Into the per-
mafrost. An empty space forms under the uplifted objects that ,
during thawing, is filled with a flowing, silty mass. Such
processes , when repeated from year to year, finally result in a
situa t ion where the stones , posts, and other objects are ex-
pelled and “frozen out” onto the surface. In the absence of
any material In large pieces, sorting of the silt takes place
In a maimer quite similar to the process involved In sorting
the former . Therefore , there Is no fundamental difference be-
tween “nonstructural” patches and polygons and “structural”
rock polygons, rings, and similar forms In the genetic sense.

Field observations and the study of sources In the literature
Indicate that there are many causes of vegetative cover degra-
dation and exposure of the mineral soil. After the uncovering
of the mineral soil, however , silt and rock sorting must begin
in it (Figure 11). In this respect there Is az~tually no dif-ference between “structural” (stone s are present in the ground)
and “nonstructural” (no stones in the ground) forms. Experi-
mental research carried out both In the Soviet Union and abroad
has fully confirmed the fact of ground sorting as a function of
Its freezing and thawing. At the same t ime , it is absolutely
Indisputable tha t If the appearance of patches and polygons de-
pended on these processes alone, then in all zones of the temp-
erate belt where the ground freezes, patches arid rock polygons
would have appeared : larger in some zones , smaller in others,
but in all of them. They are found only in the Arctic and Sub-
arctic, as well as on level or slightly tilted sections in high
mountain areas.

Many years ’ worth of microclimatic observations in the Khlblny
Mountains from the mountain tundra to the forest zone, which
we made In accordance with the International Geophysical Year ’s
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Figure 11. Stones ejected (“frozen out”)
onto the ground surface that have formed
a circle In a spot where a cross—coun try
vehicle destroyed the vegetation.

program, indicate that ground freezing and thawing take place
in all vertical bioclimatic zones. Here there is no permafrost.
At the same time, It is a known fact that stone polygons form
in the mountain tundra but not the forest belt. Within the
limits of the forest belt In the Khibiny Mountains , stone poly-
gons are seen only on the bottoins of drained lakes; these bot-
toms are very damp -- there is a thin layer of water in them
during the spring, but In summer the water disappears. As is
the case for the mountain tundras with polygons in this area,
so for the damp bottoms of the drained lakes inside the forest
belt , vegetation Is typically very sparse or completely absent.
There is no continuous network of plant roots In the soil layer
here. It is a curious fact that In the tilled sections of Mur-.
manskaya Oblast and Karellya, several years after the stones
are removed from a plowed field, they again appear on the sur-
face. This is the result of frost sorting in sections from
which the natural tree and brush growth has been removed.

All of this indisputably indicates that plant roots arranged
parallel to the surface and concentrated In dens e networks in
the uppermost soil layer neutralize the yearly effects of
freezing and thawing , thereby nullifying the frost sorting pro-
cess. Thus, although the fact of frost sorting as the result
of freezing and thawing cannot be disputed, it alone cannot be
the explanation of the appearance of patches and polygons. We
must find reasons for the stripping of the ground’s vegetative
cover, as well as the reasons why this state is maintained.
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For Ins tance , on the mountain tundra plateaus in the KhibIny
Mountains and the bottoms of the drained lakes in the forest
belt there are various reasons for the absence of plants , al-
though the final result is the same -- stone polygons.
Many theories are based on the fact that patch-medallions and
stone polygons form only in the presence of permafrost that
thaws to a great depth. This group of hypotheses, In contrast
to the others, more or less bears the stamp of officIal recog-
nition. It is a well known fact that the participants at the
Interna tio~ial Geological Congress who took an excursion toSpltzbergen In 1911 agreed to recognize the unconditional rela-
tionship of patch formation and the existence of a permafrost
horizon. In mentionIng this event, in 1936 the pedologlsts
O.A. Polyntseva and Ye.N. Ivanova wrote that until the present
time (the middle of the 1930’s, that is) , most investigators
hold thIs viewpoint. It was held to, as Is known, by V .N. Su-
kachev, K. Trol’, M.I. Sumgln and his followers S.P. Kachurln,
N.I. Tolstikhin, V .F. Tumel’, and others. At the present time,
B.N. D9stovalov and V.A. Kudryavtsev fully adhere to this hypo-
thesis1 . It should be noted that all of the named authors be-
long to that group of investigators for whom permafrost Is the
main object of study. This fact , of course , Influenced their
hypotheses, In actuality, permafrost (as Is now well known) is
not a necessary condition f or the formation of patches and
stone polygons. Geographic comparisons have confirmed this
conclusion: patches and stone polygons are found in Iceland
and the northern part of the Kola Peninsula in sections where
ther e is no permafrost , but at the same time are not found in
the deciduous forests of Western Siberia with their linked moss
and underbrush cover, where the soils have developed under per-
mafrost conditions and thaw to a depth of 50-100 cm in the sum-
mer.

The basis of the next group of hypotheses is that the formation
of patches and polygons Is caused by frost splitting of the
ground (Figure 12, A , B). It has been fully proven that during
severe cooling and freezing , there appear ruptural deformations
in the ground that lead to the formation of cracks. In connec-
tion with this, mineral soil Is usually saturated with moisture
during the autumn. After the onset of negative temperatures
the ground freezes together and becomes a monolithic, cemented
frozen stratum. The dimensions of the polygons In homogeneous
soil serve in their own way as a gauge of the maximum gradi-
entss large rectangular blocks form when the temperature

1Dostova]ov, B. N., and Kudryavtsev, V • A. OBSHCHEYE MERZLOTO-
VEDENIYE IGenera]. Geocryo].ogy], Moscow, I zd-vo MGU, 1967.
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Figure 12. A B = diagram of formation of cracked
and mottled tundra. The numbers Indicate the win-
ter ground temperature on the surface and at some
depth. As a result of the temperature grad ients ,
splitting of the ground occurs (A) . Vegetation
appears along the cracks and In the depressions
(B) . C ,D = diagram of f ormation of eolian-mottled
tundra . Because of wind erosion or the fime
earth , the surface of a patch sinks and the number
of stones increases (C) . At a certain depth ,
there appear in the depressions areas of relative
calm into which f ine earth is blown from adj acent
sections; the old patches start to be overgrown
and new ones emerge on the hummocks between tham
(D) . The arrows Indicate wind direction.
Key:
1. Permafrost

gradients are small; when the gradients increase, these rec-
tangular units split in two again and again, forming ever
smaller blocks. Rectangular blocks do not form in heterogene-
ous soils, although the dependence of the polygons’ d imens ions
on the temperature gradients is preserved.
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B.N. Gorodkov regarded frost splitting of the ground as the
original cause of the formation of the polygonal Arctic deserts.
Mottled tundras, in his opinion, are a southern variant of the
Arctic deserts that are indistinguishable from each other at
the northern limits of their range. The viewpoint of V .B. So-
chava and B.N. Gorodkov [i~1 is that the polygonal Arctic des-
erts and the Subarctic ’s mottled tundras are genetically relat-
ed. We consider tt~1s position to be correct, because althoughthere are marty causes of ground exposure, under certain condi-
tions the processes taking place in ground that has been
stripped of plants or has very little ground cover give the
same effect under Arctic and Subarctic conditions -- polygonal-
mottled complexes (FIgure 12, AB-CD).

After the formation of polygons as the result of frost split-
ting of the ground, mosses and a few flowering plants are con-
centrated in the depressions, which serve as shelters from the
wind. Because of frost sorting of the ground, which causes Its
volume to increase , the bare surface swells up slightly and the
effects of the winds and snow corras Ion on It become more In-
tense. In Gorodkov ’s opinion, the result of these factors plus
the soil ’s low levels of nitrogen and salts is that the poly-
gon ’s Inner bare surface is not overgrown with flowering plants ,
although blue-green algae and fine mosses are found there. In
the Arctic tundra , ve getation along the cracks occupies 10—20
percent of the surface. In connection with this , Gorodkov
wrote that two types of habitats have been created in the Arc-
tic tundras: one -- on the bare patches —- is subject to all
the unfavorable conditions of the Arctic climate In winter and
sum~~r; the other -- In the frost crs cks —- Is protected and
fertilized by plant and animal remains. On Kotel’nyy Island
Gorodkov observed how sections of polygonal tundra denuded of
plants were covered with a solid vegetative cover near the com-
mercial hunting station, where they were fertilized by drainage
water. In the Khibiny Mountains, on Mount Yukspor near the me-
teorological stations, we observed the overgrowth of stone
polygons (primarily by grasses) previously devoid of plants.
The cause was the same : fertilization by drainage water, left-
over food, and so forth.

The material that has been accumulated up until now indicates
that the adduced hypothesis (or group of hypotheses along this
line: frost splitting is the original cause of polygonal-
mottled formations ) correctly represents the genesis of patches
and medallions; that Is, the so called mottled tundras (poly-
gonal Is the term Gorodkov uses) In the Arctic tundra. As we
move southward (In the typical and southern tundra subzones and
the forest tundra), this process becomes more and more subordi-
nate. Mere there are other reasons for the formation of
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FIgure 13. Diagram of formation of mottled tundras
as the result of ground swellIng and the appear-
ance of ice lenses ~~~ The lines indicate iso—
therms; the arrows, the direction of migration of
the moisture toward the freezing front. The upper
part of the hummocks above the dotted line (middle
drawing) will eventually be destroyed as the re-
sult of degradation of the vegetation.

mottled tundras. Therefore, the hypotheses along this line
(formation of polygonal-mottled tundras as the result of split-
ting of the ground ) in no way refute the others.

The next group of hypotheses explains the formation of mottled
tundras by ground swelling with subsequent degradation of the
plant growth on the hummocks and the formation of bare patches
of mineral soil (Figure 13). It is a well known fact that
ground swelling Is related to intensive migration of moisture
toward the freezing front . Irregular freezing , in turn, is
caused by uneven distribution of the vegetation, unevenness of
the microrelief , and so on. Ice lenses form under sections
that freeze more quickly than others; here the surface swells
up. In time, the conditions on the growing hummocks become un-
favorable for plants (a thin snow cover or complete removal of
it by wind, summer dryness, and so forth). Plant degradation
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begins , continuing until It Is completely ruined and the miner-
al soil. is laid bare; tha t Is , a patch is formed . Under the
influence of wind erosion and swelling the tuberc].e is destroy-
ed and leveled to the ground surface, after which regrowth be-
gins. Further evolution depends on a number of conditions:
either frost sorting of the ground begins and there is a con-
centration of stones and rock debris on the patch ’s surface and
at Its edg€ s, which is related •to a change In the hydrothermal
regime and severe conditions that prevent regrowth , or It is
overgrown. In such an area, new swelling hummocks are most of-
ten formed after overgrowth of the patches. The process of
moisture -~tgration and ice formation with subsequent swellingis best represented In those natural territorial complexes
where the ground Is almost completely saturated with moisture
by the moment of freezing. When the soil moisture is reduced,
the moisture movement rate decreases. In this case, as in the
two preceding ones, the saturation of the ground with moisture
is a mandatory condition f or the formation of the mlcrorelief.
The dependence of swelling on many factors results In a great
diversity in Its morphological manifestations —- fr om large
hummocks to microtubercies , the apices of which are destroyed
arid thereby initIate the formation of a mottled tundra complex.
This process can take place only in certain sections In the
southern tundra and forest tundra and can scarcely be observed
In the Arctic tundra and Arct ic desert , with their shallow
thawing and upper layer dryness (In part, as the result of
jointing and good aeration).

All authors who wrote about the formation of mottled tundras as
the result of swelling processes did not work In the Arc tuc
tundras , but In the more southerly ones.

It is necessary to mention that tne process of ground swelling ,
as Is the case with frost sorting , Is restra ined to a cons ider-
able extent by the roots of underbrush and tree cover. In con-
nection with this, the following example is of Interest. In
1965 at the northern forest boundary (In the vicinity of the
settiment of Kular in the Yakut ASSR) we observed that in sec-
tions where the thin forest had been burned off only a few
years before, swelling hummocks had started to form. The froz-
en roots of the trees were being forced up as a result of the
swelling. There was no such swelling in a number of areas
where the thin forest had not been burned , although the loca-
tion and nature of the soils were identical.

Yet another group of hypotheses, the first of which was ad-
vanced by V .N. Sukache, in 1911, is also of Interest. Sukachev
suggested that patches and medallions form as the result of the
eruption of very wet, flowing soil onto the surface, this soil
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Figure ]i~• Patch formed as the result of
eruption of flowing mass onto the ground
surface on a slope. In the lower part of
the elongated patch , the excreted and
f illegible) soil lies on still fresh, un-
decomposed vegetation -- mosses , lichens,
undergrowth.

having been under great hydrostatic pressure during freezing
from above. This viewpoint has a great number of both adher-
ents and opponents.

A substantial addition for the understanding of thIs phenomenon
(patch formation caused by a small mud volcano) can be made if
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Figure 15. Mottled (medallion) tundra.

we remember the phenomenon of thixotropism, which is character-
istic of tundra soils. Thixotropism means the capacity of a
relatively dense, finely dispersed soil to change into a fluid,
flowing state under the effect of an additional load. When the
load Is removed the soil again resumes Its thickened state.
According to A .1, Popov [13], the freezing of ground from above
causes stress that, having reached a critical value, leads to
disruptions of the water—soil bonds; that is, to a flowing—
fluid state in even unfrozen soil and to convective deforma-
tions in the soil. The conversion of soil into a llqulf led
thixotropic state can also take place as the result of crack
formation. The Impulse generated at the moment of crack forma-
tion in still unfrozen soil is a force sufficient to result In
the disruption of the water—soil bonds, causing a liquefaction
effect In the soil. This is what Popov thinks, and the author
of this book agrees with this viewpoint.

In the settlement of Kular at the end of June 1965, we observed
the following phenomenon, which was caused by thixotropy of the
soil. After the snow had melted away and the ground had dried ,
an old road to a borehole -- which had not been traveled in196 5 -- appeared as a more or less packed strip devoid of vege-
tative cover. Thawing in this strip reached 50—80 cm. In a
number of adjacent areas with an undisturbed vegetative ground
cover, the soil thawed to a depth of only 20~140 cm. On 29 June
1965 at 1700 hours , several trucks passed along this road,
first in one direction and then, after an hour, in the other.
By midnight the roadbed had already lost its density and packed
solidity, sagged under the weight of a man, and had a certain
amount of springiness. In the morning, patches and bands of
extrusive, fluidly flowing soil appeared on the roadbed.
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All of this makes it possible to state that we cannot eliminate
the phenomenon of eruption of liquefied soil to the surface .
This process apparently occurs primarily In the southern tundra
and the northern forest tundra , and not even everywhere there ,
but under certain conditions and in specific natural territor-
ial complexes (Figures 1~i , 15).

Yet another cause of patch formation is known: soaking as the
result of water stagnation in the spring and subsequent degra-
dation of the vegetation In small depressions (Figure 16).
This takes place approximately as follows. Meltwater stagnates
in small depressions 20-30 cm In diameter. After the snow dis-
appears the soil still remains frozen for some time and does
not let water pass through it, so that rainwater also accumu-
lates in the depressions at this time. The algae, undergrowth,
and lichens In the depressions die. Last of all, the sedges
and mosses die. After the plants die off, a brownish peaty
mass rema ins. Abrupt changes in the ecological conditions,
from extraordinary overmoisturization to parching, prevent
plants from establishing themselves in these areas; the peaty
layer breaks down (it is mineralized, or blows away) and the
mineral ground is exposed in the center of the depression.
This is a young patch, with its surface being 5—15 cm lower
than the organic layer and below even the soil ’s mineral sur-
face. Such depressions a:e frequently crossed by plant roots.
From the onset of water stagnation to the exposure of the min-
eral ground, it apparently takes several decades. Under a
young patch, stones at all depths (if there are any) are distri-
buted uniformly, but this is not always the case. One fre-
quently sees patches where the material present in larger
pieces has accumulated ir. the upper part of the profile. These
are sections that were already in the patch stage, were then
overgrown, and now have again evolved into the stage of a min-
eral patch.

In comparison with areas with ground cover, there is a sharp
change In the hydrothermal regime in a patch devoid of vegetat-
ive cover, and the amplitudes of the temperature fluctuations
increa se. Ground sorting begins , which has been neutralized up
until this time by the vegetative cover. As the result of
ground sorting, the vo~.ume of it in the patch increases and thepatch’s surfac e becomes convex. On the convex surface the eco-
logical regime Ii changed substantially in comparison with the
sunken surface. In the southern tundra, in contrast to the
Arctic, patch es are usually overgrown. Depressions in which
water stagnates were formerly hummocks • A new cycle begins s
plant degradation in an expanding and d.epening depression and
overgrowth of the mineral patch with mosses and lich.na f 01-
lowed by und•rgrowth; Siberian larch or scrub alder somet imes
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Figure 16. Diagram of formation of mottled tundras
as the result of water stagnation in depressions.
From top to bottom —- sequential stages of patch
expansion, plant cover degradation, and exposure
of mineral ground.

sometimes appear on the patches. Natural complexes of these
mottled tundras are confined to flat watershed areas or to gin-
tie (no more than i_20) slopes. In winter they sri covered
with snow, in contrast to areas with patch formations in the
Arctic desert and Arctic tundra.

It has now been established that In polygon-mottled formations
there is a specific microclimate, a hydrothermal soil regime,
and an assortment of plants and invertebrates; that is, those
areas with polygon-mottled formations become elementary natural
territorial complexes or topographical facies (blogeocenoses),
the smallest morphological unite of a district. The material
that we hay, been discussing Indicates that the intensity of
polygonal-mottled formations and the number of them in the
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natural zones and subzones of the Far North have an Inversely
proportional relationship to the abundance of vegetative mass
and the intensity of its growth , which in turn are caused by a
complex of phycicogeographical conditions . The small phytomass
and Its negligible growth In the Arctic desert and Arctic tun-
dra correspond to the greatest concentration of polygonal-
mottled formations , which here oc cupy extensive spaces ranging
from several to dozens of nectares . Even in these places, how-
ever , near settlements In areas fertilized by wastes, the
patches and polygons are overgrown with grasses and the pro-
cesses of frost sort~ng and patch formation are weakened.

As we move sou~nward (southern tundra, f orest tundra , northern
talga), the total phytomass and Its growth increase , which
means there Is an increase ~n the number of roots reinforcing
th~ soil and neutralizir.g the processes of ground sorting and
patch formation. Simultaneously, the concentration of polygon—
mottled formations decreases. For Instance, In typical tundra
it Is now encountered only In the form of small areas ranging
In size from 0.5 to 1—2 hectares. In the forest tundra , In
rare instances polygon—mott led forms stretch over an area of 1
hectare . Here patches are not seen In large groups ; they do
not last long and are overgrown quite rapidly. In the northern
taiga they are seen even less frequently —- they occur singly
or in small groups and are overgrown even more rapidly than In
the forest tundra . In the middle , typic~1 taiga there are nopatches. In recent years human activity, which more and more
often and intensively Ic disturbing the integrity of the plant
cover , has contributed to the advance of polygon—mottled forma-
tions into the tundra , forest tundra , and northern taiga .

From what has been said , It rollows that the most common factor
leading to the formation of polygon-mottled complexes Is a
sm all phytoinass quantIt~r and retardation of its growth, caused
by the extreme natural and (primarily ) climatic conditions of
the Arctic and Subarctic. A gainst the background of these very
severe climatic conditions and the overmolsturtzation and poor-
ness of the soil, under the present condit ions In the Arctic
and the subzone of Arctic tundras, vegetation either absolutely
cannot or can ot quickly enough (in the southern Subarctic)
cover the denuded mineral soils and shut off the processes of
frost sorting of the SOjI and Its loss by splitting, wind ero-
sion, and so forth. As a result, we see the formation of
patches , polygons, stone polygons, and other polygenetle forms
tha t are associated by the commonality and Interconnectedness
of the processes taking place in them. The natures of the
causes of plant degradation and the subsequent processes taking
place in the exposed ground depend on the physicogeographical
conditions in the specific region.
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This geographic approach Is lacking In a number of works in
which the reasons for the formation of polygonal-mottled forms
of microrelief are analyzed. Their authors, while quite cor-
rectly explaining the formation of polygona l-mottled complexes
in specif ic regions, then try to extend this viewpoint to the
entire territory of the Arctic and Subarctic. From this comes
the multiplicity of competing hypothes.3s. In the Arctic and
Subarct ic, the explanation of the formation of polygonal-
mottled complexes must essentially, in each specific case , come
down to finding the reasons for the absence, weakening, sparse-
ness , or degradation of the vegetative cover.

Special Features of the Vegetative Ground Cover

The specific nature of the Subarctic ’s climatic and soil condi-
tions is also reflected In its vegetation. Botanists (A.I.
Tolma chev , B.A . Yurt sev, and others) distinguish for this re-
gion a special group of so called hypo-Arctic plants tha t pros-
per and are widely distributed in the southern tundra, fores t
tundra, and northern taiga. They include stunted, pygmy, and
scrub birches , as well as willows , bilberry1 blueberry ,
whortleberry, voronika [translation unknownJ, several types of
rosemary and other small shrubs, and several kinds of algae,
sedge, and cotton grass. Based on botanical features, Yurtsev
129J distinguished a hypo-Arctic belt, to which he assigns the
greater part of the subzone of typical mossy lichen tundras and
the southern tundras, forest tundra, and northern talga. He
then divides the hypo-Arctlc belt Into two bands: the hypo-
Arctic taiga and the hypo-Arctic tundra. The southern boundary
of the hypo-Arctic belt Is simultaneously the northern limit of
propagation on plakor [possibly sod) of not only connected bor-
eal forests (taiga ) , but also connecting forests in gene ral ;
that Is , it is actually the boundary of the forest zone as a
whole . V .0. Targul ’yan [19], in d istinguishing cold , humid
areas for which a single type of soils -- podbury [trans lation
unknown) -- Is characteristic, mentions that the hypo—Arctic
belt ’s southern boundary is simultaneously the most cl”~arcutsouthern border of the cold, humid areas.

In Yurtsev ’s opinion , the boundaries of the hypo-Arctic belt
coincide with those of the Subarctic, as delineated In the
Physicogeographic Atlas of the World (1961+).

The following basic groups of surface-layer plants are native
to the Subarctic : woody khamefity [translation unknown] --
small shrubs and low bushes that have their regenerative buds
In the surface parts of their shoots, which are protected by
the snow cover In winter; grassy plants -- primarily perenni-
als; green and sphagnum mosses, and lichens (rootless plants).
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The area of limitless dominance of the living form of wood ends
in the Subarctic , where the tree is no longer numbered among
the plant life forms that prosper . The viable optimum for
trees lies to the south of the Subarctic . The range of tree
species in the Subarctic is extraordinarily Impoverished in
comparison with the adjacent sect ions of the typical (central)
taiga . The depression of trees and their scarcity , plus the
thinning of tree stands In the forest tundra and northern thin
forests results in a more luxuriant development of plants in
lower stages: bushes , shrubs, mosses , and lichens ; that is,
the plants that predominate in the southern and typical tundras .

The evolutionary process -- natural selection, in particular --
In the Subarctic (the hypo-Aretic , according to Yurtsev) is not
directed toward the formation of new hypo-Arctic species of
trees , but toward the formation of nonarboreal tree species
such as dwarf birch , undersized scrub willows , and so forth.

What are the special features of one of the bas ic grounds found
In the Sub rctlc -- the woody khamefity; that is, shrubs and
low undergrowth? They are undersized and they have small an-
nual shoot growth , their skeletal branches are quite long-lived,
and they are subject to being beaten down, after which advent-
lye rooting frequently occurs . Thanks to this , in summer they
find a sufficient amount of heat in the surface layer for their
growth and development , while in winter they are covered with
snow.

The capability of the bushes and undergrowth for growing in
very poor soils is their next feature. It Is very closely re-
lated to their symbiotrophisin; that is, the possibility of ob-
taining deficit nutritive elements through symbiosis with fun-
gi (mycorhizal formations). Since they are capable of extract-
ing the necessary n~,itritive elements from organic substancesthrough a mycorhIza~, the hypo-Arctiç bushes and undergrowthare quite Independent with respect to the degree of fertility
of the mineral substrate [29].

The next two groups -- mosses and lichens -- are even more in-
dependent of the substrate. These rootless plants can assimi-
late dust and water from the atmosphere. It is a veil known

1Mycorhiza -- a set of root endings of higher plants and fungus
inycelia that are in symbiosis; the type of interrelationship
between green plants and a mycorh izal fungus , where the fungus
receives nonnitrogenous organic matter from the higher plant,
while the latter receives mineral salts and nitrogenous matter
from organic litter through the former.
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fact that lichens settle on rocks, tree trunks, spreading
undergrowth , and even pads of mos s.

One f thIs planet ’s main natural boundaries -- the northern
boundary of the fores ts -- passes through the Subarctic. On
the north and south, the forest zone is bordered by subzone s in
which primarily bushes predominate ; more often than not, they
are of the spreading type.

The northern boundary of the forests and woody plants is formed
by: twisted birch and Siberian spruce In the Kola Subarctic;
Siberian spruce and twisted birch, with Infrequent stands of
Sukachev and Siberian larches , In the Eastern European sector ;
Siberian larch from the Urals to approximately the Pyasina Rlv-
ei’ farther east to the Chukotsk Peninsula, the northern forest
awl thin forest limits are formed by daurskaya [translation un-
known) larch.

The author has established that these trees, as veil as dwarf
birches, bush alder , and cedar stianik [translation unknown),
require approximately the same air and soil temperature for
their growth and development. The foliage and needles of these
plants open and shoot growth begins at average daily tempera-
tures of 7_80, although the diurnal temperatures must exceed
b _lb for at least 3.i+ hours. If these vitally necessary tem-
peratures are maintained for 1+-6 weeks , then normal growth will
take place and these plants will bloom and bear fruitl.

North of the forest boundary (or above this boundary in the
mountains) we see a “pressing” of the vitally necessary temper-
atures toward the Earth ’s surface, and at the northern boundary
of the undsrbrush tundras they “clos&’ with the Earth ’s sur-
face. Such a phenomenon Is also typical of soil temperatures.
The strip adjacent to the northern f orest boundary where the
temperatures vitally necessary for the growth and development
of trees an4 underbrush is ma intained in the surface layer of
air Is called the belt of relative deforestation of the tundra
(Figure 17). Here the trees quite often form small, separate
groves. Farther north Is the belt of absolute deforestation
of the tundra; this is usually mossy-lichen underbrush (that
is, typical) and Arctic tundras. In this absolute deforesta-
tion belt trees do not grow, because of the absence of the re-
quisite minimum heat; at the same time, in the subzone of

‘On the northern and upper forest boundaries the dwarf birches,
willows, and other underbrush frequently begin to open their
leaves somewhat earlier than the trees, since during the day
the air is always warmer at ground level than at treetop level.
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typical tundra we frequently encounter small areas above which
the temperature of the surface layer of air and the upper lay-
ers of soil allow some undergrowth (including dwarf birch) to
grow. The th inness of the warm surface layer of air , in addi-
tion to the strong winds In combination with snow corraslon,
result in creeping form s of underbrush and stlaniki that grow
close to the ground , and correspondingly eliminate the growth
of trees with straight trunks .

Bushy and spreading forms of trees grow in the relative de-
forestation belt: twisted birch, Siberian spruce, Siberian and
daurskaya larches. Under normal conditions , all of these trees
grow with straight trunks .

It Is now known that the geobotanical series arboreal plant
growth -

~~~~ 
bushy plant growth repeats the evolutionary series of

life forms tree —~~ bush. In both cases the tree ’s life form
corresponds to the more favorable conditions for existence.
There are many factors that can cause changes in life forms :
climatic , edaphic , phytocenotic , and so forth . Her e we will
dwell on only a few of them -- primarily the climatic factors.
In the Subarctic , the conditions for plant growth are especia l-
ly unfavorable dur ing the winter. At this time the main growth
axis dies , which in leafy specie s leads to the formation of
mu].tltr-unk or bushy tree forms or bushes , while in coniferous
species it results in low , spreading forms .

Let us discus s how the formation of the ecologically cause&~spreading form of the Siberian spruce encountered in the Euro-
pean Subarctic takes place (Figure 18). Twisted, flowerlike
forms of spruce develop on the northern and upper forest bound-
aries an~ in the forest tundra. In winter, the wind-carried
snow crystals, which strike the plants almost continually, dam-
age their bark and destroy buds and needles. The wind also
stunts the trees physiologically: the rate of winter evapora-
t ion from the trees Is quite high , and increases sharply during
warming (and especially thawing) periods. On the Kola Per ilnsu—
la , thaws occur quite often during the 8-9 months of polar win-
ter (the influence of the Gulf Stream) .  During these periods
the thin branches and needles have time to thaw and their mois-
ture evaporates more strongly without being replaced , since the
plants ’ roots are in the frozen ground . Evaporation increases
sharply when it Is windy. The more frequently the thaws occur,

‘As Is known , there are no hereditarily fixed spreading forms
of spruce.

-
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the drier the branches become and the more easily triey undergo
mechanical wind corraslon. Consequently , the wind ’s mechanical
and physiological effects  on the trees are interrelated.

When the upper part of a spruce tree ’s trunk dies , only the
lower branches that are protected by snow during the winter
continue to grow . Some of them are stripped of bark; this is
how a bed of vegetative underwood is formed . In connection
with this process , double—crown spruces frequently form (Fig-
ure 18, 2, 3). When the winds are weaker , a flag-shaped crown
is formed (Figure 18, 2). The spreading form of the spruce
(Figure 18, 1+) develops where the average annual wind velocity
is 6—7 In/sec, with gusts reaching 1+0 rn/sec. In winter these
spruces can live only under a cover of snow; branches rising
above the snow will die .

The change in the growth form of twisted birch can be followed
in the forest tundra and southern tundra. Normally developing
twisted birch trees (Figure 19, 1) are native to the northern
forests. A curved trunk (Figure 19, 2) is one of the first
signs of some deterioration in growth conditions . Under the
influence of strong winds and abrupt temperature changes , dry
periods or early frosts , and so forth , on a young sapling tha t
is sens itive to external effects , the top dies of I and is re-
placed by a shoot from a lateral bud ; the upper part of this
shoot can also die and be replaced by a new one . These extern-
al influences have no further effect .  The tre e grows normally ,
although the curvature of the trunk remains , usually at a
height of from 30-~f0 to 100-120 cm; that is , It is confined to
the level where ice crusts form on the snow mos t frequently .

A multitrunk tree with a radical bush (Figure 19, 3) forms und-
er more severe conditions than a curved—trunk one. The top of
a young tree dies and is not replaced , which causes several
shoots to grow from dormant buds located at the base of the
trunk. Many of these shoots die or slow their growth; only one
or two , more rarely three, shoots develop and form a small
inultitrunk tree. The other shoots that do not die form a radi-
cal bush, the height of which does not exceed that of the snow
cover. The capability of forming radical shoots is the main
biological reserve for the continuation of the growth and deve-
lopment of defoliated trees under severe conditions. A second
possThility is that the branches pressed to the ground can take
root. Poor seed re generation (because of infrequent fruit
bearing and a poor germinating capacity) of birches in the Sub-
arctic is compensated for to a considerable extent by these
biological features.

Trees with curved or multiple trunks usually grow at the north-
ern and upper boundaries of a forest. The trunks of a

1+2
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multitrunk twisted birch live 1+0-60 years , while single-trunk
ones live up to 150 years or more. This feature makes multi—
trunk trees similar to bushes , the abo-ie-ground axes of which
also survive for only several decades 1..

On convex relief forms and windward slopes , where the snow cov-
er Is thin and dense , bushy forms or twisted birch are fre-
quently seen (Figure 19, 1+)2~ Ice crust formation Is the main
cause of dying of the parent axis and subsequent tillering.
One can frequently see severed buds and the upper parts of
birch seedling shoots frozen into an ice crust.

Willow, alder, and mountain ash grow In approximately the same
forms in the forest tundra and tundra. Of the conifers , only
cedar stianik Is represented by a hereditarily spreading form.

Cedar stianik is widespread In the extreme northeastern part of
Asia , which was not subjected to solid glaciation; that is , in
a region that Is quite old from the topographical viewpoint .
Protracted geographic Isolation Is one of the main conditions
for the emergence of a new species . In the mountain valleys of
northeastern Asia there was a complex of conditions that con-
tributed to the appearance of the new species -- cedar stlanlk.
Cedar stianik Is the name given to a forest—typ e , or treelike ,
bush that branches and spreads out like a small tree. Thickets
of this plant are seen In large-underbrush tundra, spreading
forests, arid so forth. Adventive roots growing toward warm and
heated sections of the soil can form on the branches of this
plant if they lie on the ground . The branches, which can be
mistaken for small, spreading trees, grow in this direction al-
so.
The main root mass is usually located in the soil layer where
the temperature is no lower than 50 (less frequently, 1+.O_1+.50)
from the last third of July to the middle third of August.
Solid, dense thickets apparently cannot exist at the extreme
limit of cedar stlanlk’s range , since the soil temperature
would be below that at which root development Is possible.

1
~This “ youth” (1+0-60 years) of multitrunk twisted birches some-

times misleads investigators , who assum e that the predominance
of such “young” trees at the northern and upper forest boundar-
~es indicates an advance of the forest onto the tundra.‘An Interesting fact Is that even close to Moscow, near Tataro—
vo , bushy form s of cottony birch grow on the tops of morainic
knolls, in winter there is little snow on these knolls , and
the ir tops are frequently covered with an ice crust.

1+1+
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Cedar stianik has an amazing capability that helps it surv ive a
severe winter with heavy frosts , alternating with hurricane-
force winds and thaws: Its branches fall down with the onset
of the frosts ; once flattened out on the ground they are cover-
ed with snow as a result of which they are not subjected to
the act ion o~’ the winds and hard frosts. Larches , like spruces
and birches, are not capable of’ falling down. Therefore, under
the influence of winds -- particularly during the winter -- alarch tree (like a spruce ) takes on wind-caused spreading forms
(Figures 20 , 21) or dies. As the winds grow stronger, daur-
skaya larch first takes on wind-caused forms (FIgure 20, 3, 5)
and then a spreading form (Figure 20 , 7) that is almos t com-
pletely covered with snow in winter . Under these conditions,
cedar stianik is still not subject to the strong influence of
winter winds (Figure 20, 2, 1+ , 6) ;  only when the snow cover ’s
thickness is reduced to 20— 1+0 cm does it take on deformed ,
spreading shapes (Figur e 20 , 8, 9, 10).

Thus , the basic factors causing the main axis of trees to die,
as a result of which they are transformed into bushy or spread-
ing forms, in mos t cases are a thin , dense snow cover and
strong winds , which in no way eliminates the Influence of other
climatic, as well as edaphic and phytocenotic, factors.

The area of the formation and propagation of bushy and spread-
ing forms is the northern half of the Subarctic : the forest
tundra and southern tundra ( the belt of relative tundra def or-
estation). .
The unfavorable conditions for plants In general and woody ones
in particular are not present during the winter only. For ex-
ample , when mosses grow the lower part of a tree’s trunk is
more or less submerged In the moss layer. In connection with
this the soil temperature drops and the seasonal ground thawing
depth decreases . In this case part of the roots can wind up in
the frozen, unthawed layer. Trees then begin (not always, but
quite frequently) to form an upper root stage. Stianik roots
grow more easily under these conditions. If a lower branch Is
covered with growing mosses, adventive roots usually sprout,
providing the plant with additional nutrients (Figure 22).

When they are young, all the trees In the Subarctic are capable
of forming, under extreme conditions, spreading, bushy, creep-
ing growth forms and adventive roots. The bushes and shrubs of
the Subarctic also grow adventive roots in the top layer of
soil , which enables all of these plants to survive under the
very severe conditions of shallow occurrence of permafrost,
continual growth of the moss layer , and strong winds. Branches
that flatten out on the ground and form adventive roots In the

1+6



Figure 21. W Ind form of daurskaya larch
In thckets of cedar stlanIk. The stia-
nik, which lies down in the winter and is
covered with snow, is not affected by the
wind. Under these conditions (winter
lasting 7-9 months , average monthly win-
ter wind velocities of 5—~ rn/see) , the
larch forms unique ecological growth
forms .

topmost layer of soil g ive these plants the capability of using
the warmest layer of air and soil.

Because of the very severe conditions, plants in the Far North
do not produce seeds every year. For annuals , the absence of

1+7



Figure 22. Growth of mos s layer (dark
area) In the trunk area of a tree result-
ed in a situation where the bottom branch
was buried by moss, thereby caus ing the
formation of adventive roots.

mature seeds is equivalent to dying . This is why there are so
few annuals in the Subarctic. Even under the conditions en-
countered In the central, typical talga they total no more than
5 percent of the total number of species growing there, while
in the northern part of the Subarctic, in the mossy—lichen and
Arctic tundra subzones this figure drops to about 1 percent.
Perennials can also multiply by the vegetative method . They do
not have to begin again from a seed every season. One of the
most widespread perennials In the Subarctic Is the herbaceous
plant ocreate cotton—grass, which usually forms mounds (Figure
23). In the Asiatic part of the Subarctic, and particularly in
the tundra zone , such mounds occupy extensive areas (Figure
21,.) , and to the east of the Lena River they in essence form a
subzone of the tundra . The mound ’s shape Is very convenient,
since it provides the plant with the best hydrothermal condi-
tions . The mound is elevated above the ground’s surface , so
that its roots are rarely subject to overnioisturization. Con-
sequently, they have a better oxygen supply and the temperature
at the point of the main concentration of the cotton—grass ’s
roots Is 5—8° hIgher than at a depth of 5—10 cm In the ground,
where the roots of grasses and bushes are normally concentrat-
ed. For example, the temperature Inside a mound (where the
main root mass Is located) is l0~ll0 In July, while at a depthof 10 cm under a mound or a depth of’ 5-7 cm between mounds it
varies from 1 to 30 and rarely reaches 1+0. This is explained
by the fact that the elevated mound Is exposed to the sun and
is additionally heated because of this. New mounds form only
through seed regeneration of the cotton-grass, since Its vege-
tative multiplication takes place only Inside a mound. The
cotton—grass bears fruit quite Infrequently, but when a new
plant appears, it Is usually through branching and the

1+8
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Figure 23. Mound formed by ocreate cotton-
grass growing a great number of shoots
connected to each other by short rhizomes.
The dotted line indIcates the area where
decomposit ion of the shoots and rhlzomes
occurs. Together witk’. the additional sol-
ar heating of the mound, this contr ibutes
to a slight Increase In temperature Inside
It.

formation of a new ind ividual plant that eventually grows into
a mound, while the mounds live for several decades and even up
to 100 years or more.

The next adaptive property of high—latitude plants Is the
abundance of evergreen species: marsh tea bIlberry, ordinary
bearberry, Dryadaceae (partridge grass) , Alpine arktous [trans-
lation unknown), several species of cassiopeium 1 butterbur (an-
dromeda ) , lying louzelerly {trans latlon unknown ] and other
small bushes that can be covered by the snow. As soon as such
plants are freed from the snow , they immediately begin assi~mI-
lation , which is very important when the summer is short.

The basic reason for the plants ’ resistance to frosts , which
can occur in the Subarctic even during the summer , is their
high concentration of cell fluid , thanks to which the plants ’
freezing temperature is lowered.

The biological productivity of the plants in the Subarctic Is
low. For instance, according to V.N. Andreyev ’s data [1), in
the Eastern ?uropean sector of the North the growth (in the

1+9



Figure 21+ . Mounded tundra in peaty-gleyey
loamy soils .

numerator) and reserve (In the denominator) of the above-ground
phytomass (air—dried state, In quintals per heetare)~ are asfollows: Arctic tundra , 7.0/12.1+ ; typical tundra , 11.1+/29.6 ;
southern tundra , 8.7/31.6; forest tundra, 11.0/72.7; thin
northern—taiga forests , 11.8/119.7. From these materials it is
obvious that the growth of the phytomass from the Arctic tundra
to the thin northern-taiga forests increases by 1+.8 quintals ,
while the total phytomass reserve is much greater —- it in-creases by a factor of almost 10. Such a regularity Is also
common to other regions of the Subarctic.

These biocilmatic features are of decisive value for soil for-
mation and the fauna of the Subarctic.

The most important common features of the soil—formation fact-
ors in the Subarctic are : 1) a heat deficit and excessive at-
mos pheric moisturization ; 2) the protracted winter period with
alr .temperatures below zero and universal development of soil
freezing and thawing processes; permafrost, which also plays a
large role in soil formation in the Subarctic; 3) the predomi-
nance of bush—shrub and moss—lichen soil covers with surface
distribution of the root blomass and primarily surface onset of
shedding; 1+) little annual growth and shedding; low capacity
and intensity of the biological circulation of substances,

1The air-dried state of plants begins after they are dried in
open air at a temperature of 15—25°.
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which embraces pri”i~r~ly the upper levels of the mineral strat-um. V .0. Targul ’yan showed 119 ] that the bioclimatic condi-
tions f or soil formation In the tundra , forest tundra , and
northern talga (cold , humid areas) are in principle monotypica].
and that the indicators characterizing them change only quanti-
tatively.

For watershed areas in the Subarctic (cold , humid areas), Tar-
gul’yan distinguishes two different epitypical groups of soils.

The first group Is non~1eyey soils with free internal drainage.In them , excess atmospheric moisturizatlon is not realized in
the persistent ov?r-’oisturlzatlon and gleying of the profile.
These soils form ur~der conditions of well fragmented watershedsin stony and silt—rock soils where the permafrost level lies
rather deep.

The second group consists of gleyey soils with hampered Intern-
al drainage. They have developed In loam-clay and layered
sandy-loam rocks in which excess atmospheric moisture Is real-
ized as persistent overmoisturization and gleylng of the entire
soil profile and Its significant part.

Soil gleytng —- this Is a soil—forming process that takes placeunder anaerobIc (with out access to the oxygen In the air ) con-
ditions , with the participation of’ micro—organisms , the pre-
sence of organic matter, and constant or protracted flooding of
the individual levels or the entire soil profile.

boil gleying is accompanied by the conversion of acid compounds
Into oxides, an increase in density, and a decrease in porosity.
The external indicator of soil gleylng is specific coloration
with dove-colored, azure , and dark—blue tints. A gleyed level
is designated by the symbol Gl.

The f i rs t  group of soils , with free internal drainage, is sub-
divided Into two subgroups.

1. Soils with a brown , morphologically unpodsolized profile are
subbrowns , The following profile structure is typical for
them : an organoaccuinulative horizon (A0); an illuvial inwash
horizon lying under the organoaccuinulative one that is reddish—
brown or dark and light brown. Below this , there is soil—
forming rock (the C horizon). The subbrowns are encountered in
all zones and subzones of the Subarctic (cold , humid areas) ,
but are most common In continental regions.

2. Podsolic Illuviel-alumo—ferro-humus soils. The profile con-
sists of the following horizons : organoaccuinulative horizon

5].
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A 0, podsolic outwash horizon A2, illuvial Inwash horizon B, and
soil— forming rock. These soils are formed In a subzone of the
southern tundra, the forest tundra , and the northern taiga.
They do not occur in the Arctic and typical tundra and the
coldest sectors of’ the forest tundra and northern taiga in Ya-
kutiya. The soils in this subgroup have developed in different
rocks, but only where they contain bright minerals (quartz ,
potash—sodium feld spars that are bright or capable of clarify-
ing layered silicates) that are resistant to weathering. Soils
with a podsolic profile do not form in the basic quartzfree
rocks consisting of dark—colored , unresistant minerals .

The second group, gleyed soils with hampered internal drainage ,
are also subdivided Into two subgroups.

1. Soils with a differentiated gleyed profile. A characterist-
ic of soils in this subgroup is stable gleying In the upper
(A0-A 2g1—A2Bg1—B1—132-C) middle (A 0-A 2-B1g1-B2gl-C), or lower
(A0—A 2-B1—B2g1—GI) sections of the profile, in combination with
fragmentation of the profile into eluvial and eluvial-illuvial
horizons. The most common members of this subgroup with Its
differentiated g].eyed profile are gley—podsolic and podsolic—
gleyed soils of atmospheric moisturization.

2. Soils with a homogeneous gleyed profile, a chara cter istic of
which is persistent overmoisturizatlon and gleying of the en-
tire soil profile. In such soils , the frozen , water—resistant
level lies at a depth of 0.1+-1.0 m. However , the presence of a
frozen horizon Impervious to water is not a mandatory condition.
These soils form in seasonally frozen rocks, particular .y on
the Kola Peninsula. The degree of overinoisturizatlon and gley-
Ing in the soils of this subgroup can vary quite widely -- fromslightly gleyed (Arctic and typical tundra) to heavily g].eyed,
usually sollfluction and thixotropic soils (southern tundra,~forest tundra, northern talga).

Both subgroups of gleyed soils have developed extensively in
the Subarctic in clay-loam low_roclr or layered sand-loam rocks.

Targu].’yan emphasizes that the basic causes of the differences
between these groups and subgroups are differences In the me-
chanical composition of the soil and soil—forming rock and the
degree of fragmentation of the watershed territories. Each of’
these types of soil profiles includes tundra , forest tundra,
and northern taiga soil profiles with similar structures. At
the same t ime, a regular dependence on bloclirnatic conditions
Is seen in the dissemination and combination of these types of
soil profiles.
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Fauna

The severe , protracted winter, the small amount of food avail-
able during this time, and the absence of cover where an animal
might find shelter during snows torms and hard frosts -- all of
tnese cause the migration of the overwhelming number of Subarc-
tic animals to more southerly regions. Even the white polar
owls and tundra partridge, which winter in the Subarctic, fre-
quently leave the most unfavorable regions and migrate a little
southward. The migration of wild reindeer is a particularly
majestic sight. The largest herd of wild reindeer, numbering
about 350,000, is on the Taymyr Peninsula. In summer they move
Into the tundra areas, where there is sufficient f ood for them
and the wind drives of t the mosquitoes , while In winter they
set off for the southern regions of’ the forest tundra and
northern taiga . Wolves usually move with the wild reindeer
herds .

Birds are most adaptable to migration. In general , in the Sub-
arctic birds are sharply predominant over the other vertebrate
animals: according to calculations made by S.M. Uspenskiy 122),
In the Arctic and Subarctic there are more than 90 species of
birds and about 20 species of mammals. Their mobility and ra-
pidity of movement enables birds to make fuller use of the
short northern summer and the adequate amount of food during
this period.

We have already spoken of the fact that the excess of precipi-
tation over evaporation causes greater flooding in the Subarc-
tic than In other zones of Earth. One of the consequences of
the huge amount of water in the Subarctic is the prevalence
there of birds related to swamps , lakes , and rivers . We will
name only a few of them: ducks (whistling teal, eider, kame-
nushka , moryanka , turpan , shilokhvost’, svlyaz ’, sredniy kro—
khal’, riyrok [translations unknown], and others), geese (white,
barnacle, belolobyy, gumennik, plskul’ka [translations un-
known)), snipe (ruff , sparrow snipe, common and Asiatic snipe,
great snipe, brown-winged plover, kulichok-lopaten ’, malyy ye-
retennik, garshnep , tules I translatlons unknown)) , loons (red-
necked , black—necked, white—billed), gulls (silver, grey, fork—
tailed , burgomaster, rosy, polar krach~a [translation unknown),
and others), cranes (Canad ian, sterkh I translation unknown]),
swans.
The life of the animals and waterfowl is especially rigidly
limited by heat. For example, for the mos t northern waterfowl,
the red-necked loon and the moryarika , the nesting period lasts
60-70 days. This means that if’ the open-water period on the
water areas lasts less than 60 days , it is Impossible for a
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s ingle species of bird to reproduce Itself. Waterfowl with a
nesting period longer than 80 days usually do not nest In the
tundra and forest tundra . Under these conditions fledglings do
not have time to grow up, and they die during the period of
stable ice on open water ; tha t is , a slight cooling that will
extend the Ice regime by several days can prove fatal to the
life of birds. The open—water period is extended by an insig-
nificant increase in temperature, and waterfowl can move quick-
ly to the north.

Fluctuations in summer temperatures also affect other animals,
caus ing a unique pulsat ion In their range, Including the nest-
ing areal. For example, In normal years the tundra partridge
on the Tayinyr Peninsula nests In the Arctic and typical (sedge-
and-moss) tundra subzones ; the white partridge In the typical
and southern (underbrush) subzones, as well as the forest tun-
dra. In cold years with a lingering spring, these birds ’ nest-
ing area].s are sharply reduced: the tundra partridge Is almost
not seen in the Arctic tundra , but concentrates in the sedge—
and—moss area , while the white partridge confines itself to the
underbrush subzone of the tundra . In such years , broods of
fledglings are small -- 2-3 instead of 8—9 -- and the number of
nesting pairs Is 1—3 per square kilometer Instead of 8—10.
When spring lingers on f or an exceptionally long time, the
partridges occupying the nesting sections just do not reproduce
(as was the case on the Taymyr Peninsula in 1968).

There was a dramatic situation for the white geese on Vrange].’
Island in l97tf~ In the first  third of June , the birds were al-
ready sitting on their eggs. On 13 June, however , a blizzard
began and lasted 3 days. Part of the birds left the nest , but
many remained to warm the ir eggs . After  the blizzard , only the
heads of the birds protruded above the snow drif ts .  Many white
geese died this year from the bad weather, cold , hunger, and
predators. Not one fledgling hatched. Such years occur fre-
quently in the North. However, when the white geese numbered
about 100,000, this was not dangerous for their survival as a
species. Now there are only a few thousand of them. Hunting
for white geese Is forbidden in the Soviet Union, but In the
United States where they winter , they are still hunted.
Under the conditions of the short summer, the protracted day
enables animals and birds to be especially active for 18—20
hours , which Is favorable to more rapid fattening and growth of
the young than In southern latitudes with their short day. If
the day were shorter, then many birds would not be able to re-
produce and raise their fledglings under the conditions of the
short polar summer.
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Thus , birds -- and other animals -- are far from being able to
raise progeny every year. The long, severe winters in the Sub-
arctic also have a negative effect on such large animals as
elk , particularly if the snow depth exceeds 80—90 cm. They
find it difficult to move through the deep snow in search of
food . They get weak, sicken more quickly, and become the prey
of predators or simply die from exhaustion.

The severe conditions and shortage of food contributes to the
fact that in the Arctic and Subarctic, most of the animals are
distInguished by polyphagia. Snow buntings eat Lapland plan-
tain, and insects, and plant seeds . The pomornik Itranslation
unknown] eats fish, mousellke rodents, birds and their eggs,
insects, carrion, plant leaves, and berries. The polar fox is
also carnivorous. Fven reindeer eat not only lichens, but al-
so grasses, bushes, fungi. Because of the shortage of mineral
matter in the plants, reindeer eat lemmings , mice, fledglings
and bird eggs , and the excrement of some animals.

To a considerable extent, animal interrelationships are deter-
mined by the food chain. If these relationships are disrupted
for some reason or other , this affects the entire ecosystem.
Any ecosystem can be represented as a unique productivity pyra-
mid and energy pyramid. This Is frequently called the pyramid
number, or Elton ’s pyramid, after the eminent English ecologist
Charles Elton, who substantiated it theoretically f 28). At the
base of the pyramid lies the mass of producer plantsl. The se-
verer the conditions, the less phytomass per unit of area , and
vice versa. Above this base (the producer plants) are the
herbivorous animals, with considerably less mass. For in-
stance , on typical tundra the growth is 11—12 q/ha, while the
above-ground phytomass Is approximately 30 q/ha . On the Taymyr
Peninsula In summer , there are 135 reIndeer per 1,000 ha, and
their biomass is 12.1 kg/ha f30~ . The mass of lemmings is ap-
proximately the same In normal (“unharvested”) years. Let us
assume that all other herbivorous animals are also about 12
kg/ha. Their total mass Is then about 36—~+0 kg/ha . This Is
high for the tundra. Somewhat smaller figures are usually cit-
ed. On the other hand, however, this is slightly les s than
one—thirtieth of the growth and less than the total phytomass
weight by a factor of 75. This is the second level of the pro-
ductivity pyramid.

1Producer plants are autotrophic plants capable of living on
nonorganic soil matter, water, and air , and creating from them
all their own organic matter. All animals (includ ing man) ,
which are heterotrophic organisms, feed on producer plants.
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The next level is the predators. One of the most common preda-
tors in the Subarctic Is the white polar owl . Each pair o
owls nests 2— 3 km apart and hunts over an area of 13-30 km
(1,300-3,000 ha). A family of owls eats 2 ,000-2 ,600 lemmings
dur ing a summer (according to U3penskiy ’s data [22)). The
weight of a lemming ave rages 80 g. The total weight of the
lemmings eaten by a family of owls Is 160-208 kg; that is , to
feed a family of predators (weighing a total of severa l kilo-
grams) It takes about 200 kg of meat. The owls ’ biomass per
hectare is several grams. If we also take the other predators
(birds and mammals) Into consideration, this figure apparently
rises to several dozen or hundreds of grams per hectare.

Thus, the productivity pyramid In the Subarctic tundras Is ap-
proximately as follows: above-ground phytomass -- about 3,000kg/ha ; phytomass growth -- 1,100-1,200 kg/ha; herbivorous ani-
mal biomass -- about ~#O kg/ha. The predators ’ blomass ranges
from several dozen to several hundred grams per hectare. These
are very approximate figures, but they give a general Idea
about the nature of the productivity of Subarctic ecosystems.
This Is the key to determining the reindeer capacity of past-
ures1, as well as the feasibility of fur farms. Actually, pre-
dators are raised on fur farms. They are representatives of
the highest level of the ecological pyramid , each of which und-
er the natural conditions of the Subarctic requires Its own
hunting area of several dozen and even hundreds of square kilo-
meters. In such situations, It Is always necessary to make ex-
act calculations and be oriented toward cheap, primarily local
foods (fish of little value, waste products from reindeer
slaughters , anc~ so on). If this is not taken into considera-
t ion, then the animals in the cages will either die or it will
be necessary to kjll  elk, feed them canned food , and so on
(Syroyechkovskiy 1 18]).

This rule also makes it possible to calculate the optimum sizes
of game preserves in each of the natural zones , including the
Subarctic. For any type of anima l there is a definite optimum
population tha t insures reproduction and normal functioning of
the ecosystem, which Is especially necessary for game

1The reindeer capacity of a pasture is determined by the number
of reindeer that can teed in a specific area during an estab—
lished unit of t ime . Exceed ing a pasture ’s reindeer capacity
means tha t phytomass consumption Is greater than Its growth;
the vegetation is exhausted and the pasture deteriorates.
Pasturing a lesser number of reindeer than the natural reindeer
capacity leads to Incomplete utilization of vegetative food and
underproduction In reindeer breeding.
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preserves -- the staMards of na ture . It Is a well known fact
that in the tundra zone, t~~ same species of predator s control
considerably larger areas than in the forest zone. For example,
In the forest zone sapsan [trans lation unknown] hawks nest 3-5
km apart , w~i1le in the tundra they are 15-20 km apart . This is
in favorable years, when there are many birds and other animals.
In bad years there are fewer predators per unit of area and the
areas that they control get larger. Thus , if all of this Is
taken Into consideration and we assume that 50 paIrs of animals
is the minitiurn population to insure reproduction and normal
functioning of th€ ecosystem, we find that in the continental
part of the tundra zone , where the animals have nothing to do
with the sea, the size of the game preserves must be much lar-
ger in comparison with preserves located in more southerly
zones (Figure 25) . Calculations indicate that in order for
tundra game preserves to be self-regulating ecosystems, they
must occupy an area of about 10,000 km2 (or 1 million hectares).

In the forest zone , self—regulation can be achieved In a much
smaller area . For example , Isle Roy~le Nationa l Park (United
States), the area of which is 550 km’, Is a stable , ~elf—
regulating ecosystem in the opinion of investigatorsL. In the
park there are several dozen wolves (one wolf per 25-26 km2) ,
about 1,000 elk, and 2,000 beaver.

sharp and frequent fluctuations in animal populations are cha-
racteristic in the high latitudes. For the forest zone this
runs in 10-12 year cycles , while for the forest tundra and tun-
dra zones they are 2_1+ year cycles. Cycles of population fluc-
tuations have been seen for 15—20 animal species in the Subarc-
tic (le~~Ings, hares partridges , owls, polar foxes, kariyuk
[translation unknown~, and others). They are manifested par-
ticularly graphically in the case of lemmings. Every 3—1+ years
their number increases to several thousand per hectare (lemming
years); between these periods the lemming population decreases
sharply. In lemming years polar foxes have 10-15 pups in a
burrow and white owls lay ~-l0 eggs. At this time on the tun-
dra there are many shaggy-legged kanyuki, gulls, and pomorniki.
In period s when there are few lemmings , fox dens are either
empty or there are on1~ two or three pups In them; the white
owls also lay few eggs. kiowever, it Is not only the foxes and
owls that suffer. These predators , in turn, switch over to
snipe , ducks , geese , elders , and partridges , destroying their
nests, eating the fledglings and, Indeed, the adult birds are

LDurwardL A , ,  “Of Fire , Moos e , and Wolves ,” AUDUBON , Vol 76,
No 6, 197’+.
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Figure 25. ProductivIty pyramid, which can serve as
a guideline for determining the size of game pre-
serves as self—regulating ecosystems: I. in the
tundra zone; II. in the forest zone; 1. predators
in the upper part of the pyramid ; 2. herbivorous
animals; the same biomass In the tundra zone is
dispersed over a much greater area than in the for-
est zone; 3. phytomass; the quantity of it concen-
trated on 1 hectare in the forest zone Is scattered
over dozens of hectares In the tundra zone, so the
area of game preserves In the tundra must be con-
siderably larger than in the forest zone.

also killed more frequently by predators at this time. In lem-
ming years , procuring organizations obtain greater quantities
of eiderdown while, on the contrary, in “poor crop” years they
receive very little, since the elders ’ nest are heavily des-
troyed by foxes, white owls , and other predators.
The causes of lemming cycles have not yet been conclusively de-
termined. There is apparently a complex of causes In operation
here. For example, although during the time of mass lemming
deaths when they reach a large populatIon there is no substan-
t ial decrease in vegetat ive food , this still cannot be rejected
as a possible cause. In lemming years, thousands of animals
Inhabit a single hectare. For an average lemming weight of 80
g, their total mass reaches several quintals; that is, their
mass becomes almost equal to the annual plant growth. The pro-
tracted existence of such a number of animals is impossible,
even if it were to depend on food availability alone. Investi-
gators think stress states , with their typical low content of
sugar in the blood, exhaustion, convulsions, and death, play a
large role in their dying.

Temperature fluctuations, which have a large influence on the
life of animals arid the number of abandoned young , and cyclic
changes In their populations (more frequent and abrupt than in
other zones ) -- all of this in combination with other causes
draws us an unambiguous picture of the dynamic nature of the
Subarctic and its sensitivity to any deviations .

Boundaries of the Subarctic
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The material that we have been discussing Indicates that nature
in the Subarctic is very specific. It is different from nature
in the regions adjacent to it. Climatic and soil features ex-
plain the greater area (in comparison with other physico-
geographic belts) of the lakes and swampy areas In the Subarc-
tic. Here the annual water runoff Is at its highest. Another
characteristic of the Subarctic zones —- tundra, forest tundra,
northern taiga -- Is subsurface glaciation with a huge amount
of subsurf ace ice, which causes continuous deformation of the
earth ’s surface and the formation of thermokarst relief forms.
The small total phytomass and Its small annual growth, the
small number of roots binding the soil, the vulnerability of
the plants, frequent temperature transitions through 00, the
presence of permafrost —- all of these contribute to the spe-
cific zonal microrellef forms: polygonal-mottled formations.
Low-fertility soils and an abundance of plants possessing the
property of symbiotrophism (the ability of obtaining deficit
nutritive elements through the symbiosis of higher plants with
fungi-mycorhiza formers), cold soils and rootless plants --mosses and lichens that have little dependence on soil -- allof theze are features of the Subarctic. Another peculiarity is
the continuous migration of animals: in summer, large accumu-
lations of birds and animals In the tundra and forest tundra;
in winter , the flight of a large part of’ the birds to the
south, beyond the limits of the Subarctic, and the migration of
reindeer and other animals onto the northern talga, on the
southern limits of the Subarctic.

Before we start defining the Subarctic ’s boundaries, let us
brief ly examine the features of the typical Arctic (or Arctic
deserts) and typical talga, Ye.S. Korotkevich devoted his
monograph “ Polar Deserts ’~ t lO ] to this subject , and In it he
first summarized the huge amount of material on these little—
studied zones in both the northern and southern hemispheres of
our planet.

The pola r , Arctic deserts —— that is , the Arctic itself —— have
a positive or negative radiation balance that averages close to
zero as the result of’ the snow and Ice surface ’s high albedo.
Progressive cooling does not take place, however, because of
heat advection by air and ocean currents from the lover lati-
tudes. The temperature of the warmest month is negative or
close to zero. The cold air oannot hold large amounts of mois-
tur e , so its absolute humidity Is low — — fractions of a mliii—
bar. In connection with this, when there is a slight increase
in temperature, a moisture deficit sets in; many regions in the
Arctic deserts have a iow relative air humidity, reaching 5-10
percent , which is also seen only in hot desert zones. Precipi-
tation is insignificant -- 50-150 mm. Evaporation frequently
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exceeds precipitation . In low-temperature regions (the warmest
month is still below zero ) , where abundant thawing Is excluded
and the snow cover does not disappear In summer s glaciers form.
These and other features of the Arctic deserts ’ climate gave
KorotkevIch grounds for placing them in a special zone distinct
from the tundra zone . Summarizing his materials and conclu-
sions on the clima te , Korotkevich wrote : “The climate of the
polar desert zone Is a climate of constant frost, low moisture
content , and solid precipitation.”

The next difference Is that ground (fossil) ice is developed
only slightly and to a considerably lesser extent in the Arctic
deserts than In the tundra, and as a result of this, “thermo—
karst does not develop in the polar deserts , for all practical
purposes , and cracks contouring polygons frequently do not have
glacial wedges” [10].

The landscapes of the Arctic deserts are young, the river net-
work is weakly developed, and the valleys are worked out poor-
ly. Extensive drainless areas are common. There are rio swamps.
Primitive , skeleton soils containing almost no humus predomi-
nate, the surface of which is split by frost clefts. Because
of the shortage of moisture , soil gleying is not seen. The
moisture regime Is characterized by rising flows of solvents,
which frequently lead to the accumulation of salts in the upper
part of the soil layer. Soil micro-organism activity is seen
only from the second half of July to the beginning of August.

The low temperatures and shortage of moisture determine the
vegetation of the Arctic deserts. Vascular plants are encount-
ered as Individual examples or groups, and do not form phyto-
cenoses —- plant communIties with Interlocking roots . Nor are
mosses the dominant plants, because of the low temperatures and ,
In part icular , the dryness. The most common plants in the Arc-
tic desert zone -- the Arctic proper —- are lichens (scale
lichens , in particular) , as well as bacteria and algae (primar-
ily blue—green). The few vascular plants have the same fea-
tures for adaptation against desiccation as plants in the low—
latitude deserts: small leaves, lowering, a waxy coating,
leathery skins on their leaves. The surf ace phytomass is
larger than the subterranean. All of this also distinguishes
the Arctic deserts from the tundra zone, where the subsurface
plant mass —- the roots -— is greater than the above-ground
mass.

The poor vegetative cover cannot serve as a food base for large
or numerous land animals. In the Arctic deserts, therefore,
there are no trophically (for purposes of feeding) land—related
mammals, few land birds, and no freshwater fish. liere the only
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animals that can exist an Invertebrates feeding on sparse
plant remnants or the !‘ew live plants. f’auna that Is trophic—
ally related to the sea is plentiful (birds , mammals) . The
biogeocenoses of the Arctic deserts are extremely poor and sim-
ple. There Is no competition between organisms; there is only
consumption of some organisms by others. Predation is weakly
devcloped . In the tundra zone, however , the trophic relation-
ships in the blogeocenoses are cons iderably more complicated
because of the large role (and frequently predomInance) in the
biomass of vertebrates with different feeding relationships and
tne abundance and diversity of invertebrates .

We think that the zone of polar Arctic deserts should be re-
garded as the typical Arctic.

Let us now turn to the main features of nature ip typical tai-
ga. here the ra&iation balance Is 15—30 kcal/cm’~; 70-90 per-cent of the radiated heat arrives during the summer. The ave-
rage July temperature is l~—l7°. Precipitation Is ~+00—700 mmwhile evaporation is 250—500 mm, causes an excess of surface
water , the shallow occurrence of ground water, widespread
swamps , a dense river network and an abundance of water in the
rivers, soil erosion conditions, and the formation of typical
podsolic soils. In the northern taiga the podsolic process is
complicated to a considerable extent by gleying, while in the
southern it is mixed with ~odding. Frozen—taiga soils form in
Siberia , In the presence of permafrost. Erosion develops only
when there is artificial reduction of the forests, and thermo—
karst only in the Eastern Siberian light-con er talga, which
is on permafrost, when there is significant climatic warming
or the same artificial reduction of the forests.

These climatic and soil features are responsible for the vege-
tative cover of the typical taiga. In this area trees find
their ecological optimum and form joined stands. A tree, as is
known, Is the plant life form that Is most demanding as to en-
vironmental conditions. Shade-enduring and shade-loving plants
live under the sloping, joined stands of trees.

The large amount of phytomass and the abundance of ecological
niches is responsible for the wealth of fauna. Animals can
f ind shelter under the gr ound and on its surface , in thickets
of bushes and the tops of trees at various heights, in hollows
and in loose snow. The taiga provides animals with food
( grasses , small bushes , leave, tree and bush branches , buds,
sees , needles , berries , fungi , tree bark , and so on) on a year—
round basis. Here we find: elk, reindeer, brown bears, squir-
rels , chipmunks , white hares , mouselike rodents , lynx , wolves ,
sable , and so on; birds : wood grouse , hazel grouse, crossbill ,
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woodpeckers, cuckoos, shaggy-legged owls, accIpitral owls, ke—
drovka [translation unknown], and so on. In the typical taiga
we begin to see reptiles: the common viper, vivIparous lizards,
the common grass snake; several species of amphibians are en-
countered. The trophic relationships in the forest ecosystems
are very complex, just as the taiga ecosystems (biogeocenoses )
themselves are.

Even this very brief list of the features of nature In the ty-
pical Arctic (the deserts of the Arct ic belt) and the typical
taiga in the temperate zone is Indicative of the profound dif-
ference between them.

Now, let us attempt to define the boundaries of the Subarctic.
Drawing boundaries between natural geographic zones Is not a
simple matter. For this reason these questions are always con-
troversial, and it may be the case that there is not a single
natural zone for which scientists would have a unanimous opin-
ion as far as its boundaries are concerned. In this respect,
the zones of the Subarctic are no exception : tundra , forest
tundra , northern taiga . A brief history of what the Subarctic
is and where its boundaries are , Is as follows. The author of
the firs t integrated work on the Subarct ic, A cademician A.A.
Grigor ’yev, wrote: “The Subarctic belt, which by the nature of
its vegetative cover Is also called the tundra zone , envelops
both the Subarctic and Arctic tundras of geobotanl3ts ”l . Gr i—
gor ’yev did not include the forest tundra and northern sparse
forest zone In his work “The Subarctic” [5]. However , In Vol-
ume ~# of the “Short Geographic Encyclopedia” (KGE~, the chief
editor of which was A .A . Grigor ’yev in the article “The Sub-
arctic Belt” (KGE, Vol ~+ , 196~+, p 3~

) it is written that the
Subarctic consists of not only the tundra, but also the forest-
tundra zone. This viewpoint now divides most investigators of
the North. Moreover , as our knowledge about the Far North ’s
natural zone grows, there is a growing trend toward expanding
the boundaries of the Subarctic. It has already been mentioned
that the hypo—Arctl.c belt, which is distinguished by botanical
features , also includes the northern taiga. Its southern boun-
daries almost coincide with those of the Subarctic belt as giv-
en in the “Physicogeographic Atlas of the World” (l96~+). The
cold , humid areas,distlnguished by Targul ’yan according to soil
features , also Include the northern talga and coincide with the
hypo-Arctic belt and the Subarctic. The Subarctic ’s southern
boundary , as established according to botanical arid soil

3Grigor ’yev , A .A . IZBRA NNYYE TEORFTICHESKIYE RABOTY [Collected
Theoretical Works] , Moscow , Izd—vo Mysi ’ , 1970 , 255.
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features, coincides with the southern boundary of the range of
the zonal relief forms known as polygonal-mottled formations ,
which -- although rarely -- are still seen in the northern tai-
ga. This coincidence of three boundaries cannot be accidental:
it is explained by a complex of physicogeographic factors.

Typical zonal vegetative communities (phytocenoses ) and soils
are those that are located In level watershed areas composed of
b arns. Such sections are called plakory. The northern boun-
dary of the natural geographic zone is considered to be the
line (or even belt) connecting plakor locations in which the
soil and vegetative complexes (more accurately, biogeocenoses)
typical of the given zone first appear. The zone ’s southern
boundary is the belt where the typical biogeocenoses dlsapp ar
from the plakory .

In the Arctic deserts (the typical Arctic), the species compo-
sition of flowering plants Is very poor. On the plakory they
grow in isolation and do not form phytocenoses ; that is , plant
communities that would be jo ined by surface or subsurface
(root ) parts .

Among the distinguishing features of the polar—desert type of
vegetation nat ive to the hrct ic , geobotanist V.D. Aleksandrov
Includes : 1) unIqueness of the structure of the vegetative
cover, which forms a thin layer in the form of an Incrustation
on the substrate ’s surface that ranges in thickness from sever-
al millimeters to 2—3 cm, the base of which consists of sporo—
phytes -- lichens (usually of thc scale type), fine mosses, and
slimy lichens and algae; the flowering plants are embedded in
the layer of sporophytes and usually do not rise above them; 2)
complete reduction of multistage activity ; 3) absence of a sea-
sonal change in appearance ; ~+) absolute pre minance of lichens
in the living vegetative mass; 5) predominance of above-ground
over underground phytomass (the opposite of the ratio In the
tundra zone).

A4~reas devoid of vegetative cover are abundant In the polar des-
ert and frequently predominate. Here, polygonal-mottled forma-
tions , stone polygons , and so on are widely disseminated, as we
have already seen. As we move to the south , however , the num-
ber of flowering plants on the p].akory increases , and where
there is sufficient heat they form communities on the plakory
that have Interlocking root systems. The average air tempera-
ture In July is ~+—6° at a height of 2 m , while during the dayit frequently exceeds 10° in the surface layer . This is the
northern boundary of the tundra zone , which even Grlgor ’yev In-
d u d  d In the Subarctic ; that Is, it is the boundary between
the Arctic and Subarctic (see FIgure 26), The tundra zone ’s
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southern boundary is located where forest islands begin to be
seen and become norma l on the plakory . The trees In these f or-
est Islands are well spaced , but their roots -- In the topmost
soil layer —- occupy a large area and are interconnected. In
the forest—tundra zone, the same fore st blogeocenoses are seen
as In the tundra zone. However , the further south we move , the
more rarely will we see on the plakory tundra plant communi-
ties , within the boundaries of which the tundra blogeocenoses
are contained. Where the tundra phytocenoses finally disappear
from the plakory is the southern boundary of the forest tundra
and , of cour se, the northern boundary of the taiga.

It has recently been established that tntensifled competition
among tree roots in the thin, seasonally thawed surface layer
in spars e forests leaves little opportunity for the exIstence
of the root systems of other plants. Therefore, this structure
enables the tree roots in sparsely forested islands to retain
their d ominant role and , at the same time, contribute to the
maximum Intensification of the dominating role of rootlees
plants —— mosses and lichens .

Stands of trees in the northern talga are well spaced , as a re-
sult of which the ground and the tree trunks are not completely
shaded and are additionally heated by the Sun’s rays during the
short, cool summer, The sparseness of the stands strengthens
the position of light—requiring Subarctic plants in comparison
with typical shade—requiring forest plants (pyrole , club moss-
es , oxalls , maynik , sedmichnik [translations unknown], and some
species of ferns). As we move to the south, the talga phyto—
cenoses become more connected and dense, and the number of Sub-
arctic (hypo—Arctic) plants under their canopy decreases. At
the point where closed stands of conifers begin to completely
dom inate the watersheds , controlling the lower plant stages , is
the southern boundary of the northern taiga and the Subarctic.
This boundary coincides with the southern boundary of the range
of subbrown soils, hypo-Arctlc bushes and shrubs, and zonal
polygonal—mottled formations. This is the closed-forest boun-
dary of the temperate zone. Here trees find the most favorable
conditions for their growth and development.

The material in this section indicates that the differences be-
tween the natural zones are primarily bioclimatic. And plant
communities are sensitive Indicators of these differences. At
the same time, the plant communities themselves determine to a
considerable extent the nature of soil formation and the quan-
titative and qualitative composition of the fauna; that is, the
boundaries between natural zones must be drawn where there is a
change In biogeocenoses. These will be the most accurate and
integrated boundaries. No one has doubts about the necessity
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for drawing boundaries between natural zones and physico-
geographic belts. However , boundaries established with a me-
cnanIcal set of indicators -- latitude , number of ds.ys with one
temperature or another, type of freezing, radiation balance,
and so forth -- are frequently called Integrated when they are
no such thing. It i~s necessary to look for Integrated Indicesin nature Itself , which allows us to do It. They are the blo—
geocenoses. The Subarctic can be defined as the natural
(physicogeographic) belt with very large daily (more than 30°)
and seasonal (more than 900) temperature fluctuations , the
largest water supply and the greatest reserves of subsurface
Ice, continuous deformation of the ground surface, very sharp
seasonal changes in the areals of animals , and constant migra-
tion of these animals . This dynamicity and Instability of nat-
ure are responsible for itt extraordinary vulnerability and
sensitivity to any deviations and Influences, which cause a
chain reaction throughout all branches of the ecological sys-
tem.

Key to FIgure 26 (see next page):
1. Boundary between the Arctic and Subarctic -- northern boun-

dary of the tundra zone
2. Northern boundary of the forest tundra and thin forests --

southern bouMary of the tundra zone
3. Southern boundary of the forest tundra and thin forests —-

northern boundary of the northern-talga forests
+ . Southern boundary of the northern-taiga forests -- southern

boundary of the Subarctic
5. July 10° Isotherm
6. Belt of relative tundra deforestation; to the north, belt

of absolute tundra deforestation
7. Forest islands in the tundra
8. Southern boundary of permafros t
9. Temperatur e Isolines at depth of layer with annual fluctua —

t ions
10. Mountain tundras, sparse bald—peak vegetation; on the Tay—

myr Peninsula —— mounta inous Arctic deserts
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EC OSYSTEMS OF THE SUBARCT IC

U p until recently, the natural components of the Far North were
extremely stable. Nothing, it seemed , could disturb these
boundless lands, covered with snow for 7-9 months of the year
and armored with Ice and permafrost. The very words themselves
were hypnotic : “eterna l fros t,” “the white Sphinx,” “the coun-
try of silence.” This Is probably why some different termino-
logy became stylish: “tne conquest of the North,” “the con-
quest of the Arct ic,” “the assault on the North.” We treated
nature like an enemy, forgetting the wise words of Engels: “We
will not , however , be too hopeful about our victories over nat-
ure . For each such victory she will take her revenge. True ,
each of these victories has as its first consequences those
upon which we counted, but after that there will be completely
different and unforeseen conseque~ices that will very often des-troy the value of the fIrst ones”1.

We can now explain how such a contradiction can occur. The
large number of components of ar. ecosystem -- vegetation, soil,
air , water , animals, and so on -- are in a very close inter-
relationship that forms a unified whole -— a natural territori-al complex . This complex is very complicated ; by changing one
of its components, we put all of the others In motion. Some of
them react immedIately, others after years, decades, and even
centuries have passed.

We can explain the behavior of an ecosystem, but we still can-
not predict it with 100—percent accuracy, especially after the
Intrusion of man into it. This applies to all ecosystems. In
their ranks, however , the ecosystems of the Subarctic are the
least studied and , at the same time, the most unstable and
vulnerable ones , so It Is more difficult  to predict their be-
havior than that of ecosystems In more southerly zones.

1Marx , K ., and Engels , F ., SOCH. IWorks], Vol 20, ~+95~I+96.
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In science there are now several terms for naming natural ter-
ritorial complexes that are regarded as self-developing and
self-regulating systems ; ecosystems , geosystems , biosystems,
and so forth.

The concept “blogeocenosis” was introduced by Academician V .N.
Sukachev. This Is a section of the Earth ’s surface where, over
a certain period of time , the blocenosis (phytocenosls, zoo—
cenosls , and microbocenosis) and the parts of the atmosphere
and lithosphere corresponding to it remain uniform and closely
connected to each other by interrelationshIps and so form , in
total, a united , Internally interdependent complex [16, p 260].

For example , a pine forest with lichen cover (a pine forest—
belomoshriik [translation unknown]) on a sandy hill is a biogeo-
cenosis. It can be regarded as an elementary ecosystem or geo-
system. But the same pine forest-belomoshnik on the upper part
of the hill is associated with a band of spruces on the lower
part of the hill and the swamp in the depression between hills
that is crossed by a stream —— this is also a complicated eco-
system (or geosystem) that Is interrelated by a flow of matter
and energy and is self-developing and (to a certain extent)
self-regulating. The drying up of the swamp, for example, can
lead to withering of the spruce grove or to other consequences.
Cutting down the forest, in turn , will affect the swamp, the
ground-water level, and so on.

The term “landscape” Is firmly entrenched in our literature,
although there are several different interpretations of it.
In the first place , a landscape as a natural complex Is gener-
ally -- independently of its size -- a complexity : mountain,
lake, forest, and so on. Secondly , a landscape is an actually
existing , specific , unique section of the Earth ’s surface for -

which the geological foundation, type of relief, and climate
are uniquely i entical and different from those In neIghboring
areas. For example, the Sopkayskiy moralnic landscape in the
great bend in the Shchuch ’ya River on the Yamal Peninsula is an
accumulation of morainic hills overgrown with Siberian larch
and interhill depressions occupied by lakes and swamps. To the
south of the Sopkayskly morainic landscape , and bordering on
it, is the Longot-Yuganskiy landscape with plains , as If it had
been scraped smooth by glaciers.

The plains are composed of ancient bedrock and are covered with
a thin mantle of sandy and crushed stone soil several dozen
centimeters thick. Water stagnates on these plains , turning
them Into swamps. Therefore there are no forests In the
Longot—Uganskly landscape , although it is farther south than
the Sopkayskly landscape.
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Each such landscape consists of small territorial complexes ,
such as orested hills (in the Sopkayskiy landscape) and Inter—
hill depressions. In turn, however , a hill—ecosystem -- as we
already know -- cons ists of smaller natural territorial com-
plexes -— landscape fad es —— that most scientists identify as
a biogeocenosis ; that is, an elementary ecosystem.

But no matter how Individualistic each landscape may be , It
will be possible to associate it to one form or type of land-
scape , and so on.

Let us turn to an examination of the Subarctic ’s biogeocenoses
and analyze those of them that are located in the upper part of
watershed plains and flattened hills. They are called plakor
( that is , more typical In contrast to slope or valley) biogeo-
cenoses.

Many plants In the Subarctic , includIng trees , are located at
their climatic limits. Therefore , even small changes occurring
as the result of the self-development of blogeocenoses have a
substantial effect on the plants and, in particular, the trees.

In order to be able to follow these changes, let us f irst give
brief descriptions of the biogeocenoses by sectors of the Sub-
arctic (for brevity ’s sake , we will use BC~C to mean “blogeo-
cenosIs~’).

Eastern European Sector

The biogeocenoses we are studying are located in the southern
underbrusn tundra; that is, In the relative tundra deforesta-
tion belt, in leveled watershed sections covered by a mantle of
loam 2-3 m thick.

BGC—l. Small bush-lichen—moss small-hummock tundras In the
northern part of the relative tundra deforestation belt. The
temperature of the permafrost at the level of the layer of an-
nual fluctuations (~-l0 m) is approximately -1.5°. Summer
thawing is 0.5—1.0 m deep. The soil is peaty-gleyey.

BGC-2. Willow-yernikovaya [translation unknown ) small-hummock
tundras. Permafrost temperature at a depth of 8-10 m Is _O.50.
Summer thawing to a depth of 1.0-1.5 in. The soils are tundra ,
gleyey, podsolized. Spruce in groups or standing alone are
frequently encountered in such biogeocenoses, and sometimes
clus ters of twisted birch .

BGC-3. Willow-yernikovoye small-hummock communities. Located
on the boundary between the southern tundra and forest tundra .
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Figure 27. BIrch community with spruce
seedlings in southern underbrush tundra
(BGC-3).

They are distinguished front BGC—2 by the mandatory presence of
woody plants -— twisted birch and Siberian spruce (Figure 27).
During warming periods, in all biogeocenoses there is an in-
crease in the thickness of the seasonally thawed layer in froz-
en grounds, which leads to a lowering of the water-resistant
(frozen) horizon and is favorable for considerable warming of
the upper soil layers, since the part of the heat previously
consumed for the evaporation of excess moisture now goes to
heat the soil. There is a simultaneous Increase In the volume
of soil available to the roots ; that is, the mineral nutrition
of the plants improves.

This improvement in conditions can be followed most graphically
on the boundary between the tundra and forest tundra. It is
precisely here that birches and spruces appear in the tundra
BGC-j . ‘s and they are transformed into BGC-2 ‘s • In a BGC-2, in
turn , there Is an increase in the number of young trees, as
well as bushes. This promotes a greater accumulation of snow
than on the previously unforeated tundras, which prevents in-
tensive winter freezing and contributes to the further degrada-
tion of the frozen ground under the forest islands. In a
BGC-3, therefore the thawed layer ’s thickness Is no less than
3 m and is usually ~+-6 m. Here the frozen ground is not con-
fluent; that is, the winter thawing layer (2.0—2.~ m) does notconnect with the upper surface of the permaf rost , which is lo-
cated at a depth of 3 m. This is a sign of degrading frozen
ground .
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Thus warming leads to the capture of tundra sections by woody
vege~ation, which causes further improvement of the microcli-mate and permafrost degradation; that is, a landscape biogeo—
cenotic succession1. The end of a warming period does not lead
to the death of such Islands , because in the southern tundra -—
the relative deforestation belt -- the minimum of heat for the
growth and development of trees is available. The soil climate
itself has already been determined , to a cons iderable extent ,
by the wood and underbrush vegetation. Here trees can change
their growth form during cooling periods, but they do not die.

Such a series of birch transformations takes place under the
Influence of the environment. Straight-trunk birch grows in
the forest and forest tundra in places that are shielded from
strong winds. When there is an increase in wind force, fre-
quent glazed frosts, spring freezes, and other severe condi-
tions, during its growth process a birch tree is transformed
into a inultitrunk tree with a radical bush. A further deter-
ioration In conditions lends to the formation of bushy forms of
birch. Approximately the same thing happens with spruce. If
straight—trunked trees with a normally developed crown change
into flag-shaped and double-crown trees, while the lower
branches take root and form a spruce bed of vegetative origin,
ecologically caused stianiki result.

When there Is an improvement in conditions and routine warming,
the existing forest islands expand through new seedlings.
Thus , sections under which the soil temperature increases and
the permafrost degrades also expand. Simultaneously (during
wa rm ing) , new Islands of woody vegetation arise in the unf or-
ested tundra. As V .N. Andreyev established , this contInuous,
unidirectional process has already been going on for at least
500 years and maybe even longer. The abundance of forest
Islands In the tundra and young thermokarst subsidences is the
result of repeated warraings (tne most recent one, in the first
half of the 20th Century, and earlier ones) that are registered
In the relief and vegetative cover because the permafrost in
the Eastern European sector of the Subarctic has a high , near-
zero tempera ture and is therefore unstable. Once having

1A succession is a change in vegetation under the influence of
externa l factors or as the result of the activities of the
plants themselves. H owever , since the plants In BGC ’s are
interrelated with soils , microclimate , fauna, and other compo-
nents, it Is more accurate to speak of a change In BGC ’s than a
change in plant communities; that Is, of a biogeocenotic (land-
scape) succession. Academician V .N, Sukachev wrote on biogeo—
cenotic succession In this sense [16, p 239).
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retreated under newly fornied thermokarst basins and islands of
woody vegetation (In which snow accumulates , preventing freez-
ing), permafrost does not recover Its former locations under
existing climatic conditions , although this does not eliminate
(In other situations) freezing and the appearance of permafrost.
In particular , in wide (more than 60-100 m) and shallow drained
lake basins where a large accumulation of snow Is not seen ,
permafrost can form .

In the firs t stages after colonization of one section or anoth-
er by woody vegetation, ther e occur quite complex processes for
establishing equilibrium in the changed natural territorial
complex.

Their essence is as follows. The better the conditions become
in the section colonized by wood and underbrush vegetation, the
more plants converge there. For example, in young spruce—birch
communIties on plakory along the forest tundra boundary in a
BGCJ+ of 1 hectare there are about 2,500 bIrch trees ~+—~~ m high
wIth a trunk diameter of 6-15 cm, and 600-650 spruces 5-6 m
high with a trunk diameter of 8—18 cm. Young growth is quite
abundant : no less than 10,000 spruces 20-100 cm high per hec-
tare and about 6 ,000 birches that are 30—100 cm high . The moss
and peat layer is 12-15 cm thick (living moss , 3—5 cm deep ; the
rest -- dead moss). In more southerly areas on the talga and
forest tundra boundary in this region, there are only 500—550
spruces 6-8 m tall and 800—850 birches 5—7 in tall for a crown
closedness1 value of 0.2-0.3; that is , significantly fewer
trees than In the young communities on the forest tundra’s
northern boundary.

In a BGCJ+ the soIl Is shaded and Its temperature Is lower than
in underbrush BGC-3 ’s and BGC-2 ’s. At a depth of 20 cm in a
BGC-~+ in July it is )+_90 ; in a BGC-2 or BGC-3 It is 8-12°.
Snow lies on the ground longer in a BGC~i+ and shortens the
growing season ; as they grow , many Individual plants die f rom a
shortage of nutrients and light and the death of old plants is
hastened. This means that the community thins Itself out thir-
ing the development process, and this eventually improves the
conditions for existence of the remaining trees: they are well
illuminated by the Sun ’s rays, the soil is heated better , and
so on. A new dynamic equilibrium is established in a northern-
taiga BGC-1+ (Figure 28). Here It is as If a negative feedback
mechanism is triggered.

1-The closedness of very thick, Interconnecting tree tops is
considered to be unity ( 100—percent closedness of’ the tops) .
Top closedness of 0.2 means 20 percent, arid so forth .
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~Figure 28. Diagram of development of blogeocenoses
in the relative tundra deforestation belt (I) and
the forest tundra (II). Thickening of the season-
ally thawed layer and an increase In soil tempera-
ture result in a change in the following vegetative
communities: small bush—lichen-moss (BGC) is re-
placed by bush (wIllov-yernikovoye ) BGC-2, in place
of which forms a sparse spruce-birch forest (BGC-3,
~+). 1. seasonally thawed layer; 2. permafrost (thenumbers Indicate Its temperature) ; 3. snow depth
(in meters)~ + . thickness of the moss and peat lay-
er (in centimeters); 5. change in phytomass; 6.
change In soil temperature at a depth of 20 cm.
Key:
1. Controlling effect of permafrost on vegetative

cover of BGC
2. Phytomass
3. BGC-.
~. Example of negative feedback in BGC (fluctua-

tions of small amplitude )

Thus, actually existing biogeocenoses -- small bush—lIchen—moss
small-hummock tundras (BGC-1), willow-yernikovaya small-hummock
tundras in which lone spruces and birch clusters are encount-
ered infrequently (BGC-2), willow-yernlkovoye communities with
twisted birch and Siberian spruce (BGC—3 ) -- are simultaneously
links In a single chain of self-developing biogeocenoses (eco-
systems).

As the permafrost degrades (an Increase in soil temperature,
thickening of the active layer, and so on), small bush—lichen—
moss BGC— 1 communities are replaced by small-hummock willow—
yernikovoye communities . The phytomass increases .

Further degradation of the permafrost and an increase In soil
temperature leads to the formation of BGC—3 spruce-birch
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communities; that is here we have followed the clearcut mech-
anism of the controlling influence of permafrost on the vege-
tative cover of biogeocenoses (ecosystems) . At the same time,
however, it is also possible to mention certa in positive feed-
back features : as permafrost degradation takes place, condi-
tions improve for the growth of underbrush (Figure 2~ , BGC-2,
-3), whIch retains snow. The snow prevents strong winter
freezing , thereby causing even more energetic degradation of
the permafrost (self-intensification of the process) .  However ,
af ter  the permafrost level sinks below 3—5 m and is no longer
confluent with the seasonally frozen ground , subsequent degra-
dation of It has practically no effect on vegetation under ex-
isting climatic conditions. The advance of woody vegetat ion
can go as far as the northern boundary of the relative tundra
deforestation zone ; that is , to the northern boundary of the
unde rbrush tundras.

In the Eastern European sector of the Subarctic we also see the
directly opposite processes -- degradation of the sparse for-
ests In the forest tundra -- which was noted as long ago as the
end of the last century by the well known geobotanist G.I. Tan-
fil ’yev and then recorded by other investigators as well . Tan-
f i l ’yev ’s point of view , In brief , is that in the T imanskaya
tundra in connection with the buildup of mosses and subsequent
swampiness , permafrost appears where there was none before , its
temperature drops, and this eventually leads to the death of
the forests and their retreat to the south. Tanfil’yev assumed
that this takes place throughout the entire Eurasian North, and
not only In the European North.

How do we tie together the factors : on the one hand , the ad-
vance of the forests; on the other, their degradation In a num-
ber of areas?

The fact of the matter is that different bIogeocenoses behave
differently. For example , the swamp formation and death of
forests about which TanfIl ’yev and other investigators wrote Is
confined to small depressions In the relief -- to areas where
slow tectonic subsidence 1 of the site is occurring and- contrl-
buting to the swamp formatIon. This settling of the relief in
areas where the forest Is dying off and a swamp is forming was
established only recently.

‘-Tectonic subsidence of an area is caused by the displacement
of’ matter in the Earth ’s crus t ; In this case, by its outflow.
The in~flux of’ crustal matter in other places causes them to be
uplifted.
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Figure 29. PublIc garden consisting of
willow plantings in the mine yard in the
settlement of’ Khalnier-Yu . Northern part
of the underbrush tundra .

TanfIl’yev correctly noted swamp formation and the death of
forests in some sections of the Timanskaya tundra. However , he
elevated regularities on the level of a s ingle type of biogeo-
cenosls to the rank of a rule intrinsic to the entire North.
Now , when we have much more Information on the tundra and the
Far North in general , we can make the appropriate corrections .
Suffice it to say that the very concepts of “biogeocenosis ” and
“ ecos ystem ,” among others , were not In existence during Tan-
fil ’yev ’s t ime.

Knowing the basic regularities and conditions under which the
advance of woody vegetation into the tundra can take place, It
Is possible to develop special agrotechnical methods and create
artificial forest plantings in the relative tundra de foresta-
tion belt.

Industrial development can also contribute to the movement of
woody vegetation into the tundra . This development frequently
has a negative effect: trees and entire sparse forests in the
forest tundra and forest islands in the tundra are cut down ,
underbrush and young trees are trampled down, fires cause great
harm. However, if’ the trees and undergrowth are treated care-
fully, Industrial development In this sector can reflect favor-
ably on the existence of trees and large underbrush and their
progress Into the tundra. It is a known fact that in populated
points the air and soil temperatures increase, the permafrost
level Is lowered , and wind velocity drops. In Vorkuta, for in-
stance , the summer air temperature is 0.6_0.80 higher, and the
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winter temperature Is 1.5—2.0° hIgher, than at a point 10 km
from the city. Here the soil temperature has increased and the
upper layer of’ the permafrost Is dropping or the permafrost has
entirely disappeared. The wind velocity has decreased by an
average of 35-kO percent . All of this is favorable for the
creation of’ woody-underbrush plantings at populated points in
the tundra zone. For that matter , It applies to the area
around them as well.

The plantings of treelike willows in the mining settlement of
Khalnier—Yu (Figure 29) are curious in this respect. The wil-
low trees reach 3-5 in in height. In winter in the yard where
they were planted , about 1.5—2.0 in of snow accumulates and pro-
tects the tree roots and soil against strong freezing. Dust on
the snow causes it .to melt rapidly. As a result, the perma-
frost here has thawed to a depth of 2-3 in, while on the unf or—
esteci tundra it thaws to 0.8—1.5 i n;  that Is, the industrial de-
velopment of this region has contributed to permafrost degrada-
tion and an Increase in temperature In industrial centers, as a
result of which favorable conditions have been created for tree
plantings in populated points in the tundra zone.

In developing the agricultural technology of plantings , it is
necessary to start with the fact tha t each section is a self-
re gulating and self-developing ecosystem. By affecting a sin-
gle component of the ecosystem, we thereby put into motion the
entire complicated, interrelated mechanism.

Western Siberian Sector

Development of biogeocerioses In the southern tundra and forest
tundra

Marine plains of l-leistocene age and varying degrees of rugged-
ness are found in the northern part of Western Siberia. The
tundra and forest-tundra regions are more rugged than the taiga,
especially on the Yama l , Tazovskiy, and Gydanskiy Peninsulas.
In the tundra and forest tundra we commonly find sloping— and
flat-topped hills and sloping watersheds composed of b arns and
heavy sandy b arns. Each such hill, as well as a watershed and
its slopes , we regard as a system of biogeocenoses (elementary
ecosystems) combined into a larger ecosystem. Let us first in-
vestigate the dynamics of plakor blogeocenoses-ecosystems on
the boundary between the tundra and forest tundra In Western
Siberia.
BGC —1. Sparse larch forests on level or slightly convex sec-
tions on the upper part of the hills and watersheds, which ar e
compos ed of boulder b arns with peaty—gleyed soils (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Sparse larch forest on the up-
per part of a flat-topped hill.

The trees are 3-6 m tall, crown closedness is 0.2, and the
seedling growth Is uniform . The following plants are typical
of ‘~he small bush-grassy stage : willows, wild rosemary, voro-
nika, sedges, cotton-grasses. The moss cover Is 1+_ 8 cm thtck.
Lichens are scarce. Above—ground phytomass is about 50-80 c/h~ .
The ground thaws to a depth of 50—60 cm, and In July Its temp—
erature at a depth of 20 cm Is ~+~ 5O . The snow cover Is ~hout
100 cm thick.

BGC-2. Dying sparse larch forests with small bush-mossy cover
(Figure 31). The mossy-peaty layer Is 10-12 cm thick , with
live mos s in the top 6— 7 cm and a half—decomposed mass of or-
ganic matter below that, The soils are peaty—gleyed and thaw
to a depth of 30_I+5 cm , with the temperature at a depth of 20
cm being l_20 in July. There are many stumps —- buried , over-
grown with moss, sticking out on the surface.

BGC _3 . Mottled tundras in sections analogous as to location;
that is , on plakory. The soils under the spots are brown arid
slightly gleyed ; between the spots are strips (1+0—120 cm wide )
with rosemary , blueberry , cloudberry , and dwarf birch. Green
mosses and lichens are seen. Under the strips of vegetation ,
the soils are more gleyed than under the spots . The ground
thaws to 60—80 cm. If these sections of mottled tundras are
located no more than several hundred meters from larch island s
(seed sources ) , then young stunted larches are found on the
mottled tundras (Figure 323. If they are more than ~00-1,000 maway, there are usually no larch trees.
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Figure 31. Dying forest island.

Figure 32 . Mottled tundra overgrown with
Siberian larch. Degradation of the for-
est Island has ended in this section.

BGC-1+. Sections analogous as to location and composed of boul-
der b arns. On the surface of these sections there is a large
amount of shingle-debris rubbly material that was “frozen out”
(ejected as the result of upwarping to the surface) after the
disappearance of’ the sparse larch forests and yernikovoye small
bush and moss communities. Tundra soils , slightly gleyed. On
the rocks there are crustose lichens and individual specimens
of blueberry, foxberry, dwarf birch, Alpine arktous, low fescue.
These BGC ’s are seen in places that are at least 1 km from
larch islands and alder thickets.
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BGC-5. Analogous sections composed of boulder b arns with peaty—
g].eyed soils ; the vegetation is heavily beaten and trampled
down.

After  analyzing the properties of the elementary ecosystems --
the biogeocenoses -_ it is possible to establish that BGC—l is
the basic one , while the others are derived from it.

We have already mentioned that successions are Inherent to bio—
geocenoses , and in this case they take place as the result of
the fact that a mos s layer grows in a sparse larch forest.
Mosses make up 1+0-70 percent of the above-ground phytomass.

~ts the mass of the mosses increases , heating and aeration of
the soil is made ~tore difficult , its temperature Is lowered ,
and the layer of seasonal thawing gets thinner. Tre es and
bushes start to die , young growth ceases. The tree and under-
brush vegetation becomes sparser , which leads to the sweeping
of snow away from such sections. Once denuded of their snowy
shield (when its thickness is less than 15—20 cm), the mossy-
peaty layer Is split by frost clefts. This corres ponds to the
BGC -2 state . A further increase in dryness and snow corrasion
finally destroys the mossy-peaty layer, which is usually no
thicker than 15-20 cm. Spots of mineral ground appear. The
least amount of phytornass is seen in this state.

A5 the spots, devoid of any mos sy layer , appear , soil heating
increases sharply, with its temperature rising to 8_9o and even
higher. Conditions are created for the emergence of larch
seedlings ) and they appear If tree seeds fall on the spots of
bare ground . however , as a result of the very severe condi-
tions (strong wlnds,that blow the snow from the surface, severe
winter freezing, sharp soil temperature end moisture fluctua-
tions), the upper part of the ltirch seedl ings die. The living
branches are concentrated In the layer near the ground and
their height above the surface does not exceed 20-1+0 cm; that
Is , they frequently take root , and this leads to the formation
of larch beds (Figure 32) .

.~t1anIkI and beds , by retaining snow and moderating the wind ’s
force , create around themselves sections favorable for the ap-
pearance of new seedlings. Under the protection of the stlani-
ki and beds, the new individual specimens reach a somewhat
~r~ater height. Their tops do not die. The larches now have
ts~c l i fe  form of a tree , ar~ not a stianik . The lower branche s
of’ these etraight_trunked trees do not spread out acros s the
,round ar~ take root , a~ is the case with stianiki. A new
¶ t ~~~ V In the life of the bGC has begun. Eventually the spots
sr . ov.rgr~~n. ~t larch island forms .
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Tree growth continue s on a young larch island -- their height,
trunk thickness , and number of branches all increase, as do
their mass and the area occupied by their roots. For its vital
activity, all of this growing phytomass requires a large quan-
tity of mineral matter , which it (the phytomass) can draw out
from the limited volume of the seasonally thawed layer. More-
over, the increase in the phytornass leads to less heating and
a reduction in the thickness of this layer. The trees and
bushes start to die. And so on —— the cycle repeats itself.

According to our Investigations , in the forest—tundra sparse
larch forests of Western Siberia the re is an annual Increase In
the layer of loose peat of 1-2 mm ; that is, in the southern
tundra a mossy-peat layer 15 cm thick probably forms in about
150 years. It is more difficult to determine the period of de-
velopment from the mottled tundra stage to the stage of the
formation of a young, sparse larch forest Island. It can be
assumed that under favorable conditions and a continuous accu-
mulation of seeds , this segment of’ time Is at least 150—200
years long. Thus, the total duration of a succession from the
mottled tundra stage through the larch island and Its aging and
dying , to a new mottled tundra stage, is apparently 350—500
years .

This regularity can be presented in the form of a curve that
graphically demonstrates the change In the soil ’s tempera ture
and summer thawing as functions of the phytomass per unit of
area, above all of the thickness of the mossy-peaty layer (Fig-
ure 33). An abundance of plants and their shading of the soil
play a substantial role In soil heating , but the greatest —- as
research has shown -- is played by the mossy-peaty layer.

The phenomenon we have just described can quality as a cyclic
fluctuation of great amplitude with the manifestation of a neg-
ative feedback mechanism in the elementary ecosystem (or BGC).
Growth of the mossy—peaty layer does not lead to self-
intensification of the process (as in tundra depressions and
the talga). It causes the death of many plants and the mossy-
peaty layer, as a result of which there is again an improvement
in the conditions for the existence of wood and bush plants ;
that Is, it triggers the negative feedback mechanism.

~-iowever, If’ a section on which mottled tundra has formed as theresult of a succession is at least 1 kilometer from any larch
Islands (the seeding source), regeneration of the Siberian
larch does not occur. The upper layer of soil is deprived of
the branching , dense network of tree and bush roots, and this
Intensifies the freezing and swelling processes whereby the
rubble and shingle material contained in b arns and sandy b arns
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is e~ected. The soil ’s surface is covered with stones and re-
sembles boulder pavement. (Ignorance of these processes fre-
quently leads to an incorrect estimate -- more properly , an
overestimate -- of the amount of rubble material in the upper
part of the soil.) Thus , a BGCJ+ forms.

Considering the scattered nature and re~poteness of the larchislands, it can be assumed that without the interference of man
in these landscapes, the larch Islands would eventually dis-
appear as the result of successions. However, human Interfer-
ence -- overgrazing by reindeer, the dislodging of vegetation,
the felling of trees for various needs ~.- leads to an intensive
growth In the number of biogeocenoses of anthropogenic origin.

The material we have presented indicates that In the northern
part of Western Siberia, degradation of the sparse larch for-
ests and a retreat of the polar boundary of the forests to the
south is taking place as the re~u1t of self-development of theecosystems In an unchanging climate. As a result, the belt of
relative tundra deforestation is growing ; this is where there
is the necessary minimum of heat for the growth and development
of trees , although the trees themselves are absent.
Knowing the pattern , It is possible not only to create forest
Islands in the relative tundra deforestation belt, but also to
regulate the vegetation In the ecosystems so as to prevent the
death of the trees; that is, there are opportunities for con-
trolling the ecosystem. In order to this, once every several
decades it will apparently be necessary to destroy the mossy-
peaty layer, ma~be by mixing It with the mineral part of thesoil. As a result, there will be an improvement In soil heat-
ing and aeration, and conditions for the germination of larch
seeds will appear.

In view of the fact that a BGC Is a self—regulating system with
inherent fluctuations , new possibIl1tie~ are opened for study-ing the problem of the interrelationship of the forest and the
tundra. This approach makes It possible to see In a dying for-
est Island not a general degradation of woody vegetation along
the entire northern boundary of the forests , but one of the
swings In the large-amplitude fluctuation of a specific eco-
system. In the same way , in the overgrowth of some sections of
mottled tundras by larch , It is necessary to see not a general
advance of woody vegetation Into the tundra in connection with
a global improvement in climate (which has not been confirmed
by meteorological observations), but to view this phenomenon as
one of the stages of ecosystem fluctuation on the boundary of
the forest and tundra that involves the manifestation of a

• feedback mechanism -- both positive and negative.
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Figure 31+. SectIon of slope-topped hill-
ecosystem. On the upper part of the hill
(background) alder bushes 1.5-2.5 m tall
retain snow, the depth of which reaches
80—100 cm here, so It takes longer to
thaw than on the mossy-peaty tundra (fore-
ground). Snow water flowing downward
overmolsturizes the slopes.

The lack of a systematic approach to this question resulted in
a situation where the regularities belonging to an elementary
ecosystem —— a blogeocenosis —- were elevated to the ranks of
rules for a physicogeographic (natural) sector and even for the
entire tundra zone.

Up until now we have been studying the dynamics of elementary
ecosystems —- biogeocenoses located in the upper parts of
watersheds and on large flat—topped hills. Let us now attempt
to examine the behavior of more complicated ecosystems consist-
ing not only of plakor biogeocenoses, but including slope blo-
geocenoses. how , for example, do vegetative communities and
and biogeocenoses change in connection with the death of larch
islands on the upper part of large hills ? Observations show
that if’ there exists a larch island or yernikovyy-alder phyto-
cenosis on the upper part of a hill, then on the lower part of
the hill there must be a hummocky moss and cotton-grass coxnxnu-
nity (Figures 31+,35). This Is explained by the fact that the
snow accumulating on the upper part of the hill, which is cov-
ered with woody—bushy vegetation, is the source of a great
amount of moisture for the slopes ’ lower parts. Moss and
cotton-grass communities usually do not occur on the lower
parts of hills.

In connection with this, the process of interactIon and the
interrelationships among vegetative communities within the
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Figure 35. DIagram of interactIon and interrelation-
ship among vegetative conununItles on a well delineat-
ed hill in the southern tundra (I-V are sequential
stages in the replacement of vegetative communities):
I. sparse larch forest with bush alder undergrowth on
the upper part of a slope-topped hill; on the lower
part of the slopes there are hummocky moss and cotton-
grass communities (hununocky tundra -- KT); 110 -- larch
island ; )1C —- S iberian larch ; OK -- bush alder; II.
the larch island on the upper part of the hill died.
Patches of bare ground -- mottled tundras (fIT) —— ap-
peared. Alder bushes remained only on the upper part
of the slopes. Because of the decrease In the snow
reserves on the upper part of the hill there was a
shrinkage of the sections occupIed by the moss and
cotton— grass hummocky tundras ; III. the mottled tun-
dra section has expanded. Individual alder bushes
were displaced to the lower parts of the slopes, the
moisturlzation of’ which dropped sharply after the
disappearance of the woody-bushy vegetation on the
upper part of the hill; 1V. overgrowth of mottled
tundras by bush alder. Increase In the amount of
snow on the upper part of the hill leads to increase
in moisture on the slopes, preventing the growth of’
bush alder , which shifts to the upper part of the
hill; V. yernikovoye-alder community formed on upper
part of hill and retains large amount of’ snow . This
led to regeneration of hunmocky moss and cotton—
grass communities on lower part of slopes; dotted
line -- depth of snow.
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limits of’ hill-ecosystems are presented in the following form.
As the woody vegetation ~n the upper part of the hill or water-
shed degrades , the amount of snow retained by It decreases.
When mottled tundra forms here as the result of succession, the
huinmocky tundras disappear from the lower part of the slopes
and are replaced by sedge-moss-small bush communities. If the
upper part of the slope—topped hill again becomes covered with
woody-bushy vegetation, then the huznmocky tundras reappear on
the slopes. More often than not, yerriikovoye—alder communities
arise on the upper part of the hill, since it Is more difficult
for larches to re-establish their positions. The appearance of
a large-bush community on the upper part leads to the regenera-
tion of the hummocky tundras on the lower part of the slopes.
Yernikovoye—alder communities are more stable in comparison
with sparse larch forests. The leaf fall prevents the intense
growth of mosses and the death of the undergrowth. Therefore,
hills, rid ges , and watersheds occupied by yernikovoye—alder
communities on the upper part and huxninocky moss and bush commu-
nities on the lower, are more stable and less subject to
changes.

Dynamics of biogeocenoses In the northern taiga

Let us now discuss the types of biogeocenoses found in the
northern talga of Western Siberia. We will analyze these act-
ually existing BGC ’s in order, as links in a long evolutionary
chain. At the be~irining of this chain there are conifer, fre-quently lichened (these are usually called belomoshnyy) for-
ests , at the end -- dry, convex peat bogs covered with small
bushes and with lichens In the soil cover.

Types of biogeocenoses

BGC—l. Pine—cedar—larch lichened forests. Microrelief —- hills
and sinks (residua l polygonal). hummocks rise 0.8-1.0 ni above
the sinks. Tree diameter at a height of 1.5 m is 25—35 cm.
Crown closedness Is 0)+—C.6. Tree restoration is normal.
Dwarf birch 1 blueberry., whortleberry, and foxberry are seen in
small beds (primarily In the sinks) and individually. In the
soil cover there Is a mat of lichens, primarily Alpine cladonia.
The lichens occupy the upper parts of the mounds and their
slopes; in the centers of the sinks there are usually patches
of moss. The ground water level is at a depth of 2 ni.  The
soil Is podsolic, with clearly expressed A2 outwash (podsolic )
and B (inwash) horizons, and is sandy. In the A2 horizon there
are usually dark bands (at least two or three) —— traces of
forest fires. The snow cover ’s average thickness is 70—90 cm.
The grounds are thawed; seasonal freezing is to a depth of
1.5—2.0 m. Soil temperature at a depth of 8—9 in (the level at
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which seasonal temperature fluc~uations have almost no effect)
is l.5_2.O0. In July and the first half of August, the soil
temperature at a depth of 20 cm is 8—12° .

These biogeocenoses are usually found in the higher, well
drained parts of plains sections ; they are surrounded by swampy
and stunted forests , swamps , and peat bogs. They are either
round, with a diameter of at least 800-1,000 in, or elongated
(the width of such a strip Is at least 800—1,000 m). Their re-
lative height advantage over the surrounding swamps and peat
bogs is no more than 2—3 m. These fore sts are not confined to
Hill and sink microrellef. They are also seen in other micro-
reliefs -- it has no effect on the composition of a stand of’
trees , soils, and ground—water level.

BGC-2. Stunted spruce—larch forests with admixtures of birch,
small bushes, and moss; sparsely treed , higher than the swamps
surrounding them by about 1.0-1.5 m or even less. Hummocky
microre llef. The hummocks are 20-80 cm tall and i+0_120 cm n
diameter, and are based on a mineral nucleus. Cr own closedness
Is 0.2-0.3. The trees ’ diameter at a height of 1.5 in ranges
from 5-12 (for the birches) to 10—25 (conifers ) cm. The trunks
and branches of the trees are covered with lichens. Young
growth Is usually absent or very sparse. There is a moss cover
between the hummocks . On the hummocks there are dwarf birch,
wild rosemary, whortleberry, voronika, and lichens. During
ra iny per iods , water stands between the hummocks . The closer
to a swamp, the longer the water is retained among the hummocks,
and the hummocks themselves are taller in such areas (at least
70—80 cni). The soil is peaty—gleyed-podsollc and sandy. The
peat layer is 5-12 cm thick, while the snow cover reaches a
depth of 70-90 cm. The ground Is primarily thawed, although
under the largest hummocks (close to a swamp), which are 70—80
cm tall, permafrost lenses 0.5-1.5 in thick are found. These
lenses thaw out, but not every summer. Soil temperature at a
depth of’ 8-9 in Is 0.2-0.5°. In July and the first half of’
August , the temperature at a depth of 20 cm is 5—8° In the cen-
ter of a hummock and l.5_2.50 between hummocks.

Similar sections wIth stunted forests and permafrost neogeneses
are seen both in th~ upper parts of a plain (BGC—2a) that standabove the swamps surrounding them by no more than 1.0-1.5 in,
and in the form of strips (BGC —2b) outlining the pine—cedar-
larch lichened forests (BGC—l). In th~ first case (2a), they(like a BGC—1) have a round shape , but the diameter of these
sections Is much less than that of a BGC-l and usually does not
exceed 150-250 in. Hummocky rnlcrorellef with permafrost lenses
(permafrost neogeneses) are an obligatory component of the
BGC-2a and BGC-2b conifer—birch forests.
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Figure 36. Humnmocky—hillocky swamp with
drying trees and permafrqst lenses (BGC-
1+a), Formed on site of stunted conifer-
ous forest (BGC-2a).

BGC-3. Sparse larch-spruce forest with moss cover , located in a
depression; crown closedness 0.1-0.2. In the center of the de-
pression the trees stand alone. Trunk diameter Is 8—15 cm, and
they are twisted and usually bare-topped ; there is no young
growth. The soils in the center of the depression are peaty
bog soils and the thickness of the niossy-peaty layer is 0.3-0.1+
in. Burled tree trunks are frequently seen in the peat. At the
end of July, the permafrost depth Is 0.3-1.1 in. Along the
edges of the sink, peaty-gleyed soils are encountered. The
mossy—peaty layer here is 0.2 in thick, and below it there Is a
gleyed level. The permafrost depth here Is 0.1+-0.7 in. A p r -
mafrost lens with outlines that parallel those of the depres-
sion, which Is becoming a peat bog, lies beneath It and dose
not thaw during the summer.

Depressions occupied by sparse, moss-covered larch—spruce for-
ests (BGC—3 ) are usually surrounded by lichened forests with
thawed ground (BGC-1), and between them there Is a narrow strip
(30_ I+0 i n)  occupied by a conifer-birch forest with hummocky
inicroreilef (BGC -2b).

Now let us describe the biogeocenoses that are trans itional
f rom forests to swamps and peat bogs.
BC,C_I+. Hummocky—hillocky swamps. A~mong them we see sectionsboth with single trees -- remnants of the forests that existed
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Figure 37. Profile of one of the hummocks
in a humznocky-hillocky swamp. In the up-
per part of the hummock the mossy-peaty
layer Is about 20 cm thick; along the
edges it is 10 cm thick. This means that
before the emergence of the hummock with
its mineral core , in its place stood a
peat mound rising 10 cm above the moss
cover surrounding it. It froze more In-
tens ively than the surrounding area ,
which led to swelling and the formation
of a hummock with a mineral core.

there at some time (Figure 36) -- and without them. The hum-
mocks ’ dimensions are from 2 to 7-8 m and they are 0.8-1.5 in

tall (Figure 37). Dwarf birch, wild rosemary, butterbur , blue-
berry, voronika, and cloudberry grow either singly or in beds
on the hummocks ; lichens are widely developed (primarily Alpine
cladonia). The trunks of dead trees are frequently encountered
on the hummocks. The interhummock depressions are occupied by
moss and sedge vegetation. If a depression Is 5-8 in in size,
its center Is filled with sedge , and close to Its edge there
are green mosses that in turn are outlined by a band of’ sphag-
num mosses. If the space between the hummocks is no larger
than 1-3 in , it is usually filled with peat covered with sphag-
num mosses, the surface of which Is only 1+0_60 cm lower than
the hummocks . The peat layer on the hummocks is 20J+O cm
thick . A hole made In one of these hummocks revealed the f 01-
lowing internal structure.
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From the surface to a aepth of 0.3 in —— a thawed peat mass.
From 0.3 in to 0.6 in -- peaty, frozen sand ; wood and birch bark
remnants are encountered; at a depth of’ 0.1+_0.5 in there are two
distinct dark bands (1-3 mm thick) of wood ash (traces of a
slash fire). From 0.6 to 1.Ii in -- brownish frozen sand with
traces of iron and Ice Interlayers ; there are no wood fragments,
From 1.Ll to 2.7 in -- gray , fr ozen sand with ice lenses. Deeper
than 2.7 in -- thawed ground.
Such a structure for hummocks in hillocky-hunmocky swamps is,
according to borehole data , typical. The thickness of the
frozen layer in them is 2.5-3.0 in , and in the depressions be-
tween the hummocks the frozen layer Is slightly thicker.

A mossy-peaty thawed layer is seen from the surface to a depth
of 0.3 m, while below that to a depth of 0.9 in there is dark-
and light-brown frozen peat. Deeper yet there is dark, humic
frozen sand. Thawed sand begins at a depth of 1.7 m. The vi —
er the interhummock depression, the thinner the frozen layer in
it is.

In interhununock depressions that are wider than 8—10 in , the
frozen layer usually thaws completely in summer,

The size of sections with hillocky-hummocky swamps is no more
than 3oo~+oo i n;  they appear on the site of stunted spruce—larch
forests (BGC—2 ).

We have already said that BGC-l pine-cedar-larch forests are
usually surrounded by a belt of stunted coniferous forests with
hummocky microrelief (BGC-2b) that, in turn, is surrounded by
hillocky-humnmocky swamps . These swamps are located not only in
the center of peat bogs, but also surround the stunted conifer’..
ous forests and are the next stage of development of BGC-2b;
that is they replace it. We will designate such sections as
BGC-1+b ~Figure 38).

Farther along In our series stands moss—sedge lowland bogs
(BGC-5). Let us discuss only those of’ them that are strips be-
tween the forests and peat bogs. They are usually 0.5-0.7 in

lower than the forest sections and 0.5-2.0 in lower than the up-
per surface of the peat bogs. Frozen soil begins at a depth of
0.5-1.0 in and sometimes deeper.

The final form of’ blogeocenosis ( BGC-6 ) Is peat bogs -- hill-
ocky, dry, and frozen beginning at a depth of 0.~+-0.6 in, The
peat is at least 0.5-1.0 and up to 6-7 in thick. The mounds are
peaty, 0.3—0.5 in tall and 0.5—0.8 in in diameter; they are cov-
ered with dwarf’ birch and small bushes (wild rosemary, foxberry~
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blueberry, crowberry); between the mounds Alpine cladonia grows.
As is the case with lickiened forests, anthills are round In the
dry peat bogs. They are also subject to fires, because of’ the
abundance of lichens.

In July and the first half of August, the temperature at a
depth of 20 cm is 2.0—3.5°; at a depth of 8-10 m It is 1.5-2.5°.
Peat thickness Is greatest in the center and c~ecreases in theperipheral sections. The same thing happens with the perma-
frost: it is thickest (severa l dozen meters) in the center,
particularly under hummocks from which the snow has been swept,
and decreases to several meters in the peripheral sections,
tapering out as contact is made with the forest. A hole made
in one of the peat bogs revealed the following structure.

Peat thickness Is 3.7 m. The peat is frozen, with fragments of’
birch trunks and traces of fires. From a depth of 3.7 in there
is peaty, frozen sandy loam with Ice lenses. The peatiness
gradually decreases, disappear ing entirely at a depth of ~~~~~~
5.0 in. The frozen sands and sandy b arns go deeper , to a depth
of 30—50 in. Their temperature at a depth of 8-10 in Is —1.5 to
—2.0°.

Now let us see how these biogeocenoses change in the northern
taiga. Four stages are distinguished in the development of
permafrost [2].

In the first two stages, the ground froz e as the sea regressed
to the north in Western Siberia. The second stage continued
until the onset of the Middle Hobocene thermal maximum. The
third stage coincides with this maximum. At this time there
was a partial thawing of’ the permanently frozen strata from the
surface, and their boundary shifted to the north, to a latitude
of approxImately 67-6~°; that i~, the limit of freezing fromthe surface was much farther north than it is now. However,
during the period of climatic warming, complete thawing of the
frozen strata did not take place. The permafrost thawed only
to a depth of 100—150 in , while below this the unthawed perma-
frost reached a depth of 300—350 in, which Is its present level.
The fourth stage in the development of the frozen strata began
at the end of the climatic maximum and continues today. A cha-
racteristic of this period is freezing of the ground from the
surface, as a result of which a two-layer permafrost stratum,
the boundary of’ which is shifting to the south, formed and con—

• tinues to form.

Baulin and his associates 12] think that the fourth sta ge has
lasted for 2,500 years so far. Research done in recent years
with the help of the radiocarbon method has established that
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the sudden transition to cooling in the northern part of West-
ern Siberia took place about ~+,500 years ago, or 2,000 years
earlier than was previously believed to be the case (N.A . Kho—
tinskiy, 1972). Thus, swamp formation and the growth of peat
bogs, resulting in the formation of permafrost and the simul-
taneous degradation of forests , has been taking place In the
northern talga for about ~+,500 years.

Swamp formation begins (and began) in low-lying areas (Figures
38, 39). A good illustration of this process is the modern
sparse, moss-covered larch—spruce forests (BGC-3) that are lo-
cated in depressions. The relative settling of the modern de-
pressions is 1—2 m , and they are located on the upper parts of
plains. Deeper and lower basins have already become peat-
filled or are completing that stage of this process at the pre-
sent time.

As the mossy-peaty layer grpws, heat exchange between the at-
mosphere and the ground Is altered and seasonal freezing ex-
ceeds summer thawing. Permafrost lenses form under this layer.
At first they are quite thin -- 10-30 cm. As the peat layer
thickens, however, the trees and bushes die and the snow is
swept from such sections , whIch leads to even more intensive
freezing.

As time passes , a convex frozen peat bog forms in the depres-
sion and water starts to flow out of it. Alongside the peat
bog (and outlining it) an overmoisturized swampy strip (BGC-5)
forms and receives water from both the forest and the peat bog.
In this overmoisturized strip -- a moss—sedge swamp —- the
mossy-peaty layer grows at a very high rate. Not only does the
moss grow upward, but moss mounds and pads form along the outer
side , Invading the forest.

These moss mounds and pads freeze more Intensively than the
sections between them. Under a moss mound (or pad), a perma-
frost layer grows, as if piercing the thawed layer. Moisture
migrates toward the freezing front from the surrounding thawed,
overmoisturlzed ground , then freezes, which leads to swelling
of the moss pillow (mound) and its transformation Into a hum-
mock with a mineral core. The frozen ground thaws in summer;
under the overmoisturization conditions , the voids left by the
melted ice lenses are filled with soil flowing In from the
sides. This means that If’ a permafros t lens thaws completely,
the hummock is still preserved. Further grcMth of a hummock
with a mineral core depends largely on an abundance of mois-
ture , without which it is impossible for it to swell up. The
most moisture is available near a moss-sedge swamp with areas
of open water. Biogeocerioses with the largest hummocks -- up
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Figure 39. Diagram of forest degradation and peat bog
and permafrost growth in the northern taiga of West-
ern Siberia: I. forests until the end of the post-
glacial Middle Holocene thermal maximum. Normal, un-
stunted groves of trees predominated, in combination
with wet and swampy depressions; II . in the more se-
vere climate that set in after the thermal maximum
swamping of the depressions led to the formation
permafrost and the death of the forests; III . forma-
tion of convex peat bogs from which water flowed, ac-
celerating swamp formation in the forests surrounding
them. Simultaneous sharp increase in the area and
thickness of the permafrost; IV. by the present time,
many formerly isolated peat bogs have run together
Into continuous peat bog masses occupying up to 60-70
percent of the northern taiga In Western Siberia.
The forests that at one time covered a large part of
this territory are now represented by isolated
islands, located on the upper parts of the plain,
that are condemned to die ; the numbers above the
drawings designate BGC ’s; the scale on the right
shows altitude above sea level.
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to 1.5—2.0 m tall -- are adjacent to these swamps. The farther
from the swamp, the smaller the hummocks. The strip with hum-
mocky microrelief, moving ahead of the peat bog, measures 200-
~400 m depending on the terrain’s angle of slope : the greater
the slope, the farther this strip ’s influence Is felt. Thus,
the first signs of the peat bog ’s stunting effect on the forest
are manifested in the growth of moss pads and mounds on over-
moisturized soil at a distance of 2001+00 m from the peat bog.
Once having appeared, the mossy pads and mounds themselves now
beco~ne nuclei for the spreading of the mosses, which invade ad-jacent areas. Because of overmolsturlzatlon and deterioration
of the aeration conditions, trees in these areas are stunted
more severely and young growth is curtailed and even completely
halted. In these places It Is usually possible to see how the
sphagnum mosses literally crawl over the lichen cover. Under
the moss mounds, the Alpine cladonia lichens are found in vari-
ous stages of decomposition. The lichened forest (BGC—l) Is
replaced by a stunted forest with moss pads, peaty mounds, hum-
mocky microrelief, and so on (BGC-2).

Closer to the peat bog , overmoisturization Is seen for even
longer period s , the hummocks are larger , and permafrost lenses
that do not thaw during the summer are formed . Only individual
stunted trees are seen , and even they disappear close to the
peat bog. here hillocky-hummocky swamps -- BGCJ+ -- predomi-
nate . As the Interhuinrriock depressions are overgrown by the
moss , the hillocky-hummocky swamp is transformed int o a peat
bog. At first the peat layer is thin , but with t ime it thick-
ens to several meters and the ground under freezes to a depth
of several dozen meters. This transformation results In the
appearance of a hillocky-hummocky swamp (BGC1+) on the location
of a stunted coniferous forest with hummocky microrelief
( BGC -2) . As the peat bog grows and expands, the strip that It
Is ‘~onvertIng into a swamp, with moss mounds and hummocky
microrellef, moves toward the forest; that is, blogeocenoses
with huxnmocky microrellef In front of the peat bog are outposts
of the advancing swamp and indicative of the imminent death of
the forest.

As time passes the small, Individual peat bogs coalesce into
large ones stretching for dozens of kilometers. Simultaneous-
ly, the islands of permafrost also run together Into masslfs of
permanently frozen ground with boundaries advancing to the
south (Figur e ~+0). The forested area shrinks steadily.

Change in the components of the environment

We have seen how the growth of a moss cover, with subsequent
formation of a mossy—peaty layer and swamp formation, leads to
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F igure +0. Diagram of formation of two-layer perma-
frost in the northern talga of Western Siberia : I.
location of permafrost by the end of the Middle Mob-
cene thermal maximum. A large part of the territory
is covered with forests . The frozen ground thawed to
a depth of 100—150 m; II . present location. A large
part of the territory Is covered with peat bogs and
swamps. An upper layer of permafrost has formed. To
the north, the upper and lower layers have already
5jolned; 1 peat bogs and swamps ; 2. permafrost.
isey:
1. North 2 . River 3. South

a two-sided result. First , to deterioration of the conditions
for the existence of trees: soil temperature drops; the fill-
ing of the soil pores with water has a deleterious effect on
aeration; tree regeneration ceases in the mossy—peaty layer;
tree decay and disease intensifies, accelerating their death.
All of this results In degradation of the forests. Secondly,
to a change in heat exchange between the soil and atmosphere,
as a result of which seasonal freezing exceeds seasonal thawing
under the invariable climatic conditions , which causes the on-
set of the formation of small permafrost lenses and then (after
the death of the trees and an abrupt thinning and reduction In
density of the snow cover) the formation of a permafrost stra-
tum several dozen meters thick, which also accelerates the de-
gradation of the forests. After peat bogs appear (with perma-
frost under them) there Is a sharp Increase in the territory’s
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swampiness , because the permafrost acts as a water—resistant
horizon. Wind velocity increases in the deforested spaces oc-
cupied by the peat bogs: although it does not exceed 2-3 rn/sec
at a height of 2-3 m In a forest, over the peat bogs It in-
creases to 5—6 in/sec and in certain cases to 10—12 rn/sec.
Trees standing on the boundary between a peat bog and a forest
frequently have flag-shaped forms and display other signs of
being stunted by wind.

The Increase In the area occupied by swamps and peat bogs si-
multaneously leads to shrinkage of the habitats of taiga fauna
and a reduction in the number of such animals as elk, bears,
squirrels, sable, chipmunks, wood grouse, hazel grouse, wocd—
peckers , cuckoos , crossbills, kuksha [translation unknown), and
others.

Forest degradation and the resulting growth of swamps and peat
bogs cause environmental conditions to deteriorate and serious—
ly hamper the development of the Far North .

Possible limits of the southern advance of the permafrost boun-
dary

Theoretical calculations made by V.P. Chernya.d’yev [25] showed
that the southern boundary of potential permafrost development
lies ~+O0-~+50 km to the south of the present boundary of frozenground found in peat bogs. Such freezing at several hundred
kilometers to the south could take place under the present cli-
matic and temperature conditions if there is a change in heat
exchange between the soil and the atmosphere, which process Is
regulated by the mos s (or , more accurately, vegetative) and
snow covers. We have already seen how this control is exter-
cised under natural conditions. The southern boundary of the
possible advance of the permarfrost stratum lies 1+O0~1+50 km
from the present boundary. In the potential freezing zone, ex-
tensive permafrost development Is excluded only under condi-
tions of fra gmented relief , where good drainage prevents inten-
sive swamp formation, while the small peat bogs are isolated
and , as a result of the ruggedness of the relief and the large
ground slope angles, cannot grow sideways and merge. Here per-
mafrost can develop only if the forests are felled by man, aft-
er which~’the snow will be swept away from these sections andwinter freezing will Intensify. Chernyad ’yev also reveals the
boundary of probable permafrost thawing. It lies 580—620 km
to the north of the present southern permafrost boundary. Such
thawing could also occur under present climatic conditions. In
order to achieve this it would be necessary to remove the moss
cover and regulate the accumulation of snow, which is impossi-
ble without woody-bushy vegetation being present.
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Other calculations led us to the same conclusion: Inside a
belt 300-500 km wide that is adjacent to the southern perina-
frost boundary, systematic removal of the peat or Its minerali-
zation and the simultaneous accumulation of snow at least 1 m
deep can result in the thawing of a 10-rn thick frozen layer in
10-20 years. It Is a known fact that when the moss cover is
removed , the soil temperature at a depth of 20 cm increases by
li_iSO in summer, while a snow cover 20 cm thick warms the soil
by 2-30; when It is 60-70 cm thick, the warming is 6—7°.

Such are the scales and possible results in the case of a
change In heat excnange between the soil and the atmosphere,
and they can be achieved by controlling the moss and snow cov-
ers.

Causes of swamp formation and forest degradation in Western Si-
berIa

Some investIgators relate swamp formation and the death of for-
ests to climatic cooling, assuming that during warming periods
permafrost degradation Is seen, while dur ing cooling periods
permafrost appears and grows as the temperature drops. It is
Indisputable that climatic fluctuations —- cooling In particu-
lar -- affect the dynamics of swamp and permafrost formation.
xiowever, we cannot ascribe the leading role to them. Mosses
possess sufficiently aggressive qualities under certain physico—
geographic conditions, whIch happen to be those present in West-
ern Siberia: cool summer, excess of precipitation over evapora-
tion, poor drainage as the resul t of the plains-type relief,
arid so on. The mosses ’ ecological range Is great, and warming
by 1.0—1.5° —— which took place from the beg1~ining of this cen-tury to approximately 1950 -- hardly had a negative effect on
their growth. Possibly, it was even the opposite. On the oth-
er hand, growth of the moss cover In the northern taiga of
Western siberia always leads to an Increase of freezing over
thawing and eventually to the formation of permafrost. In this
region the thicknesses of the moss and mossy—peaty layers and
the peat bogs are extremely variegated -- from several centi-
meters (the moss layer) to several meters (peat bogs). Perma-
frost also has en extremely v~rIab1e thickness -- from severaldozen centimeters to several dozen meters. We have already
seen that there Is a clearcut genetic relationship between blo-
geocenoses with variable moss and peat bog thickness and the
irregular thickness of permafrost strata. All of this Indi-
cates that the processes of moss growth, swamp formation, peat
bog formation, and permafrost formation are unidirectional and
continuous, although they are possibly retarded under unfavor-
able conditions. The very fact that there Is a distance of
1,000 lan from the southern boundary of potential permafrost
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formation to the southern boundary of Its possible thawing In-
dicates that insignificant temperature deviations over the
course of several decades cannot exert a decisive Influence on
permafrost degradation or regeneration under taiga conditions.

A knowledge of these processes Is necessary, particularly at
the present time , so that they can be taken into consideration
during the development of Western S iberia ’s taiga regions and
the planning of economic activities.

From the explanation that has been given it Is obvious that
forest degradation and the environmental deterioration that ac-
companies It In the northern part of Western Siberia are caused
not by general climatic factors upon which man can have no ef-
fect , but by local factors. The main role here Is played by
self-development of the mosses. It causes peat bogs to expand,
with the subsequent appearance and expansion (In area and
thickness) of permafrost. The appearance of water-resistant
frozen ground, in turn, leads to the Intensification of swamp
formation, and so on. In this case we see self-Intensification
of processes, the overall result of which is the expansion of
peat bogs with permafrost and the death of forests.

At the present time, it is fully possible to stop the swamp
formation processes and the death of forests. The founder of
geocryology , M.I . Suingin, long ago pointed out the need for
controlling soil freezing and thawing with the help of agro—
technical methods [17]. P .1. Koloskov 1.8,9] devked out the
basic principles for controlling heat exchange between the soil
and the atmosphere. Their essence is that by changing the ve-
getative soil cover, It Is possible to achieve an increase in
the influx of heat during the summer and a decrease in heat
losses during the winter. The removal of mosses from the soil
sur face results In an increase In its summer temperature of 10—
150. The simplest method of destroying (or , more accurately ,
mineralizing ) the mosses is the introduction of lime . Liming
simultaneously neutralizes soil acids and is favorable to the
development of micro-organisms that decompose the plant rem-
nants. The possibility that in some cases it might be advisa-
ble to remove the mosses by burning has not been ruled out.

It has also been established that a loose snow cover inhibits
soil cooling and freezing: a snow layer 60-70 cm thick warms
the soil by 6~70. The simplest method of snow accumulation is
with the help of trees and bushes. Blackening of the snow in
spring accelerates its disappearance by 2-3 weeks , which would
contribute to an increase in the heat inflow during the spring-
summer period .
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It is also necessary to consider the fact that pumping oil out
of the Earth usually leads to settling of the surface. Under
the conditions present In Western Siberia, this can Intensify
swamp formation. Experience shows that Injecting water into
the voids formed after the oil is pumped out prevents soil sub-
sidence. If we allow for the overmolsturizatiort of the soil
and abundance of water in this region, then its elimination
will retard the swamp formatIon processes.

The exploitation of the peat deposits can be doubly profitable:
it will produce organic raw materials, and permafrost degrada-
tion vii]. begin in sections from which the peat is removed. In
time, forest plantings can be made, which will then combine
with the unforested grassy-bushy sections.

This is a brief list of the possible measures that can retard
swamp formation and the death of forests and the general deter-
ioration of environmental conditions. In order to do this, of
course, we viii need new research, the formulation of experi-
ments, and the development of scientific-organizational mea-
sures.

Eastern Siberian Sector

The next sector, In an example of which we will examine the dy-
namics of Subarctic ecosystems, Is the tundra and forest tundra
of Eastern Siberia between the Indigirka and Oinoloy Rivers.
kiere we commonly see plains composed of lacustrin—alluvial
loans with an abundance of subsurface vein Ice that are occu-
pied by hummocky tundra mos s and cotton-grass communities , to
the south of which there are sparse larch forests . Observa-
tions show that as we move to the south , from the zone of moss
and cotton-grass hummbcky tundras into the sparse forests, the
areas occupied by the humxnocky communities decrease. In the
southern tundra they occupy not only plakor sites, but slopes
as well. Tongues and islands of huinmocky tundras are wedged
into the sparse larch forests. Where the mounds of sheathed
cotton—grass cover a large part of the soil surface, larches
are either completely absent or only single trees are seen.

Field investigations showed that such a distribution of vege-
tative communities is a record of definite stages in the con-
tinuous, centuries-long change of Subarctic ecosystems and bio—
geocenoses In Pastern Siberia. These changes take place in the
following manner .

Each new mound is formed only through seed regeneration of the
sheathed cotton-grass. From young cotton—grass, which consists
of a mother shoot and several small leaves, there begin to
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sprout daughter root-rosette shoots from which an individual
plant forms. The plant gets larger, occupying an ever greater
area, and in time becomes convex. The accumulation of organic
matter causes the formation of rhizomes, which carry the till-
erlng zones to the mound’s surface. The mound expands, reach-
ing 20—30 cm in height and 30-kO cm in diameter. The foot of
the mound is covered with moss, while the upper parts of the
mounds Interlock. Soil temperature decreases. Although the
loamy soils under the mossy—bushy cover thaw to a depth of 55-
65 cm at the end of July (the July temperature at a depth of 20
cm is 3.5~J+.5O) , under the hummocky communities thawing does
not exceed 30-35 cm (the soil temperature at a depth of 20 cm
is l.8_2.20). These mounds live for a long time —- usually se-
veral decades, frequently 100 years or longer. Once having ap-
peared, cotton-grass does not abandon the occupied territory,
but expands into a mound and seeds the surrounding area, where
new mounds appear, the upper parts of which become interlocked
after several decades. An abundance of sheathed cotton—grass
mounds results In a situation where the cotton—grass produces
many more seeds than the daurskaya larch, so the former ’s capa-
bility of capturing new territories is better than the latter ’s.

Thus, the huinmocky communities advance to the south, taking
over ever more new sections from the sparse larch forests. As
the area occupied by hummocks Increases, the conditions for
larch growth and development deteriorate, the soil temperature
drops, the depth of thawing decreases, trees age, and young
growth is curtailed and then ceases entirely. The sparse larch
forest is fragmented and transformed, in essence, into tundra
with lone trees. Although Individual larch seedlings appear
against the background of hummocky tundras, they can no longer
change the direction of the natural processes ’ dynamics in the
ecosystems (Figure ~+l). These trees are not bases for the re-forestation and dispersion of daurskaya larch.

In the region under discussion, moss and cotton-grass hummocky
communities are the most stable ones, The parameters of
ecosystems—biogeocenoses with hummocky communities regenerate
themselves more quickly than those of the unstable communities
with sparse larch forests.

Let us remember that the tree Is the life form with the most
rigorous demands f or environmental conditions. Under the con-
ditions found in the tundra and forest tundra it does not find
Its ecological optimum. Here trees live at their ecological
limits, so even insignificant changes in the environment push
their parameters to critical values, causing the death of trees.
These environmental changes are caused by the self—development
of components of the ecosystems, so in order to explain the
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Figure ~+l. Moss and cotton-grass hummockytundra with lone larch trees. Larch seed-
lings and young growth are not seen in
this section, although there are many
half-decayed, covered trunks and stumps,
which indicates that 150-250 years ago
this site was covered with sparse larch
forests.

degradation of the forest cenoses at their northern limits and
the retreat of the forests ’ polar boundary we must look for ex-
ternal causes (changes In climate, permafrost, and so forth).

Far Eastern Sector

In this sector of the Subarctic, cedar stianik occupies large
expanses and is the edifier (main) plant In many phytocenoses.
As has already been mentioned, cedar stlanlk is also called a
treelike, woody bush and a branching, spreading tree.

In Eastern Siberia, daurskaya larch forms the northern forest
boundary. Here the cedar stlanIk grows 100-300 km away from
the larches; that Is, Its boundary lies more to the southa, al-
though in the Far Eastern sector of the Subarctic -- in the

• Anadyrslcaya Lowland, in particular -- larch grows farther south
than cedar stlanIk. This is primarily because of the different
physicogeographic conditions in these two adjacent sectors of

* 
the Subarctic and the ecological peculiarities of these two
plants. Let us examine these peculiarities.

For a comparison of climatic features let us take Ust’-Yansk
(71° N. Lat.) and Nizhnekolymsk (68036’ N. Lat.) , located In
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the forest tundra cf Eastern Siberia on the northern forest
boundary, and the city of Anadyr ’ (6~+°50’ N. Lat.) and Ugol’na-
ya Creek (about 63° N. Lat.), wkdch are located in hummocky
tundras in the relative tundra deforestation belt. Winter
temperatures at the points named in Eastern Siberia are lO_l80
lover than at Anady-r ’ and Ugol’naya. In the coastal regions of
the Chukotsk Peninsula and the Anadyrskaya Lowland there are
frequent winter warm spells during which the temperature can
reach 3J~O The summer temperatures at all four points are
quite similar: the average July temperature is about 10.50 at
Ust’-Yansk, 11.5° at Nizhnekolymsk1 and 10.5° at Anadyr ’ and
Ugol ’naya; in August it is 8.5-.8.6’~ at the points In EasternSiberia and 9.6 and 9)+~, respectively, at Anadyr ’ and Ugol’na-
ya; that is, somewhat higher than in Eastern Siberia. The num-
ber of days wi th an average 2~+-hour temperature above 100 is
30-35 at Ust’-Yansk, Anadyr’, and Ugol’naya.

Thus, the winter temperatures in Eastern Siberia are consider-
ably lower than in the extreme northeast of Asia, while the
summer ones are about the same, and the absence of daurskaya
larch in the relative tundra deforestation belt in Asia is ex-
plained by something other than air temperature. In the rela-
tive tundra deforestation regions of northeastern Asia, the
average July temperature Is 10_12o, and days with a temperature
of 10° and higher number 35J+5,

Observations show that the soil temperature in the 20—cm layer
and the depth of summer thawing In Eastern Siberia (on the
northern forest boundary) and extreme northeastern Asia are ap-
proximately the same, and even higher on the hills in the Ana-
dyrskaya tundra. This means that soil temperature also does
not Inhibit the growth of daurskaya larch in the relative de-
forestation belt of the Far Eastern Subarctic.

A further comparison of climatic factors Indicates that these
two regions differ not only in their winter temperatures, but
also in wind conditions. The average annual wind velocity at
the points in Eastern Siberia is 2.9-3.5 m/sec, with It being
somewhat higher in summer than in winter. At Anadyr ’ and
Ugol’naya the average annual wind velocity reaches 6.7-7.0
rn/sec. In winter it is considerably higher than in summer:
the average winter value reaches 9.5-10.0 rn/see, with maximums
exceed ing 1,0 rn/sec.

Nov let us see how the climatic conditions affect plant distri-
bution. In order to do this, we turn to the ecological peculi-
arities of daurskaya larch and cedar stlanik. Daurskaya larch
Is the only tree that needs so little heat for Its growth and
development: a total of 25—30 days with the temperature above
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100 , wIth an average air temperature of 6.20 In June , 10.70 in
July, and 8.5° in August (Ust’-Yansk). Average soil thawing
depth Is ~oJ+ 5 cm, and its summer temperature at a depth of 20
cm is 2_ 1+0.

Investigations have determined that cedar stianik grows in
warmer soils : the temperature in the root—Inhabited layer in
places where cedar stianik grows is no lower than )+_ 50; that
is , for its growth and development it requires a somewhat high-
er temperature (especially In the soil) that daurskaya larch.
This is why cedar stianik grows to the south of daurskaya larch
in Eastern ~ iberia . But why , then , does it grow farther to the
north and east than daurskaya larch on the Chukotsk Peninsula
and in Magadanskaya Oblast? What is even more curious is that
wind velocity increases In the northerly and easterly dIrec-
tions.

As It turns out, cedar stianik has adapted magnificently to
winter conditIons with strong winds and warm spells: with the
onset of frost, its branches lie d own and are covered with snow.
For cedar stlanik, the strong winter winds that stunt growth
both physiologically and mechanically have practically no ef-
fect. After the appearance of many works devoted to the causes
of the lodging of cedar stianik, this question was answered
satisfactorily in a monograph by G.E. Grosset [6). Grosset’s
experimentF showed that the wood in cedar stianik branches is
differentiated into upper (tractive ) and lower (knotting ) lay-
ers. When it is chilled, the knotting (lower) layer contracts
strongly in the longitudinal direction and more weakly in the
radial direction than the tractive (upper) layer. The result
of this difference is that when frosts set in, the branches
bend downward and the stlanlk clings to the earth. Freezing of’
the water in the wood begins at a temperature close to zero. A
significant part of the water freezes. As the temperature con-
tinues to drop, for each degree of decrease there is a smaller
and smaller amount of water that freezes. The movements of the
stianik ’s branches nave the same damping nature.

In connection with this, there is another interesting feature
of cedar stianik that helps It survive under such severe condi-
tions - - the ability of the, lodging branches to form adventive
roots. They form best of’ all when the atlanik does not grow In
solid , dense thickets, but in beds, between which there are
open, well warmed sections, A~ we move toward the polar andupper boundaries of woody vegetation, cedar stlanlk thickets
become thinner because of the drop in temperature and the de-
crease In the seasonally thawed layer’s thickness, the separa-
tion between them increases, and the size of’ the beds decreas-
es.
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FIgure 1+2 . Diagram of transformation of cedar stianik
bush into several independent and individual branches :
I. under the stlanik bush the permafrost Is closer to
the surface (and the soil temperature is lower) than
in illuminated sections where there are no bushes.
Clinging to the ground , the stlanik ’s branches put
out adventive roots that grow toward the heared side ;
II. as time passes , the primary root system and the
basal part of the cedar stianik die, while the branch-
es are transformed into cloned, fruit-bearing m dlvi-
duals. A cedar stlanlk’s root system is always locat-
ed in a heated surface layer where the temperature is
no lover than ~~~~~~~~~~~~
Key :
1. Permafrost

Separate beds grow at the northern limit of cedar stianik ’s
range. In the central shaded part of the bed the soil tempera-
ture is usually lower, and the primary concentration of fallen
needles is also here. The growing organic layer hinders the
heating and thawIng of the soil. The thIckness of the season-
ally thawed layer In the central part of a bed decreases to 20-
25 cm and the soil temperature drops sharply. It becomes im-
possible for cedar stlanik roots to exist here. The branches
of the cedar stlanik, which are capable of putting out advent—
lye roots , grow toward the side of the heated and warmed sec-
tIon. In time, both the roots and the basal part of the plant
die in the central part of’ the bed and the branches, which have
taken root and transferred to their own root nutrition system,
become Independent cloned plants that are not connected to each
other (Figure 1+2) • The bed—island deteriorates , disintegrating
into individual branch-plants . The central part of the former
bed , now denuded of plants (that Is , of a certain amount of
thermal resistance) , heats up better ; the thickness of the sea-
sonally thawed layer Increases. In such a section, therefore,
a bed of cedar atlanik eventually reappears .
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Thus , the presence of ~errnafrost and the comparatively shallow
summer thawing of the soil ( 1+0—80 cm) dictate the bed—island
distrIbution of cedar stianik at the northern and upper limits
of Its range . On the other hand , by Interacting with the vege-
tation these same factors cause continuous movement of the ce-
dar stlanik beds In the ecosystems of the Far Eastern sector of
the Subarctic. The role of’ permafrost in this process is
usually underestimated.

From wha t has been said , it is obvious that It Is Impossible
for solid , dens e thickets of cedar stianik to exist at the ex-
treme limit of its range, because the soil temperature under
them would be lower than the minimum temperature at which root
growth and development can take place. For these same reasons ,
at Its temperature limit In the north and northeast, cedar
stianik does not grow in soils with a heavy mechanical compos i-
tIon (clays , b arns), although in more southerly regions they
are seen in neavy soils. The absence of cedar stlanik thickets
In negative relief forms in the Far north is explained by the
low temperature of the overmoisturized soil .

Larch, which does not have similar adaptive abilities, takes on
stunted , dwarf forms or dies completely under the influence of
winds -- particularly in winter (snow trans fer by the wind
causes mechanical corrosion , wnile warm spells result in an
abrupt los s of moistur e that cannot be replaced fr om the frozen
ground). Larch forests begin to be encountered only at 250—300
km from the sea, ir~ Interinontane basins and mountain valleys,where the wind velocity drops sharply (the average annual velo-
city does not exceed 1+ m/sec) and warm spells are not seen dur-
ing the winter. The Maynskly larcn region, which is surrounded
on all sides by mountains, lIes closest to the sea —— 250 km
from the Anadyr ’ e~-~uary. Here larches predominate, with cedar
stianik underbrush. In this intermontane basin, larches grow
up the slopes to an altitude of 150—250 ~i above sea level; thecedar stianik belt goes higher, and highest of all Is a moun-
ta in tundra belt (the mountains are ~00—l ,200 m high). On the
mountains ’ outer slopes, which are turned toward the sea ,
larches do not gro~t. nere, cedar stianik thickets rule. The
other larch regions are located even farther from the sea --
they are also protected by mountains and are under more nearly
continental conditIons than the Maynskly larch region.

Man ’s Effect  on Tundra Ecosystems

In recent years , people have ever more frequently written and
talked about the reduction of lichen cenoses In the tundra and
thn decrease in reindeer pasturage. Man is the cause of these
phenomena. The number of expeditions in the tundra continues
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to grow -- geological, geographic , topographic -- as do the
different types of transportation and the amount of drilling
rigs and other technical equipu.ent. The network of populated
points is getting denser and they are connected by roads that
are getting wider , so that tractors and cross-country vehicles
are always breaking up new strips of tundra vegetation during
the summer period.

There are now more than 2.5 million households and about
600,000 wild reindeer in the Subarctic. They have a great ef-
fect on vegetative communities and on the tundra ecosystems as
a whole: they eat plants and pull them up, pack or loosen the
soil (depending on the time of year and the soil ’s mechanical
composition), fertilize the soil with excrement. A. Shrenk,
who traveled through the Eastern European tundras in 1837,
wrote with alarm on the catastrophic degradation of reindeer
pastures : “Considering all of these circumstances (overgrazing
by the reindeer and, as a result, exhaustion of the pastures --
author ’s note ), it is very easy for anyone to understand how
the numberless herds of reindeer on the tundra, In some three
decades , could destroy to such a degree such an immense expanse
of earth as the Bol ’shezemel ’skaya tundra , and why there are
grounds to begin fearing for the future existence of the people
who live here, since it is closely related to the reindeer ’s
existence”.

In 1908—1909, the biologist and veterinarian S.V . Kertselli
roamed the Bol’shezemel ’skaya tundra with the reindeer herdsmen.
His job was to discover the causes of reindeer murrain and de-
termine the possibilities for colonizing the tundra. He also
wrote about the exhaustion of’ pastures and the dying of rein-
deer in conjunction with this phenomenon.

At this time, scientists had already begun to say that the lich-
ens in the overgrazed pastures recover very slowly. Since this
was the case , maybe It would be possible to plant them in grass-
es. A.V . Zhuravskly, an enthusiast for the development of the
Far North, assumed that after the destruction of lichens, the
intensive growth of grasses would begin on the tundra; that is,
natural meadow formation would occur. However , It may be that
Zhuravskly overrated this process, because Kertsell i answered
him, quite reasonably : “Assertions that meadows might appear

1Shrenk A , PUTESHF~STV IYE K SEVERO-VOSTOKU YEVRO?EYSKOY ROSSIICHEBEZ ‘hJND?Y SAMOYEDOV K SEVERNYM URAL ’SKIM GORA M , PREDPRINYA-
T OTE V 1837 GODU [Journey to the Northeast of European Russia
Through the Tundra of the Samoyeds to the Northern Ural Moun-
tains, Undertaken in 1837], St. Petersburg, 1855, p 501.
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where reindeer have pulled up the moss are nothing more than
the fruits of a fantasy. Between Adz ’vaya and Rogovaya no less
than 15,000—20,000 reIndeer pass each year In both directions,
but the meadows here are unnoticeable, despite the many years
that the reindeer have spent pulling up the moss. In actuality ,
the conversion of tundra Into meadow is a very, very difficult
thing to achieve”1. Further, Kertselli estimated the cost of
transforming a desyatlna (1.09 ha~ of tundra land into meadow,
and calculated how much manure and mineral fertilizer would be
needed, he may have been right : the creation of meadows in
place of tundra vegetative communities is a very laborious
thing.

however, the overgrazing of lichen pastures and the reduction
of lichen reserves is taking place throughout the entire Far
North , and not only in the Eastern European Subarctic.

Captain Billings , who landed in Mechlngmenskaya Gulf in 1791,
subsequently wrote about medIuxn—s~zed mountains covered withwhite moss; that is, with lichens’. At the present time, there
are few sections on tne Chukotsk Peninsula with lichen covers .
The area occupied by them does not exceed 1—3 percent. This is
explained by the intensive overgrazing of reindeer for many de-
cades.

In order that pastures not be ov~ rgrazed , it is necessary to
observe certain rules : reindeer cannot stay in one area f o r  a
long time , especially when there Is no snow on the ground.
Otherwise the vegetation wIll not be eaten up so much as It Is
beaten down , and a mud puddle that takes a long time to be
overgrown can often form in this area. It is necessary to
drive the reindeer from some pastures to others systematically,
according to a previously worked out plan; that is, pasture ro-
tation must be practiced.

Although meadows do not form on the site of overgrazed pastures,
there Is still some increase In the quantity of grasses In such
areas, Lichens actually grow very slowly -- several milli-
meters a year. Bushes —- dwarf birch willows —- also grow
slowly, but somewhat more rapidly thdx lichens. Moreover, f o r
centuries the reindeer nerdamen have used them for fuel. All

1Kertselli, S.V ., PG BOL’S F2~F~~L’SKOY TUNDRE S KOCHEVNIXAMI[On the Bol ’shezemel ’skaya Tundra With the Nomads), Arkhan-
gel’sk , 1911, p 75.
‘~see SEVER DAL’NEGO V OSTOKA I The I~ortkiern Part of the Far East],
Moscow, Izd-vo Nauka, 1970 , p 288.
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invest igators , beg~nning with A., Shrenk, have written about
this. In ad dit ion, bush willows are willingly eaten by rein-
deer,

Observations In the tundra and conversation with herdsmen indi-
cate that every year up to several dozen kilograms of bushes
are stripped from a hectare of tundra area; that Is , from one
to several dozen percent of their total mass . Of course , in-
tensive overgrazing by reindeer, the pullin g up and destruct ion
of lichens and bushes, the use of dwar f birc h for fuel -- all
of this cannot help but affect the tundra biogeocenoses.

In an untouched tundra phytocenosis consisting of mosses lying
in a thick mat on the ground surface, as well as small shrub s,
bushes, and lichens, it is difficult for grasses (cereals , in
particular ) t o get established and even more difficult for them
to survive , because they have a~.most none of those adaptations
that the named groups of plants do . The bushes and shrubs are
symblotrophic ; tha t is , they are capable of extracting mineral
matter from the mossy-organic layer through a mycorhiza, and
lodging and adventive rooting help tundra plants exist under
the severe conditions encountered in the Subarctic. Under cold
soil and permafrost conditions, eve n the mosses ’ and lichens ’
lack of roots is an advantage in their competitive struggle
with grasses.

But here the bushes and shrubs, mosses and lichens are destroy-
ed. There are no competitors , and then the grasses occupy the
almost bare sections. And although the grasses grow sparsely
and their mass is small, in the percen tage sense there are more
grasses than other plant s. This is what scientists call meadow
formation, or the grassing of the tundra. If such sections re-
main at rest, however, in a few years the mosses will begin to
recover their positions. The expanding moss cover hinders soil
warming more and more, its thawing decreases, and the amoun t of
moisture in it increases. Conditions for the existence of
grasses deteriorate. Hypo—Arctic bushes possessing symblotro—
phism appear —— dwarf willows, birch. Gras ses -- and cere als,
in particular -- are more demanding of natural conditions and
are usually devoid of such adaptations, so they begin to die.

In most cases , however , it does not happen that the tundra lies
quiet. Here reindeer graze, frequently without observance of’
the rules of pasture rotation about which we have already spok-
en and exceeding the established reindeer capacity.

having once triggered an ecosystem, we thereby open the way for
chain reactions in it. In addition to changes in the vegetat-
ive soil cover and relief , of which we have already spoken , the
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fauna changes also. The number of lemmings in such beaten down
sections decreases. They are the basic food of the tundra pre-
dators, and this cannot help but have sri effect on the latter.
The reindeer also change. For instance, on the Chukotsk Penin-
sula, where the area occupied by lichens has been reduced to
1-3 percent, a new strain of reindeer has appeared -- the khar-
gin l translation unknown), which can feed on grasses and do
without lichen (reindeer moss) foods. This animal has shorter
legs than the usual reindeer and a more massive body that is
capable of rapid fattening. Kharginy herds at pasture cluster
close together, which helps them break up the hard tundra snow
that is packed because of warm spells and strong winds, and get
the green feed (grasses , evergreen shrubs) from under the snow.
Thus, the reindeer as a part of a Subarctic ecosystem has
changed along with this ecosystem.

Equilibrium is always maintained between the vegetative cover
and the re indeer population . In pre-Revolutlonary years , judg-
ing by the descriptions of A . Shr enk (1855) , ~ .V . Kertselli
(1911) , and other investigators, this equilibrium was main-
tained automatically: If the number of reindeer exceeded the
food reserve , the pastures were beaten down and the reindeer
started to die off from disease. As a result , the load on the
pastures was reduced and the vegetative cover recuperated . In
our time, the elements have been replaced by intelligent regu-
lation: the Introduction of pasture rotation and timely shift-
ing of the reindeer, the fencing of pastures, the shaping of
specific herd populations and structure, and so on. These
rules are not always observed , so the beating down of the pas-
tures and meadow formation and grassing continue.

With the increased numbers of Industrial centers in the Subarc-
tic , the growth in population, and the necessity of creating a
local subsistence base, there arises the question of not only
preserving the reindeer pastures, but of extending the areas on
which green fodder for livestock can be raised . In connection
with this there appears the problem of creating meadows and
cultivated pastures in interfiuvial areas (Figure k,3)~

But what must be done to create meadows in tundras where moss-
es and lichens force out the grasses eventually, since phyto—
cenotically the grasses are weaker than these plants ?

With the help of agrotechnical methods -- multiple disking,
plowing -- the tundra ’s primary vegetative cover is destroyed.
Soil acidity Is then reduced by liming and fertilizers are add-
ed. Grasses are sowed In the improved soils. It is necessary
to plant artificial meadows with tree and bush windbreaks.
They also distribute the snow evenly and protect the soil from
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Figure 1~3, Plan for possible tundra transformation:
A, complex tundra ecosystem, including simpler eco-
systems: two rivers (the valley of one of them Is
covered with a sparse larch forest); interfluvial ex-
panse occupied by hummocky cotton—grass vegetative
community on peaty-gleyed loam soils ; thermokarst
lakes. Seasonally thawed snow (CTC ) on the plakor
does not exceed 50-60 cm. Permafrost (B14) tempera-
ture —- 1+_ 50. The ecosystem is located in the rela-
tive tundra deforestation belt of Western Siberia; B.
agroecosystem that can be created on the site of’ an
original tundra ecosystem. The soil can be drained
by laying drainage pipes (T). As a result, condi-
tions will be created for a further rise in soil tem-
perature and an Increase In the seasonally thawed
layer , which In turn will contribute to improving the
plants ’ mineral nutrition -- both the grasses and the
trees in the windbreaks. The fauna will be enriched
with forest animals.

severe freezing. The grasses are protected against perishing
under the snow, since the windbreaks prevent deep snowdrifts.
Sprinkling the snow with peat dust or soot (mulching) acceler-
ates its disappearance and intensifies soil heating.

There is some ava1,~.ab1e experience in the creation of sown mea-dows In the tundra~. Fertilizers Improve the positions of
grasses in the competitive struggle with shrubs and mosses
(Figure ~+

)+). For instance, elevated sections in tundras are
usually covered with grasses. The fact of the matter Is that
these small hills are used by polar owls as observation posts;
here the owls and other predators eat their prey. Arctic foxes
dig their burrows in such elevated locations. The constant
soil fertilization with food remains dnd excrement results in

1Khantlmer, 1.5., SEL SKOIQIOZYAYSTVENWOYE OSVOYENIYE TUNDRY
(Agricultural Development of the Tundra], Leningrad—Moscow,
Izd —vo Nauka , 1971+.
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Figure +1+. Grasses appear In a section
that Is continually fertilized (in this
case , by excrement and food remains under
an eagle ’s nest).

the formation of grassy swale. Specially formulated experi-
ments In which the tundra soils were fertilized with nitrogen,
phosphorus , and potassium produced the same results : in a sec-
tion covered with mosses and lichens, the quantity of grasses
increased afte r a few years , and after 7—8 years the grasses
fInally pushed out their rivals.
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Thus , the development of the Subarctic snd the forms of effects
on its ecosystems that are related to this unambiguously raise
the question of the creation of controllable agroecosystems.
Much has already been done in this direction, but they are only
the first steps.

Experience has shown that any trans formation with preservation
of the ecosystems ’ optimum parameters is more difficult or even
Impos sible without woody vegetation -- trees , groves , wind-
breaks . They soften the climate and moderate its extremes , im-
prove the area, and so on. The restoration of forests and
sparse forests is considerably more difficult than maintaining
them by creating optimum forest conditions, because if the
woody vegetation is destroyed, radical changes occur in eco-
systems. Therefore, the preservation of the Subarctic’s for-
ests and the prevention of the degradation of their northern
boundaries is one of the most unpos tponable problems of our
t ime.
The forest boundary is one of nature’s main borders: climatic ,
botanical, soil, zoological, and so forth. This means that on
both sides of the forest boundary there are substantial changes
in wind force, snow thickness and density, depth of soil freez-
ing and thawing , soil temperature and the nature of soil forma-
tion , and habitation conditions for lower—stage plants and ani-
mals. The forest boundary, like the needle of a complicated
and complex automatic recorder, reflects the actually existing
conditions of the surrounding envIronment. When the boundary
changes (by retreating, say ) , environmental conditions are also
altered. The wind force Increases in the deforested territor-
ies, the snow Is redistributed (It is swept off the elevated
sections and accumulates in the depressed ones), the soil
freezes more severely and Its temperature drops in areas from
which the snow was swept. The intensity of the appearance of
polygonal-mottled formations (soil splitting, swelling, “freez-
ing out,” arid so on) increases. The soil in snowless sections
starts to freeze to a greater depth than it thaws, which leads
to a lowering of’ the permafrost’s temperature (hardening of the
permafrost) or the formation of permafrost if there was none.
Swamp formation increases , as does the intensity of thermokarst
processes, and the daily fluctuations in air and soil tempera-
ture become sharper. Conditions for the existence of animals
deteriorate and the forest animals migrate from the deforested
areas. Thus, the changes that take place In the natural situa-
tion are huge ones. The mechanism of interrelationship and
Intercausality in an ecosystem is manifested in full measure in
such cases.

It Is impossible to understand the dynamics of woody vegetation
on its northern boundaries if we attempt to do so only on the
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basis of the natural processes occurring in the ecosystems and
do not take human activity into consideration. Man, as re-
search has shown, appeared In the Far North several thousand
years ago. dls activities have become IncreasIngly more In-
tense. The trees at their northern boundaries are the main
factor tha t has suffered from this . Even A .F. Middendorf, who
who traveled through northern Siber ia in 18~42-l8~+5, wrote :
“The more mercilessly the forest’s primeval defenses are des-
troyed, the more doubtful the regeneration of forest vegetation
becomes. Population reproduction In the far north can easily
outstrip forest reproduc -’- Ion”l . In our t ime, this is no longer
an assumption for the regions of the Subarctic , but reality.

Let us examine the effect of man on the sparse northern forests,
using as our example the regions in northern Yakutiya that are
located more than l,’~Ou ku to the east of those places In cen-tral Siberia where Middend orf worked.

ii .L. Birkengof conducted research on an expedition Into the
basin of the Indigirka River in the 1920 ’s 131. He found large
numbers of burned and logged areas in the sparse forests.
Along with attempts to preserve the forests as the habitat of
commercially valuable wild animals, people were deliberately
felling the forests In order to obta in meadow lands with a good
stand of grass. On trie basis of this, Birkengof arrived at the
conclusion that the northern forest boundary on the Indigirka
had, in the recent past, undoubtedly extended farther to the
north than It did at that ~~~~ The following observationsmade by blrkengof are rau-~er curious , and have not lost theirvalue even today. At the time when kolkhozes were organized on
the Indigirka, the number of snares (traps for polar foxes) be-
longing to the inhabitants of the village of Russkoye Ust’ye
alone exceeded 10,000. If we assume that the number of trees
per hectare in sparse larca forests is 200 (possibly somewhat
more or fewer) and that one snare requires one tree, then it
turns out to be the case that in order to construct this number
of snares, no less than 50 hectares of sparse forest were cut
down. This tota l was arrived at for only one settlement and
one tree per snare. There are many villages , however , and in
addition to snares , wood is used for fires , tent poles , sledges,
and making karbasy I trarislation unknown) and small boats ; for

• each or them no less than three trees are needed .

• lMiddendorf, A.F., PUTE~LE~TV IYE Nt~ SEVER I V(~ST0K SIBIRI
[ Journey to the North and East of Siberia), St. Petersburg,
1867, Part 1, SectIon ~+, p 559.
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The need for wood -- which means Its consumption -- is no less
at the present time. On the contrary , it has Increased In con-
nection with the Increase In population. For example , Ye ,K.
Tsoy notes [2I4~] that no less than 50,000 m3 of firewood is
stored up every year In the sparse forest-tundra forests on the
lower reaches of the Kolyma River. In 1965, about ~+0,000 m3 of
firewood was stored up in the settlements of Cherskly and Zele-
nyy Mys. Tsoy writes that although previously a considerable
part of the firewood was gathered from the sites of forest
fires, today green masses on the left bank of the Kolyma are
being cut down. And, as wood disappears In the vicinity of the
villages, the cutters move farther and farther afield in the
Interfluve. As a result , the area of’ unforested tundra terri-
tory Is growing. Firewood is already being gathered at dis-
tances of 60-70 km from Cherskly and Zelenyy Mys.

On the lower reaches of the Kolyma the trees are 1+_8 m tall and
have an average diameter of 8-13 cm (l6-2~+ cm maximum), so thatfor a figure of 100-300 trees per hectare , the total wood sup-
ply is 6—20 m3 pe~ hectare, If we assume a stock of firewood
totaling 50,000 mi, this means that 2,500-8,300 hectares of
territory are deforested on the lower reaches of the Kolyma
every year . The picture is approximately the same on the lover
reaches of the Alazeya , Indigirka , Yana , and Omoloy .

however, frequent and essentially systematic bui’nlng destroys
considerably more sparsely forested area every year than cut-
ting does. Many Investigators have written about this.

From the end of June to the middle of August there is usually
dry weather in Yakutiya, which contributes to the appearance of
fires. At this time there are sufficient sparks from cross—
country vehicles and unextinguished cigarettes, In addition to
which the cotton-grass forming mounds and lichens sometimes ig-
nite spontaneously. The increase in the number of expeditions
contributes to the Increase in fires. As a result of the huge
quantity of underground vein ice, subsidences that increase
swampiness usually appear on the site of fires, and ground
swelling Is frequently seen. On sections where a sparse larch
forest burned, tundras that have been given the name pyrogenic
appear. They are stable arid the sparse larch forests usually
do not recover In them (Figure ~5) because of the sharp changeIn the soil ’s hydrothermal regime. The abundance of moisture
in loamy soils, which increases after the death of the trees,
leads to a lowering of their temperature ; the next summer the
cold, moisture-saturated soil thaws to a lepth that Is 10—15 cm
less than usual. At the same time , the soil aeration condi-
tions deteriorate.

1 1~+



Figure )+5• Pyrogenlc tundra formed as the
result of a fire that occurred several de-
cades ago in a sparse forest-tundra larch
forest.

The sparse larch forest islands that rema in after fires and
cutting are surrounded by tundra and are usually doomed.

After a fire, the changes that occur can go In several differ-
ent directions, which are governed to a considerable extent by
the amount of underground ice that is present. The most dan-
gerous of them takes place when there is a fire on a section
made up of b arns with a large number of subterranean Ice veins
(Figure ~+6) . In these cases , after the fire intensive thawin
of the underground ice and surface subs idence (or even caving
sets in. On the site of abrupt subsldences , hollows under the
ice veins and even little hills outlined by these ice veins are
clearly visible. The ecosystem that was previously present is
completely destroyed: it cannot regenerate Itself.

One of the causes of poor young growth on the northern boundary
of the sparse forest—tundra forests Is fires , which lead to an
increase in soil moisture , the elevation of the perma fros t lev-
el , and a reduction in the soil temperature.

From aerial photographs, pyrogenic tundras can no longer be
• distinguished from primary, climatically caused tundras after

several decades have passed since a fire. In the pyrogenic
tundra belt we usually encounter charred stumps both on the
soil surface and under a thin layer of moss. The area occupied
by anthropogsnic tundras -- pyrogenic and those that form after
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Figure ~46 . Larch forest In loamy ground
containing 3O~i+O percent underground ice
veins , after a fire. As a result of the
change In heat exchange between the at-
mosphere and the soil , Int ens ive thawing
of the permafrost and Ice veins has be-
gun , causing surface subsidence. The
thermokaret depression that has formed is

m deep.

cutting —- is rapidly expanding around populated points located
on the northern forest boundary (Ust ’ya-Yanak , Kazach ’ye ,
Khayyr , Kular , Andryushkino, Ozhogino, and others). If a reso-
lute struggle against fires is not begun, the deterioration of
the physicogeographic conditions in the catastrophically ex-
panding areas of anthropogenic tundras will continue.

Another reason for the anthropogenic tundras’ stability Is the
continually Increasing distance between them and seed sources.
Therefore, tundra areas in the relative deforestation belt, in
which trees can exist , are doomed to remain unforested until
man ceases to be occupied with transforming them.

As we have already said, the relative tundra deforestation belt
is basically the southern tundra, where there are 30_1÷0 days a
year when the diurnal temperature exceeds b _lb . This number
of warm days is sufficient for the growth and development of
trees . The relative deforestation belt formed as the result of
natural processes (which were described in preceding sections -—
from Western Siberia to the Far East) and human activities.

At the present time, the relative tundra deforest~tion belt inEastern Siberia amounts to about 60,000-70,000 km • Mere the
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climatic conditions permit the existence of sparse larch for-
ests; they were here, but died out because of man’s activities
and natural processes. Self-regeneration of the sparse forests
is Impossible; however, even If It were probable, it would take
several centuries. At the same t ime , larch planting and seed-
ing with the help of’ specially developed agrotechnical methods
is fully possible here in the relative tundra deforestation
belt.

Within the borders of the Soviet Union , the total area of the
relative deforestation belt Is ~+7O,OOO-5OO,O0O km

2. Foresta-
tion operations on this territory would change the nature of
the Subarctic substantially.

Thus, the relative tundra deforestation belt is an arena for
future agricultural and forest reclamation work. The southe rn
part of the Subarctic -- the forest tundra and northern taiga --
Is an area that requires careful preservation and thoughtful
utilization of the natural resources. Otherwise, deforested
areas similar to the tundra will form here quite rapidly, at a
speed proportional to the rate of development , The Subarctic ’s
southern boundary should be the fort em boundary of commercial
forest cutting.

In the northern taiga, where trees do not find their ecological
optimum, continuous commercial cutting should be banned. For-
est regeneration after cutting Is difficult even in the typical
and southern talga, while in the northern talga It Is maximally
complicated and frequently simply does not take place. Finally,
solid forest cutting in the Subarctic Is simply economically
unprofitable because of the small reserve of’ forests and the
poor quality of the wood. It is a well known fact that Murinan—
skaya Oblast Is located in the warmest and most favorable (from
the viewpoint of physicogeographic conditions) sector of the
Subarctic , but here also -- in the opinion of economists —-“The result of the sys tematic excess of planned clearing and an
Inadequate volume of reforestation projects Is that the oblast’s
forest raw material resources are exhausted , and the cessation
of logging operations Is being contemplated; therefore, forest
raw materials cannot be a pos itive factor 3.n the future deve-
lopment of’ the oblast’s productive forces”~.

In the eastern sectors of the Subarctic , where more severe cli-
matic conditions are encountered , the situation can be even
more complicated when solid cutting takes place.

1Freydin, I.L., PRO1~L~ fY SEVF.RA f ?roblems of’ the North], Moscow,
Izd-vo Nauka, No 16, 1976, p 109.
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In the decree “On Establishing Protective Belts In the Northern
Part of the Pre-Tundra Forests”1, which was Issued by the RSFSR
Council of Ministers on 16 May 1959, it is pointed out that the
primary group of protective forests consists of sparse forest—
tundra forests In a belt 30— 150 km wide . C omj i~ercj al forest
cuttIng is prohibited in the belt. But trees, as we have al-
ready said , do not prosper not only In the forest tundra, but
also in many regions of the northern taiga. Here trees grow
slowly and regenerate poorly. Therefore, it is necessary to
assign all the Subarctic forests -- Including the sparse north-
ern taiga ones -- to the group of protected forests where com-
mercial cutting Is banned. These forests generate large quan-
tIties of oxygen, purify the air, and transform the cold air
masses comIng down from the north; that is, this zone is of
great Importance for regulating the climate, so Its deforesta-
tion must not be allowed.

A~ Is known , pollution of the atmosphere with dust (and smoke,
as a result of Industrial development ) sharply reduces its
transparency, as well as the amount of illumination and ultra-
violet radIation received. This dustiness is especially unde-
sirable in the Subarctic because of the lowness of the Sun, as
a result of which Its rays travel a longer path through the
lower layers of the atmo~phere. Considering the small amount
of ultraviolet radiation’~ received in the Subarctic , it shouldnot be permitted that It be reduced. Because of the long, se-
vere winters with dark nights and the short, cold summer, in-
dustrial and administrative buildings and residences are heated
considerably and continually , except for an occasiona l break
during the summer. Therefore, more waste products are produced
per unit of Industrial and residential area than in the south-
ern regions , At the same time , the consequences of atmos pheric
pollution are considerably sharper in the Subarctic than in
more southerly regions , while the possibility of self-cleaning
of the atmosphere Is less than in any other zone because of the
briefness of the growing season, the small amount of phytomass,
and the small number of sunny days .

Polluted air has a deleterious effect  on the health of both men
and animals. It has a negative effect on the durability of ma-
terials. For instance, when air humidity is high and when fogs
are present (and both of’ these phenomena are quite common in
the Subarctic), sulfur dioxide can enter a reaction with the

1SBORN IK ZAKONODATEL’NYKLi AKTOV . OKHRANA PRIRODY [Collected
Legislative Acts: Nature Conservation], Moscow, Yurlzdat, 1961,
p 90.
‘~Norma1 functioning of the organism requires ultraviolet radia-tion.
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water and form sulfuric acid vapors. These vapors are not only
dangerous for men , animals , and plants, they also corrode steel.
Under the same conditions (hIgh humidity) , carbon dioxide ent-
ers into a reaction with water and forms carbonic acid, which
attacks limestone and other materials. At low temperatures
(—20 or _3Q0), many grades of steel that are used for standard
machine building lose their strength and fail under even small
loads. The more corroded tne steel parts are, the faster they
fail.

As is known , green plants -- trees, in particular -- can purify
air. Under Subarctic conditions, however , the phytomass is
small and there are frequently no trees. The growing season is
short -_ 3-6 weeks. Rain,(especially torrential thundershowers)
can also clean the atmosphere. However , there Is little preci-
pitation in the Subarctic -- 250—~0O mm per year. A large part
of It falls as snow and freezing rain that is at times Indis-
tinguishable from fog. These rains cannot purify the atmos-
phere. Moreover , when the air is polluted with smoke and dust,
fog can accelerate tne appearance of suffocating smog, which
has already been observed repeatedly in London and other cities
in Western Europe and North America.

Tne capacity of the atmospheric air In the Subarctic for self—
purification is very low.

This situation is also correct with regards to surface water in
the Subarctic. It is formed by the melting of snow and the
falling of rain , so It is weakly mineralized and contains a
large amount of organic matter (which gives it its brownish
color), for the oxidation of which much oxygen is consumed.
Even withou t this , however, the wa ters of the rivers and lakes
In the Subarctic are poorly oxygen—saturated, particularly in
winter. The longer the period of stable Ice on open water
las ts , the worse the quality of’ the water, because it cannot be
enriched with oxygen at this time. The small amount of oxygen
is the primary cause of the deaths of fish in the rivers and
lakes of the Subarctic. As long ago as 1877, I.S. Polyakov
wrote : “Throughout the lower reaches of the Ob ’ , the water be-
gins to turn red In winter; it then has an unpleasant taste and
releases bubbles. The water ‘dies ’ earliest of all in Obdorsk
~Sa1ekhard -— author ’s note ) and Poluy , where even the ice
yields water that Is unpleasantly bitter to the taste. In win-
ter , therefore, the citizens of Obdorsk get their ice fr o; the
Ob’ at a distance of’ several kilometers from the village”.

lDrachev £~~i. BO1~’B~t ~ ~AGRYAZN~N IYEM REK , OZER I VODOKkiRANI-
LISkiCH P1~OhYSk1LENNY14I I BYTOVYWI STCJKAMI [The Struggle Against
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This was a lmost 100 years ago , before drainage water was dis-
posed of into the Ob ’ .

Thus , because of the specific bioclimatic features of the Sub-
arctic , the surface water In this region Is worse than the wa-
ter of the temperate zone, especially in winter.

It is a known fact that It is dangerous to pollute the water of
rivers and lakes; under the conditions present in the Subarctic,
It Is doubly dangerous. In summer the open water flow is in
contact with the air, is enriched with oxygen,and acted upon by
the Sun, so It purifies itself. When it is under Ice for 7—9
months of the year , however , water quality deteriorates by It-
self , because of the lack of oxygen; river and lake water
undergoes an acid reaction and Its pH drops below 6.5, where
7.0 is normal. Of itself this results in the death of fish.
In addition, if industrial and domestic wastes are allowed to
flow into a river and oxygen Is additionally consumed for their
oxidation, the situation becomes catastrophic, especially in
winter. In the temperate zone, river water can purify itself
over a stretch of 200—300 km; under the conditions in the Far
North, with the protracted period of stable ice on open water,
even 1,500-2,000 km is sometimes not enough, as observations
have shown1.

In the northern taiga , as we have already said , precipitation
exceeds evaporation, and so in places where there is no perma-
frost (Murmanskaya Oblast, the southern part of Arkhangel’skaya
Oblast and the Komi A$SR), the groun d water level is about 2 m
below the surface. Forests, as is known, cause a large amount
of water to evaporate, so If they are cut down in such areas,
the result is frequently swamping.

Many roads are being built in Murmanskaya Oblast. Sand and
shingle material Is needed f or roadbed fill , and It is obtained
from quarries. Many of these quarries have already been filled
with water (Figure k7), It is possible that the increase in
the number of these manmade ponds in Murmanskaya Oblast will
result in the draining of surrounding areas and the death of
forests.

Some inve stigators rec ommend that ur ban drainage water be used
to irrigate agricultural fields. First , this improves the eco-
nomics of irrigation agriculture; second, so il is the most

Pollu tion of Rivers , Lakes, and Reserv oirs by Industrial and
Romestic Drainage], Moscow , Izd—vo Nauka, l9&+, p 30.
~ Ibid.
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Figure +7. In the northern taiga zone ,
almost every depression more than 2 m
deep reaches the ground water level. As
a result of this, ditches and quarries
are transformed Into ponds.

efficient means of renderIng drainage water harmless. These
recommendations are valid, but only for the southerly zones.
In the Subarctic the soil layer is thin (30—150 cm) and very
cold; at a depth of 20 cm, its temperature rarely exceeds 5_100,
even in July. The normal summer soil temperature at this depth
is 2-~+°. As I recall, the so il temperature near Moscow is
l8_200 at this time. The speed of chemical reactions, as is
known, depends on the tempera ture (van ’t Hoff ’s law) . More-
over , the permafrost leyers that are at a depth of 50—100 cm in
summer act as a water-resistant horizon. In the Subarctic, the
almost complete absence of’ drainage Infiltration into the soil
leads to river pollution through the surface layer considerably
more than is the case in the temperate zone, where there is no
permafrost. Therefore, in the Subarctic drainage water can be
used in permafrost areas only as fertilizer and then in very
limited quantities, for the disirifecting capacity of the sea-
sonally thawed, thin, frozen soil is itself extremely limited.

It is a known fact that sulfur dioxide, ammonia , fluorine cam—
pounds , and the vapors of asphalt, res ins , and some acids have
a negative effect on trees, bushes, lichens , and mosses. These
substances are products of the incomplete combustion of gaso-
line and oils and industrial dust in general, which contains
chemically active substances. Lichens, and particularly the
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bushy ones that serve as reindeer fodder, are very sensitive to
air pollution.

In decreasing order of sensitivity to atmospheric pollution,
trees and bushes are arranged In the following manner: spruce,
pine, fir, larch , alder , willow 1 birch. When planting northern
roads with trees , therefore, em?hasis should be placed on larch
varieties, which, incidentally, also cause dust to settle bet-
ter than the conifers.

Finnish inves tigators have ment ioned that in recçnt years there
has oeen a sharp incre ase In the number of galls’ on willow
trees along streets and highways. They relate this pr imarIly
to the Increased air pollution along roads under the conditions
of the North. Thus , the fac ts indicate that vegetat ion is an
accurate and sensitive Indicator of changes In the surrounding
environment.

1Galls are abnorma l growths of plant t is sue , or unusual “tu-
mors ,” caused by plant dainags and parasitic Insects , as well as
fungi and bacteria.
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CONC LUSION

The Subarctic -- this is a region that includes the tundra,
forest tundra, and northern taiga. Huge mineral raw material
reserves are concentrated here, and the rate of their develop-
ment will increase. Our knowledge of nature in this region is
proportional to the degree of industrial development and grow-
ing at about the same rate. For example, In Academician A.A.
Grigor’yev’s classic book, “The Subarctic,” In which he basic-
ally correlated materials gathered during the prewar and early
postwar years, he speaks of permafrost as a factor that con-
solidates loose soil arid hinders the formation of’ gullies. In-
dustrial development has snown that the actual situation is
somewhat different. The gully growth rate depends on the de-
glee of disruption of the vegetative soil cover and the quanti-
ty of underground ice that is present. The relief around in-
dustrial centers ii different now from what it was 20—30 years
ago. The environs of such points abound in gullies and depres-
sions. In connection with this there has arisen the problem of
the necessity of developing measures so that the transformation
of the relief will not be an elemental process hindering the
development Itself. This problem cannot be set aside, since in
the Subarctic there will soon be no places where cross-country
vehicles and tractors have not gone. At the same time, In the
path of almost any tracked vehicle there appear gullies, de-
pressions, and other disruptions of the relief. In addition,
gullies grow quickly In the Subarctic —- 15—20 m per year.
It Is precisely this instability of the ground complex, leading
to a change In the relief, that is the most typical feature of
the Subarctic.

Nature in the Subarctic, as a unique resonator, is capable of
Intensifying all effects: a small pit is transformed into a
lake or cave-in, a trench —— Into a gully. Small (several
tenths of a degree) but protracted secular reductions in tem-
perature will lead to glaciation; first to small, nuclear
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glaciers, then to large ones. As a result , large climatic
changes occur , such as those that occurred in the high lati-
tudes in the course of the Earth’s geological history, while in
the low latitudes the temperature has always been almost the
same. Norma l temperature fluctuations (2- , 3-, and 11—year
cycles , and so on), while almost unnoticeable in nature in the
southern zones, lead to intensive thawing and thermokarst pro-
cesses —- that is, a change in relief’ —- in the Subarctic.
however , once a thermokarst lake has formed, it expands and e-
velops according to its own rules, changing the parameters of
the surrounding environment. Th e water surface absor bs more
heat than a ground surface covered with plants, which leads to
the formation of taliks and the crumbling of shore lines; fish
appear in the lake and waterfowl begin to nest nearby. This
continuous and extraordinarily intensive variability of nature
Is particularly graphic when mod ern large-scale maps are com-
pared with maps 20-25 years old . In areas where there was tun-
dra, lakes have appeared ; in the path of a cross—country ve-
hicle that passed between two rivers there is now a unique
canal with crumbling banks.

The analysis of nature in the Subarctic , us ing biogeocenotic
and ecosystem methods, revealed the extraordinary vulnerability
and delicac y of this area ’s ecosystems.

For example, the tendenc y that trees have to expand their own
areals In the Eastern European Subarctic has been explained and
is even now explained by some investigators as being due to a
centuries-long, planetary climatic warming. However, extended
meteorological observations refute this thesis and indicate a
uniform climate with constant small fluctuations. As It turns
out, because of the instability of the high—temperature, close-
to-zero stratum of the ground in the Eastern European Subarc-
tic, slight warming results in the capture of tundra sectIons
located on the polar boundary of the sparse forests by woody
vegetation. Woody vegetation hinders winter freezing by accu-
mulating snow on the sections captured by It. The seasonall y
thawed layer thickens, which leads to an improvement in not only
the thermal and water regimes , but also mineral nutrition.
This contr ibutes to the preserva t ion of trees even when the
warmIng period ends, and causes a continuous expansion of the
area occupied by the woody vegetation, so that a self-
regulating ecosystem develops. Thus , we again encounter the
property of the unique resonator, which manifests itseir be-
cause of the sensitivity and Instability of nature in the Sub-
arctic: small temperature fluctuations have a great effect.

Under the conditions present In Siberia, insignificant but cu-
mulative changes in the soil environment caused by the growth
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of mosses and cotton-grass mounds lead to a steady cooling of
the soil arid shrInkage of the seasonally thawed layer, which
means they lead to deterioration of the woody plants’ mineral
nutrition and their death; that Is, to an eventual retreat of
the sparse forests ’ northern boundary. In order to explain the
degradation of the forests in this region it is not necessary
to refer to climatic factors on a planetary scale (cooling of
the climate, a change In the angle of’ tilt of the Earth’s axis).
however, such attempts have been made In the works of some in-
vestigators.

Because of their instability and vulnerability, the ecosystems
of the Subarctic are capable of bearing only small additional
loads that are dozens of times smaller than ecosystems in the
more southerly natural zones can handle. For example, about
1,300 domesticated reindeer were transported from the Chukotak
Peninsula to Alaska, for the first time, at the end of the last
century. By the beginning of the 1930’s, their number had in-
creased to 1.0—1.5 million. In only a few decades the reindeer
had exhausted their Subarctic pastures, and the herds were
quickly and catastrophically reduced. By the end of the l9~+O’sthere were no more than 25,000-28,000 reindeer in Alaska.

In the Soviet Subarctic in the 1930’s there were about 1.~+ mil-lion domesticated reindeer. At the present time there are
about 2.5 million of them, plus more than 600,000 wild ones.
The possible further growth in their numbers is: t,OO,000 in
the tundra and forest tundra and ~sO0,000-5O0,OOO In the north-ern taigal. It Is possible that more precise calculations and
allowing for the exhaustion of the pastures can substantially
reduce these figures. In order to preserve this reindeer popu-
latlon -— to say nothing of Increasing it —- it is necessary
that the mass of vegetative fodder in the pastures not be re-
duced.

Sowing the tundra in grass, along with the creation of’ a forest
belt , will increase the reindeer capacity and expand the defi-
cit pastures (with shelter from the wind), and reduce the
growth of thermokarst, gullies, swellings, and so on.

Howe ve r, controlling the ubarctic agroecosystems is a consid-
erably more complicated affair than It Is for the same ecosys-
tems in more southerly areas. Vegetation that is too thick,
for example, weakens soil warmIng, which results In a decrease
In the depth of the seasona lly thawe d layer. This means that

lAndreyev V ,N Golos ov , I.t4., and Preobrazhenskiy, B.V., SE-
VERNYYF~ OLENI f~teIndeer), Krasnoyarsk , 1972.
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the plants ’ mineral nutrition deter iora tes, since the volume of
soil from which the nutritive substances come is reduced. When
the plants occur more sparsely, their roots do not bind and
stren gthen the soil as we ll, and this leads to “freeze-out” of
rocks and the formation of hummocks, the plant growth condi-
t ions deterior ate, and working a field becomes more difficult.
Here is an example of the complexity involved In controlling
the Subarctic ’s agroecosystems. Summer in Yakutiya Is quite
warm, and dry periods are common. Therefore, here we see the
frequent use of irrigation In fields where agricultural crops
are growing. During the first year of overhead irrigation the
depth of the seasonally thawed layer increases , because of the
influx of additions], heat with the water. Because of the irri-
gation , every year the moisture content of the seasonally
thawed layer ’s lower hor izon incre ases, which means that the
amount of heat consumed to warm it increases. Eventually, the
seasonally thawed layer shrinks, while the s oil temperature
drops and its moisture content Increases. As a result, a field
that was suffering from dryness is turned Into a swamp. In
these irrigated sections sallriizatlon frequently occurs because
of the fact that a so called “sweating” regime Is established :
the moisture evaporates, leaving salts on the soil surface.

It is possible that in the future we will create agroecosystems
that are saturated with self-regulating instruments utilizing
the free energy of the wind and permafrost. It is a well known
fact that summer cooling In the Subarctic is primarily caused
by Intrusions of cold Arctic air accompanied by winds. It Is
apparently p~ssIble to create wind-powered power plants thatwould heat water and force it through pipes to heat the soil
when the Arctic winds grow stronger.

The vulnerability of nature in the Subarctic and its ability to
react strongly to all influences and intensify them have become
known during the process of developing this region; that Is, in
the last few decades. Industrial development of the Subarctic
will continue at increasing rates. Therefore, the future fate
of nature in this area is entirely In the hands of man.
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